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ABSTRACT 

Donoso the Humorist: A Study of Entropy 

John A. Cunicelli 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple University, 2017 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Hortensia Morell 

For over two millennia, humor has been the topic of philosophical discussion 

since it appears to be a nearly universal element of human experience and offers different 

perspectives on that experience. Humor delves deep into the cultural norms governing 

religion, family, sex, society, and other aspects of day to day life in order to investigate 

the absurdities therein. Viewing such reified aspects of life in a new, humorous light is 

one of the principal characteristics of the Chilean author José Donoso’s novels. 

Oftentimes irreverent and scathing, Donoso’s dark humor reaches entropic proportions 

since it accentuates (and at times even seems to celebrate) the human condition’s descent 

into chaos. Given this downward trajectory, a selection of the Chilean author’s novels 

will be analyzed under the entropic humor theory originated by literary theorist Patrick 

O’Neill. The notion of entropy contains the very idea of a breakdown of order that tends 

toward chaos, so this special brand of humor is a unique fit for a study of Donoso. Within 

the author’s first novels, we note extreme existential angst which, as we pass into his later 

works, gives way to resignation, a trajectory we see mirrored in the use of humor, going 

from extremely dark and bitter to more playful, albeit always caustic and acerbic in 

nature. By delving into the psyche of man, Donoso finds much humor behind the tragedy 

and then uses it to expose life’s absurdities. He toys with our expectations. His use of 

humor externalizes alternative ways to view life – in its tragic comedies or comic 

tragedies.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

José Donoso (Chile 1924-1996), a prominent figure in twentieth century Latin 

American literature, is known for his dark narratives dealing with the difficult themes of 

death, destruction and the desacralization of the societal institutions of family, religion 

and cultural norms. He once stated in an interview, “My vision of life is pretty gloomy. 

I’m not really a joking person; I just tend to put the act on. I’m not in general a very 

happy man, I guess. I tend to be joking in public because I try to win people over. I try to 

woo people” (Christ 29). Despite the constant theme of despair that pervades Donoso’s 

body of work spanning five decades – from the mid-1950s to the mid-1990s –, we 

nonetheless find an ever-present undercurrent of humor throughout his narratives. 

Whether a decrepit nonagenarian madwoman spouting obscenities or an elderly 

transvestite dancing flamenco in a small-town Chilean brothel, Donoso’s characters 

convey his masterful use of humor. By weaving humor into the themes of death and 

despair, the Chilean author perhaps was trying to woo readers by offering them 

something with which they could identify: “If literature is to communicate its 

humanitarian message, it must appeal to the humanity of the reader. It must contain 

humor, an essential human trait” (Rodríguez Monegal 5). The inclusion of this essential 

human trait also has another function that is the principal focus of this study: it offers a 

different perspective, a lens that when used to view any given situation can only 

accentuate or expose, by sheer juxtaposition, the absurdity of existence, the predominant 

backdrop of all Donoso’s works. The author himself, as expressed during a round table 

interview in a text edited by Guillermo Castillo-Feliú, was perhaps aware of externalizing 

absurdity when he stated that so many of his characters “are quite absurd and this should 
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make for some amusement” (16). Donoso continued to explain that his mode of humor 

“is not comical in any way but there is a level at which humor exists, continually” (16). 

This suggests that humor, not simply relegated to random humorous scenes but rather 

found consistently throughout his narratives, is an integral factor when considering the 

Donoso novel.   

Donoso, by presenting life’s difficulties in a humorous way, detaches them from 

their contexts so the reader can inspect them more closely, through humor, perhaps 

gaining insight otherwise unavailable. John Morreall, one of today’s leading humor 

theorists, describes this function of humor succinctly: “In humor we shift mental gears 

and look at everyday things in new ways. And this departing from well-worn paths of 

thought brings a certain mental liberation, which has long been counted as among the 

chief values of humor” (Philosophy of Laughter 2). In this way, humor can help us see 

the absurd aspects of some beliefs and customs, by inspecting them from a different 

viewpoint. Humor therefore provides, “a jolt to our picture of reality” (Morreall, Taking 

Laughter Seriously 83). Again, this study postulates that Donoso’s humoristic lens can be 

used to underpin the possibility that life may not have much purpose, since Donoso’s use 

of humor is always so intimately interlocked with tragic events. We investigate this 

juxtaposition of humor and tragedy contained in five Donoso novels: 1. “Coronación 

(1957) – Laughingly Toward Cosmic Chaos”; 2. “El lugar sin límites (1966) – Humorous 

Hopelessness”; 3. “Casa de campo (1978) – The Narrator Smiles on His Characters’ 

Dark Fate”; 4. “La misteriosa desaparición de la marquesita de Loria (1980) – Erotic 

Humor and the Existential Void”; and 5. “Donde van a morir los elefantes (1996) – A 

Satirical View of Social Interactions.” 
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           A principal function of humor is to expose absurdities by offering different 

perspectives. However, Donoso seems to go the extra step to express implicitly in his use 

of humor that humankind would suffer less if we recognized that our search for meaning 

is what causes anguish in the first place. In other words, we are bound for disappointment 

if we place too much faith in finding such meaning. In Donoso’s narratives we see time 

and time again how religious beliefs, adherence to cultural norms, the search for order, 

and individual ethics cause suffering. Inspecting the humor inherent to them, we discover 

how humor accentuates the absurdity of the human condition, eternally trapped in a 

never-ending cycle. This study shows how Donoso’s humor hovers around the anguish 

and despair of existence in his early works but moves towards a softer, more playful vein 

as the existential pain of his various characters turns into an acceptance of the absurdity 

of human existence. It must be noted, however, that even when the humor is expressed in 

a more playful manner, there is always a certain level of darkness found within Donoso’s 

narration. This dark humor has varying degrees that correspond directly to the existential 

outlook of the individual novels.    

Existential anguish is a serious topic to convey but humor steps in to lighten the 

burden, that which a less comic outlook could not achieve as succinctly and effectively. 

By virtue of humor’s innate ability to bring people’s defenses down, it softens the blow 

of communicating tragic events. Well-known comedian and writer Chris Bliss explains 

this quality of humor:   

Mental delights [amusement] are followed by the physical response of 
laughter, which, not coincidentally, releases endorphins in the brain. And 
just like that, you’ve been seduced into a different way of looking at 
something because the endorphins have brought down your defenses. This 
is the exact opposite of the way that anger and fear and panic, all of the 
fight-or-flight responses, operate. Fight-or-flight releases adrenalin, which 
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throws our walls up sky-high. And then comedy comes along, dealing 
with a lot of the same areas where our defenses are the strongest – race, 
religion, politics, sexuality – only by approaching them through humor 
instead of adrenalin, we get endorphins and the alchemy of laughter turns 
our walls into windows, revealing a fresh and unexpected point of view. 
(Bliss 8:00-8:45) 

 
The intention of this study is not to suggest that Donoso consciously planned to use 

humor in this way. However, from the standpoint of the reader, as the quote above 

suggests, humor can offer a more palatable way of viewing the depiction of tragic events 

and may also offer a deeper and clearer view into them. If humor can turn a reader’s 

walls into windows, then an approach to literature that values the reader’s response and 

reaction to the literary text could most assuredly prove useful. Donoso would agree: “a 

work of literature is a spur to the imagination. Everybody has a different imagination and 

he has the right to imagine whatever he can with a work of fiction [...] when I publish a 

novel, I have the feeling that I am giving something, that I’m cutting loose from me and 

anybody can do anything he wants with it. I mean, my responsibility ends with the 

printed book” (Castillo-Feliú 32).  

This idea of a more active reader who takes part in the construction of the 

meaning of a literary text became very important in the mid-twentieth century, just 

previous to the Boom of Latin American literature, when more and more writers were 

using new narrative styles (not just the conventional, linear storyline) and more intricate 

subjects (non-mimetic depictions, fantastic, philosophical and psychological themes) that 

required readers to reject the previously-valued passive role and take on more interpretive 

responsibility. The implications that this new role for the reader had on Donoso’s work 

would be profound, since his focus became the incorporation of new styles and themes.  
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At the height of the Boom in the mid-1960s, which coincided with a marked 

increase in new novel production1, Donoso himself was beginning to recognize the 

importance of humor in literature. This decade witnessed many authors adopt new 

narrative styles and utilize more varied themes (as described above), which pitted them 

against the tide of the generally accepted narrative techniques of previous decades 

(mainly, the linearly narrated novel). In 1965, reviewing Carlos Fuentes’ novel Cantar de 

ciegos in an article titled “Por qué Carlos Fuentes en su último libro se suelta el pelo…”, 

Donoso noticed that “desde hace muy poco tiempo viene surgiendo una nueva modalidad 

que rechaza nuestra condenación a lo exótico, lo épico y lo filosofante, que se arroga la 

posibilidad del humor y de lo absurdo” (xiv). Indeed, an important component of the 

renovation of narrative techniques and themes would include the use of humor. At the 

time of Donoso’s review, one could already note the author’s burgeoning use of humor in 

Coronación (1957), while El lugar sin límites (1966) would also prominently display 

humor. The Chilean author was well on his way to defining his role of expressing the 

atrocities of life humoristically.  

During the first decades of the twentieth century in Latin America, humor was not 

considered appropriate for literature since the dominant themes tended to favor the 

serious focus of social realism. There was a general tendency to create literature intended 

to capture immediate reality as faithfully depicted as possible. These narrations were 

generally populated by characters employing local patterns of speech, facing difficult 

natural or social environments. Because of the extremely localized/regional nature of this 

type of literature, one could imagine that presenting universal themes was assuredly not 

the end goal (McMurray 15-6).2 Donoso did not dwell within this regionalist type of 
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literature and he made that fact evident in his partially autobiographical work Historia 

personal del boom (1971). He described that during this time in Latin American literary 

history there was a need for authors to “inventar un idioma,” that is, to invent a new voice 

and a new form for literature to be expressed, “con el fin de efectuar el acto de hechicería 

de hacer una literatura que no aclare nada, que no explique, sino que sea ella misma 

pregunta y respuesta, indagación y resultado, verdugo y víctima, disfraz y disfrazado” 

(emphasis Donoso 48). In essence, Donoso was expressing that literature should be free 

to delve deeper into and explore the human condition rather than simply attempting to 

faithfully depict everyday reality.     

Donoso did not identify with regionalist literature but rather with the ideals of the 

Generation of 1950 in Chile, a group of young intellectuals who tended to use philosophy 

and psychology to explore the dark recesses of human nature. The group found 

inspiration in the works of Kierkegaard, Joyce, Bergson, Woolf, and Freud, among 

others, to create works with a more universal appeal, works that did not focus solely on 

social issues, but on existential problems as well. The Generation of 1950 contained:  

…members of the younger generation [who] remained skeptically aloof 
from the political and social arenas and turned inward in search of their 
own individual philosophical and aesthetic values. Through their alienated 
protagonists, they expressed their twentieth-century anguish over the 
absurdity of finite man’s search for absolutes in an infinite universe […] 
the common denominators of this generation are a tendency toward 
morbidity and an inability to take definitive action either individually or 
collectively. (McMurray 19)   

 
The goals of the Generation of 1950 coincide with Donoso’s works of the time: the 

suffering of angst-ridden individuals in the face of an existence without absolutes, 

perhaps even devoid of any meaning whatsoever. Humor, paradoxically, suits the 

parameters of such a literary philosophy when used to expose the absurdity of any such 
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endeavor. Donoso saw the great humor in man’s search for answers and purpose in an 

incredibly vast and seemingly chaotic universe.  

Along with many other Latin American writers of his time (as well as others in 

the decades that preceded his work), Donoso, we remember, was in search of a new mode 

of expression that would materialize in the form of the new novel. This new modality 

was, in part, a reaction to regionalism as well as any attempt to realistically represent life 

in written form. The new novel attempts to renovate the genre with an exploration of 

psychological and existential realities in the Latin American context. Carlos Fuentes 

extensively mapped out the development of the new novel in his work La nueva novela 

hispanoamericana (1969). Fuentes explains that the new novel is born from the death of 

realism which gives way to, “el advenimiento de una realidad literaria mucho más 

poderosa” (17). This new novelistic “reality” was to include the philosophical, the 

introspection of man and, of course, humor as well. Latin American literature must thank 

Jorge Luis Borges for opening the door to humor. According to Fuentes, Borges showed 

that an author has the inherent right to express himself as he wishes (24). It is indeed 

because of the innovative quality of Borges’s works that the modern Latin American 

novel can even exist (26). In essence, continues Fuentes, Borges created a new language 

for Latin America with his works, one of the most salient characteristics being humor: 

“Por primera vez, nuestros libros saben reír: dejan de ser sagrados” (30). Leaving behind 

the sacred and adopting a humoristic mode can help readers to “see the senselessness of 

logic and vice versa” (Oviedo 9), which, as we will see, is the key to humor’s ability to 

expose the absurdities of the human condition.         
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Donoso shared values with Fuentes and the other leading authors of Latin 

America in the 1960s, and is acknowledged as an important member of the Latin 

American Boom, along with Mario Vargas Llosa, Gabriel García Márquez, Julio Cortázar 

and Carlos Fuentes. Interestingly, as the concept of the novel as genre was changing, all 

these authors began to use humor in their writing. In 1975, for example, during an 

interview with the well-known Peruvian critic José Miguel Oviedo, Vargas Llosa 

expressesd that, “el humor no sólo es una dimensión importante de la experiencia 

humana, que no tiene por qué estar al margen de la novela, sino que además es una veta 

riquísima para explorar al hombre y representarlo literariamente” (Luchting 219).  As 

Donoso’s main topic throughout his five decades of writing has always been the 

exploration of the psyche of man and its literary representation, humor became an 

integral part of his expression of the absurdity of man’s existence along with psychology, 

an innovative concept for Latin American literature at that time.  

We remember that Donoso himself recognized that his novels contain a 

continuous humorous undertone yet no critics have principally focused on his use of 

humor. When asked why he thinks critics just note the tragedy in his works, he replied, “I 

think tragedy has more prestige than humor. It’s supposed to be serious when there is no 

humor unless a writer sets out to be humorous. Again, I belong in the Spanish tradition 

which is, with notable exceptions, and certainly in my generation, my period, extremely 

unhumorous and when there is humor it is mostly slapstick” (Castillo-Feliú 16). Although 

no critic has extensively studied the function of humor in Donoso’s works, there has been 

quite a vast body of illuminating criticism on his oeuvre during the past seven decades.3    
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In 1975, Antonio Cornejo Polar and José Promis Ojeda, among others, published 

a study of Donoso’s works titled Donoso: La destrucción de un mundo. Critics included 

in this study describe Donoso’s tendency to depict a world careening toward chaos. 

Promis Ojeda postulates that within Donoso’s first four works, Coronación (1957) Este 

domingo (1966) El lugar sin límites (1966) and El obsceno pájaro de la noche (1970), 

one can note a gradual disintegration of established order. He states “sus dos primeras 

novelas son planteamientos sobre los conflictos provocados por el orden establecido; las 

dos siguientes, en especial la última, constituyen la materialización de dichos conflictos” 

(15). Part of this disintegration from order to chaos is seen in the grotesque nature of 

many of Donoso’s characters. Promis Ojeda offers two very poignant examples from 

Donoso’s first novel, the characters of Dora and Elisa. Dora, a poverty-stricken symbol of 

degradation, is described as once very beautiful, which contrasts sharply with her present 

state as the grotesque embodiment of lost beauty. The same type of transformation can be 

noted in Elisa, the once elegant personification of aristocracy now reduced by age and 

insanity to a hateful nonagenarian (17). In Donoso’s third novel, El lugar sin límites, the 

situation from the onset proves graver. A shift from order to chaos does not occur since 

this novelistic world already finds itself in the throes of chaos. We are left with “el 

sentido de que las cosas han perdido el lugar que les correspondía en el orden 

establecido” (26). Donoso’s first three novels present the same existential problem “la 

precariedad de la existencia” and the novelistic worlds that host these dark narrations 

“son mundos de postrimerías, exhaustos y agonizantes, a punto de caer –retornando— al 

origen, a la nada” (29). This paradigm suggests, therefore, that established order cannot 

last. Promis Ojeda concludes his study with an in-depth look at Pájaro and the height of 
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frenzied chaos that this novel depicts. With this novel “la obsesión deja de ser 

planteamiento y se transforma en mundo [y esta novela] nos ofrece como el caos, el 

desorden, la precariedad, hechos lenguaje” (31). The chaos of Pajaro’s fluid and 

innovative narrative structure reflects the terror and dread that one may experience when 

faced with “realidad establecida” (32).     

What was disintegration from order to chaos for Promis Ojeda would be 

destruction and deterioration for Antonio Cornejo Polar. One of Donoso’s ubiquitous 

leitmotifs in his novels is the decline of the Chilean aristocracy. Donoso began to 

perceive, as Cornejo-Polar explains, “el deterioro de las ‘grandes familias’; es decir, la 

corrosión de linajes y personas pertenecientes a un determinado grupo social” (8). Partly 

for this reason, the same critic assigns him the moniker of “novelista de la destrucción” 

(10). Apart from the fact that Donoso at times “destroys” the traditional order of 

novelistic structure, as explained above, he also deconstructs affluent, aristocratic 

families, exposing their ruins by the end of the narration. This perhaps expresses the fact 

that neither rich nor poor can escape the meaninglessness of life.  

Cornejo Polar notes Donoso’s tendency to destroy realistic depictions in his 

narratives while admitting that the author’s first two novels, even though innovative in 

theme, depicted life’s everyday experiences with a precise verisimilitude (8). However, 

with El lugar sin límites, we see a complete break from the use of realism: “los seres, 

objetos y sucesos que se encarnan en el relato son más que su representación específica; o 

si se quiere, corresponden a dimensiones universalizadas de la existencia humana. De 

esta suerte el discurso narrativo tiende a escapar de los límites de la verosimilitud factual 

para lograr, más bien, una muy subida coherencia interior” (9). By systematically 
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destroying the realistic depiction of the world, Donoso’s narratives continue, more and 

more energetically, to question the capacity of humankind to give a definitive meaning to 

reality. 

In addition to novelist of destruction, Donoso has also been designated the master 

of carnival and literary disguises. According to Ricardo Gutiérrez-Mouat, Donoso uses 

masks, transvestites, insanity and disguises to function, in the author’s own words, as: 

“maneras de deshacer la unidad del ser humano. Deshacer la unidad psicológica, ese mito 

horrible que nos hemos inventado…” (10). In Gutiérrez-Mouat’s study (1983), we 

encounter once again the idea that Donoso disassembles, but in this form of destruction, 

we see a concerted effort to build up, in order to create the reality he wants to show: an 

absurd, internal and chaotic one. In an ironic twist, Donoso feels that, “el disfraz es 

libertad, huida” (11). The disguise allows one to assume other identities, however fleeting 

they may be, to attempt to face life’s difficulties. In a similar study, almost two decades 

after Gutiérrez-Mouat, Brent J. Carbajal builds on this thesis: “‘Authentic’ identity is 

clearly a problematic issue in Donoso’s novels, one that involves the mask becoming 

‘true’ identity for characters who are unable to establish a consciousness apart from that 

prescribed by social or political role” (3).   

Sharon Magnarelli sees Donoso’s use of masks and disguises as “endless 

superimposition of layers or levels – hence the mask or the disguise that figures in so 

much of his work and that ultimately is less a mask than simply another version or 

perception” (4). This inversion of the established use for a mask (to alter how the wearer 

is perceived not his or her surroundings) can be linked to Magnarelli’s suggestion that, 

overall, Donoso’s work represents a “fissure with reality” and that the reality he chooses 
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to depict is always fluid. One cannot deny the presence of social issues but they are 

merely just one aspect of his work and therefore, Donoso cannot be considered a social 

realist (3). Magnarelli explains that “Donoso’s prose can never be read simplistically on 

one level alone [. . .] although his fiction creates a cosmos that may parallel the realities 

of quotidian experience, those literary worlds are unequivocally different and subject to 

their own rules” (3-4). Due to this multi-layered narration that can engender many varied 

foci of scholarly study, Donoso’s narratives prove still relevant today beyond the 

confines of their Chilean milieu.  

Another salient critic, Philip Swanson, published perhaps the most comprehensive 

study of Donoso’s work at the time: José Donoso: The ‘Boom’ and Beyond (1988). 

Swanson insists, along with Magnarelli, that Donoso’s work supersedes social realism 

due to the inclusion of the existential theme of hopelessness. At the heart of any social 

protest narrative, one finds hope that the situation can improve (8), and hope is non-

existent in Donoso’s first novel (a paradigm that would be repeated many times in 

subsequent works). Thus, for Swanson, Coronación “is essentially transitional in nature. 

Its thematic and artistic tensions suggest that Donoso was still tied to the conventions of 

social realism but at the same time engaged in a nascent struggle to renovate his literary 

technique in order to give expression to a new way of perceiving reality” (4). Coronación 

was just the beginning of Donoso’s unending struggle to find various ways to convey his 

take on reality.  

In this critical work, Swanson surveys seven novels and a few short stories of 

Donoso’s novelistic production from 1957 to 1981. He studies both the development of 

the author’s narrative technique as well as his existential outlook. Swanson also analyzes 
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the progressive breakdown in conventional novelistic structure, born of Donoso’s own 

waning faith in order and existential certainty. As already postulated by Cornejo Polar 

over a decade prior, Swanson notes that at the pinnacle of this process was Pájaro, his 

most successful novel. Thereafter, Swanson continues, Donoso tempered such formal 

complexity in a shift toward resignation and acceptance. For Swanson, in the novels 

before and including Pájaro, we see a gradual increase in the complexity of Donoso’s 

narrative structure as well as a frenzy of characters full of existential anguish most of 

whom meet a tragic end, insanity, violence or death. After that novel, Swanson continues, 

we note a return to a more traditional novelistic structure yet still depicting the internal 

struggles of characters. These characters, however, seem more inclined to accept life’s 

difficulties as unchangeable and, therefore, in some cases, prove able to escape a tragic 

end. Swanson concludes that this trajectory of narrative complexity that eventually gives 

way to a simpler structure in Donoso’s later works directly correlates to the author’s 

relaxing metaphysical anguish as well as to the general post-Boom tendency to return to 

more traditional structures of narration.   

Swanson also sees humor in Donoso’s work as part of a general tendency of Latin 

American writers of the Boom and thereafter. He states that, “[Donoso’s] humour is to be 

found in his work after El obsceno pájaro (for up till then his novels were on the whole 

very gloomy indeed)” (137). The present study claims otherwise: there is much humor in 

Donoso’s early works Coronación and El lugar sin límites, two novels published before 

Pájaro. Even though both novels are quite gloomy, humor’s juxtaposition with doom and 

gloom helps underline the tragedy of the outcomes as well as the absurdity of the 

characters’ situations. The inclusion of these early works in this study demonstrates that 
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Donoso’s use of humor follows a similar pattern to the one Swanson noted in the author’s 

existential exploration and increasing narrative complexity: the pre-Pájaro fever pitch of 

anguish followed by resignation and acceptance. As mentioned above, Donoso’s humor 

in his early works takes a more existential and anguished turn than in the final ones, 

where it becomes more playful and light-hearted. Furthermore, every type of humor the 

author deploys underscores the tragic conclusion of the novels because his humor always 

hovers around darkness.  

This trajectory of Donoso’s humor is the springboard of the present study. The 

universality his work has achieved makes a study of humor possible. In fact, since humor 

is an integral part of the quotidian experience, we recognize why Donoso employs it at 

every turn, peppering his narratives with experiences his readers can link to everyday life. 

Just when we feel lulled into our false sense of security, however, the narration takes a 

fantastic or an otherwise unusual or morbid twist. This could be considered the general 

paradigm of the Donoso novel. A study on humor can also delve deep into the interplay 

between the social classes showing the decline of an aristocracy that, at least 

existentially, is no better off than those of the lower classes. The hopelessness that 

permeates Donoso’s body of work harkens back to the absurdity of existence so keenly 

felt by the collision of humor and tragedy within the narrations. Donoso’s use of masks 

and disguises coupled with the resulting identity crises of various characters is also a 

point of focus as it oftentimes generates humor. This humorous delving into the psyche of 

man’s escape tactics brings to light how one can hide behind disguises in a feeble attempt 

to escape the absurdity of life. However, as we see in every one of his novels, there is no 

escape. We find much to be analyzed in Donoso’s humor and critics’ silence on the 
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matter puzzled the author himself: “I am continually surprised by the fact that everybody 

talks about the tragic side of what I write and nobody has ever mentioned at all that a lot 

of what I write has a sort of very funny side to it. I mean, much of it is humor. It is not 

very obvious humor; it’s not in any way a ‘payasada’ but there is humor and much of it” 

(Castillo-Feliú 14).  

José Donoso has been called an author of destruction/disintegration (Cornejo-

Polar, Promis Ojeda) and deconstruction (Magnarelli), one of masks (Gutierrez Mouat) 

and existential crises (Swanson), a writer who pursued an endless search for meaning, 

order or purpose in a seemingly chaotic universe. This endless, fruitless search is 

punctuated by humor, thus coinciding with a Socratic juxtaposition: “the origin of 

happiness and sadness is one and the same: in an antithesis, the first idea can only be 

known through its opposite, so that tragedy and comedy are made of the same stuff” 

(Pirandello 10). Similarly, William Hazlitt philosophized that, “humor, as it is shown in 

books, is an imitation of the natural or acquired absurdities of mankind, or of the 

ludicrous in accident, situation, and character” (Morreall, Philosophy of Laughter 74). 

Most recently, in the field of the social sciences, it has been stated that humor “allows 

[someone] to experience an upsetting situation as comical and benign. [It] can help 

reorient perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors, which can lead to more balanced 

interactions” (Dziegielewski 79).  

These quotes barely scratch the surface of how intimately and inextricably linked 

humor and tragedy have been in the arts. To understand Donoso’s use of humor at a 

deeper level, we must first attempt to define the term tragedy as we use it in this study. 

As Terry Eagleton would assert, this definition will assuredly not be exhaustive nor all-
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encompassing since millennia of authors, philosophers and critics have never been able to 

agree on a detailed definition that would include all tragedy’s permutations (3). Tragedy, 

like humor, is “a family resemblance concept” and as such is not an invariant art form (4) 

and, therefore, many different species exist. He compares classic tragedy (Greek 

playwrights, Shakespeare, etc.) with what he considers the characteristics of modern 

tragedy:  

What rules now is less fate than human agency, less codes of honor than 
social conventions. Work and home, not court, church and state, become 
primary settings, and high politics yields to the intrigues of everyday life 
[…] the public realm of tragedy, with its high-pitched rhetoric and fateful 
economy, is abandoned for the privately consumed, more expansive, 
ironic, everyday language of prose fiction. (178) 
 

Donoso certainly fits into this description of the elements of modern tragedy since the 

Chilean author weaved existential suffering into the very fabric of social conventions and 

home life. The once ubiquitous characteristics of classical tragedy, such as heroism and 

honor, give way to the mundane representation of life and the sadness that goes along 

with that view. When referring to Donoso’s use of tragedy in this study, we will use this 

“steady-state” type of tragedy which is described succinctly as “the sheer dreary 

persistence of certain hopeless, obscure conditions, like a dull bruise on the flesh” (10). 

The critic then reminds his readers that “not all tragic art persuades us that suffering is 

purposive” (29). Indeed, we note this paradigm in all Donoso’s works: the general sense 

of a suffering whose sole purpose is to show that there is no purpose to suffering. 

Surprisingly, Eagleton only briefly touches on the binary opposition of comedy and 

tragedy and describes a paradigm that could be used to describe Donoso’s use of both 

modes perfectly: “You can be comic without being optimistic” (9).      
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Since intellectuals note the fine line between comedy and tragedy, it is important 

to explore Donoso’s narratives in search of the writer’s version of the Socratic antithesis. 

A spinner of tragic tales, Donoso is simultaneously a masterful humorist. His comedy 

hovers around the dark, the sarcastic, the farcical, the ironic and the acerbic; whether 

provoking bitter laughter or a wry smile, it underpins the senselessness of existence and 

the futility of man’s attempt to give it meaning. At the conclusion of most Donoso 

novels, the humoristic voice is quiet, allowing the reader to perceive the tragedy more 

clearly. George Santayana, referring to the conclusion of Quijote, describes this paradigm 

brilliantly: “We are drawn to some different point of view, from which the comedy may 

no longer seem so amusing. As humor becomes deep and really different from satire, it 

changes into pathos, and passes out of the sphere of the comic altogether” (Morreall, 

Philosophy of Laughter 97).      

This interaction between humor and the tragic has provoked endless consideration 

of humor throughout the ages. Donoso’s hope when writing his novels hinged on this 

very paradigm as well, always wanting his readers to consider both ends of the narrative 

coin: “If they take me seriously, I am dissatisfied because they don’t see the humor and if 

they saw only the humor I would also be dissatisfied because they don’t see the tragic 

side. When things are of quality or of any kind of importance there must be essentially 

several colliding levels of which to read” (Castillo-Feliú 17). The collision of tragedy and 

humor therefore forms an integral part of the present study.  

Not surprisingly, humor has generated (and still generates) many important 

theoretical studies. Today, a few leading theories exist based on this erudite study of the 

ages. The first, superiority theory, was contemplated in Ancient Greece by Plato and 
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Aristotle. “The classical view of laughter was essentially the product of malicious joy, 

gloating, derision, ridicule, and self-satisfied mockery” (O’Neill 35). Two millennia after 

the Greek playwrights theorized how humor was generated, British philosopher Thomas 

Hobbes perpetuated this theory explaining laughter as “sudden glory,” which he defined 

as “the feeling humor stokes; that of the pleasure of finding oneself superior to others, 

along with contempt for them” (Carroll 8). In essence, this sense of superiority over the 

person or thing we find humorous creates laughter, which in Hobbes’ time (seventeenth 

century) was considered derisive in nature. Therefore, according to the superiority theory, 

as Patrick O’Neill explains, “we laugh when we see somebody else falling down a flight 

of stairs and suddenly, gloriously, realize that it could just as easily have been ourselves” 

(35). O’Neill advances the speculation that the superiority theory, the oldest known 

general theory of humor, has survived so long because of its simplicity. This theory’s 

most dedicated advocate in the twentieth century has been the French philosopher Henri 

Bergson who, in his essay on laughter, propounds that “humor and laughter are still 

essentially seen as a punishment inflicted on the unsocial or at least as a castigation of 

stupidity” (O’Neill 36). So, we see that humor as a vector of derision is still, over two 

thousand years after first proposed, alive and well in the superiority theory. This same 

philosopher postulated that for humor to exist, principally fueled by this feeling of 

superiority over another, we must suspend our sympathy for the “victim” of the 

humorous situation. Bergson calls this “temporary anesthesia of the heart” (O’Neill 56).  

It has been noted that another, perhaps much more all-encompassing 

characteristic of humor exists: that of incongruity. This brings us to the second general 

theory of humor, the incongruity theory, which dates to 1776 to Scottish poet and 
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philosopher James Beattie. His contribution was later elaborated by Kant and 

Schopenhauer, among others. The incongruity theory, as its name suggests, states that 

some perceived incongruity of thought produces humor. John Morreall explains that 

humor results when something “clashes with what we would have expected in a 

particular set of circumstances” (Philosophy of Laughter 6). William Hazlitt already 

noted in the eighteenth century the importance of incongruity in humor creation: “The 

essence of the laughable then is the incongruous, the disconnecting one idea from 

another, or the jostling of one feeling against another [something that is] contrary to what 

is customary or desirable” (Morreall, Philosophy of Laughter 68). 

O’Neill sheds some light on a paradigm shift that occurred after considering 

humor solely as derisive (superiority theory) for thousands of years: “Only in the 

eighteenth century, with the new emphasis on liberalism, tolerance, reason, and 

humanitarianism, was the ground ready for such a conceptual shift, and a less punitive 

and more playful view of laughter called for” (43). So, from the late eighteenth century 

on, the emphasis changed and new humorous possibilities became available. O’Neill 

continues: “In humor situations the intellect, like an artist, toys deliciously with 

alternative possibilities, dancing back and forth in delightful freedom. On the higher 

levels of freedom attained through humor the laughable becomes a link with the 

transcendental, measuring the finite no longer against the equally finite but against the 

infinite and finding the contrast infinitely ludicrous” (43). Suddenly, when viewed 

through an incongruous lens, binary oppositions such as rich and poor, the real and the 

ideal, the temporal and the eternal have a new dimension laden with humorous 

possibilities. 
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The third general theory of humor in chronological order is the relief theory. 

Originated by Herbert Spencer in 1860, the relief theory “sees laughter primarily as a sort 

of safety valve, a venting of excess energy” (O’Neill 45). Spencer essentially viewed 

humor as a physiological reaction resulting after experiencing a humorous situation and 

“regarded laughter as a discharge of nervous energy which occurs when the mind, taken 

unawares, is led from the consciousness of something large (grave or at least serious) to 

something small (silly or trivial)” (Carroll 38). Some other advocates of this theory have 

been Charles Darwin, who saw laughter as a purely physiological response, and George 

Meredith, the Victorian novelist and poet, who advanced the notion of humor as “a 

regulatory social safety valve, deflating the pompous, exposing the hypocrite, making the 

frightening more tolerable” (O’Neill 45). However, the most influential proponent of this 

theory was Sigmund Freud, who brought this theory into the field of psychology in his 

celebrated treatise of 1905 Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious. Freud saw 

joking as “an escape from [negative] feelings, a sort of truancy” (Carey ix). Freud 

expanded his focus beyond jokes to talk about humor in general. He saw humor as a way 

of obtaining pleasure despite distressing feelings: “when we resort to humor it is in 

situations that would prompt such [distressing] feelings, but by humor we defend 

ourselves against them and prevent their arising” (Carey xxiii). 

For the purposes of our present study, the incongruity theory seems to be the most 

useful to our focus and approach. Incongruity can be considered the essence of Donoso’s 

writing, where readers’ expectations constantly clash with narrative style and situations 

that oftentimes produce humor. What, then, is the key to having the incongruity create 

humor instead of horror, fear or sadness? Morreall affirms that “though humor always 
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involves the enjoyment of a perceived or imagined incongruity, often this enjoyment is 

accompanied by and boosted by our simultaneous enjoyment of an affective shift” 

(Philosophy of Laughter 135). Pleasure must be derived by the spectator without any fear 

for the safety of himself or others involved, even fictitious characters4. This “affective 

shift” is referred to as amusement and can be linked back to the Bliss quote above, which 

postulated that amusement produces the release of endorphins which gives humor its 

ability to soften the communication of difficult themes. Something is humorous when 

amusing to someone (Clark 142). Morreall furthers this explanation by stating that the 

perception of humor hinges on shifting “from a serious state of perceiving and thinking 

about things that fit into our conceptual patterns, to a non-serious state of being amused 

by some incongruity [and] the psychological shift is felt as pleasant” (Philosophy of 

Laughter 133). Whether the object of our amusement is a joke, a humorous character or a 

description in a work of literature, the result is the same – we perceive the amusement 

and then, potentially, even enjoy humor. We have already stated that the general 

paradigm of the Donoso novel is that humor is expressed initially, sometimes producing 

bitter laughter when tinged with sad events and sometimes playful, then there is a morbid 

or tragic twist that the majority of the times breaks the humor entirely.  

The incongruity theory, with its surprise, pleasurable and amusing break with 

expectations, with its ability to delve deep into the humorous possibilities of binary 

opposites, can be a useful tool for literary analysis, especially when applied to Donoso’s 

use of humor. On a general level, this theory is rather in tune with Donoso’s expression 

of existential woes since within his works there exists an incongruous relationship 

between human hopes, dreams and aspirations and the harsh realities of death and 
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despair. Donoso’s characters expect and hope that life has a purpose only to have their 

expectations thwarted in the end, sometimes tragically and sometimes more subtly.  

On a thematic level, the incongruity theory prompts us to look for a humorous 

clash of expectations in a literary work. We investigate the following situations for 

humorous possibilities in the five Donoso novels analyzed in this study:  

deviations, disturbances, or problematizations of our concepts, rules laws 
of logic and reasoning, stereotypes, norms of morality, of prudence, and of 
etiquette, contradictory points of view presented in tandem, and, in 
general, subversions of our commonplace expectations, including our 
expectations concerning standard emotional scenarios and schemas, our 
norms of grace, taste, and even the very forms of comedy itself. (Boyd 5) 
 

These varying situations, as Boyd suggests, are where we find the incongruities that 

generate humor. These types of situations occur in Donoso’s narrative that desecrates, 

defiles and demolishes social norms and institutions.  

           Incongruity finds itself at the heart of entropic humor theory, developed by Patrick 

O’Neill in his extensive study The Comedy of Entropy: Humor/Narrative/Writing (1990). 

Along with the tenets of the incongruity theory, entropic humor is used here to approach 

the five Donoso novels analyzed since, “the notion of entropy suggests chaos as the 

ultimate destiny of all things” (7). As we have seen, many critics have suggested that 

Donoso’s narratives tend to go from (established) order to chaos, pointing to chaos as the 

inevitable terminus. Entropic humor, therefore, is indeed a unique fit to describe 

Donoso’s expression of humor.  

           Entropy originated as a thermodynamic concept, the measure of unavailable 

energy in a closed system, which according to the second law of thermodynamics 

inevitably and irreversibly increases until the system reaches a state of uniformity and 

equilibrium – that is, total indifferentiation or chaos. Thus, O’Neill applies the term to 
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literature “as a metaphor for the crumbling of ordered systems, the breakdown of 

traditional perceptions of reality, the erosion of certainty” that have been increasing 

during the twentieth century (8). O’Neill considers entropic humor as the modern 

permutation of black humor, which “laughs at the absurd tragedy which has trapped us 

all, man, woman, child, self” (27). O’Neill refers to Bruce Jay Friedman’s wide 

perspective on black humor and the fact that it “has probably always been around, always 

will be around, under some name or other, as long as there are disguises to be peeled 

back, as long as there are thoughts no one else cares to think” (26-7). O’Neill’s approach 

to the works of Donoso, the author of narratives of destruction and masks, could be quite 

fruitful. Black humor succinctly articulates itself as a “refusal to treat tragic materials 

tragically but rather to subject them to the comic, even grotesque distortion; this 

accompanied by a detached, uninvolved observation of the despairing, the fantastic, the 

outrageous, a mocking apocalyptic tone of cosmic irony in which no attempt at the 

correction of vices or the praise of virtues can be discerned” (O’Neill 25). The black 

humorist, therefore, is not at all concerned with what to do about life but rather with how 

to interpret it; black humor has a certain affinity with existential attitudes such as the 

view that the universe is absurd; a big cosmic joke that needs to be laughed at (O’Neill 

27). Entropic humor, then, is black humor that embodies “uncertainty, lost norms, lost 

confidence, the humor of disorientation, the comedy of entropy” (O’Neill 50).  

           The notion of black humor seems to contain within itself the binary opposition of 

comedy and tragedy, since that type of humor treats tragedy in a humorous way. Through 

this paradigm, O’Neill postulates that tragedy has not died in the twentieth century but 

rather, as the distinction between comedy and tragedy gradually became blurred, humor 
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“has swallowed [tragedy] whole” (65). Therefore, the term entropic humor in this study 

implicitly denotes black humor that reflects the binary opposition of comedy and tragedy 

quite literally all rolled up into one concept.    

            As mentioned above, this study focuses on five novels, one from each decade of 

the Chilean author’s literary output: Coronación (1957), El lugar sin límites (1966), Casa 

de campo (1978), La misteriosa desaparición de la Marquesita de Loria (1980), and 

Dónde van a morir los elefantes (1996). Each novel will be analyzed according to one of 

the three subcategories of entropic humor: entropic irony, entropic parody and entropic 

satire. Coronación and Lugar will be considered under entropic irony, Casa and 

Marquesita under entropic parody and Elefantes under entropic satire.  Each subcategory 

will be defined in more detail below. 

           This study contends that each of these novels exhibits one predominant type of 

entropic humor which helps to frame the tragedy being expressed5. We remember that 

incongruity proves integral to all types of humor, entropic included, and so it helps to 

investigate the clash of our expectations with the narrative outcome which produces 

amusement. This amusement, then, becomes bitter or ironic when we see how it 

underpins the absurdity of the existence of Donoso’s characters. At the conclusion of 

each chapter, we attempt to reconcile the use of humor with the novel’s tragic outcome. 

           In Chapter 1 - “Coronación: Laughingly Toward Cosmic Chaos,” the entropic 

irony “focuses on disorder in the human condition itself,” it is, “a comedy of knowing, or 

rather a comedy of ignorance,… knowing that we can never know anything” (O’Neill 

133). This type of humor dominates the central theme of existential despair. After reading 

Donoso’s first novel, one might ask, “What is the point of living a life so bleak that rich 
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and poor alike cannot seem to escape existential anguish?” Indeed, the focus of this novel 

is to externalize feelings of purposelessness, not to find answers. Coronación contains 

characters who notice the incongruous nature of their hopes and dreams when compared 

to the bleak reality of their situations. This very inverse relationship engenders the 

entropically ironic humor and the existential anguish. This humor expresses itself 

farcically, ironically and bitterly as the characters work through their angst. Even the title 

of the work, in its duality, conveys that irony. The word “coronation” usually denotes 

royalty, the act of crowning a sovereign. It also has celestial, Catholic connotations, 

linked with the purity of the “Queen of Heaven,” a common moniker of the Blessed 

Virgin Mary. Within Coronación, however, we note the incongruity of this regal imagery 

when applied to the insane, decrepit nonagenarian who spouts obscenities, embodying the 

antithesis of Christian values. Linda Hutcheon states that irony happens “in the space 

between (and including) the said and the unsaid: it needs both to happen” (12). Within the 

narration what is said (the miserable situation of the old woman) and what is unsaid (the 

general meaning for the word “coronation”) creates an incongruity that, because of the 

stark difference between the two images, creates amusement through ironic humor. The 

contradiction underscores a “disorder in the human condition” expected in entropic irony. 

The last paragraph of the novel underpins this bleak outlook, describing the death of the 

elderly woman: “estaba tan agotada que no se dio cuenta de que sólo en ese instante 

moría, y no antes, cuando creyó ver a todas las constelaciones rodeándola” (219). The 

“constellations” she sees are an illusion: just light reflecting on her dress’s sequins as she 

dies. Donoso’s ironic humor pervades the novel. It suggests that no afterlife exists and 

that all life’s pain and suffering are absurd and without purpose.   
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           In Chapter 2 - “El lugar sin límites: Humorous Hopelessness,” entropic irony also 

accentuates the hopelessness and the lack of meaning or direction in life. The narration is 

permeated by darkness as can be noted in its epigraph, a quote from Christopher 

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus. It summarizes human existence as hell on earth. Much of the 

humor in this work is perceived as the ironic incongruity between the narrator’s 

descriptions of the characters and how they view (or try to envision) themselves. The 

protagonist is Manuela, an old homosexual man who lives his life as a destitute female 

prostitute. He has convinced himself that he is as feminine as any woman. He thinks of 

himself as a talented starlet. This character’s objective reality as conveyed by the 

narrative voice clashes with Manuela’s self-view: “[La Manuela] se arrebozó en el chal 

rosado, se acomodó sus dientes postizos y salió al patio […] Alzando su pequeña cara 

arrugada como una pasa, sus fosas nasales negras y pelosas de yegua vieja se dilataron al 

sentir en el aire de la mañana nublada el aroma que deja la vendimia recién concluida.” 

(Lugar 14). The juxtaposition underscores the transvestite’s hopeless situation and the 

absurdity of the cast of characters in this decaying, small-town Chilean brothel. As the 

narration progresses, we see that there is no hope for any of them. The humor created by 

the juxtaposition of clashing perceptions reaches a fevered pitch up to the moment when 

Manuela accepts that he is not a woman and that his name is Manuel. In this very 

moment at the end of the novel, darkness prevails as humor dissipates.   

           For Chapter 3 - “Casa de campo: The Narrator Smiles on His Characters’ Dark 

Fate,” we use Patrick O’Neill’s definition of entropic parody as “a comedy of comedy 

itself […] a comedy of narration, parody shifts the emphasis to narrative levels to the 

process of constructing (and being constructed by) discourses” (138). The narrator of this 
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novel, though not a character in most of the narration, can be considered the protagonist 

for his active and self-conscious involvement in the creation of his tale. Interjecting 

opinions and detailed explanations quite often, this active narrator has over 55 characters 

at his disposal, most of whom belong to the large aristocratic Ventura family. The self-

conscious quality of the narration is responsible for a large part of the humor in the novel. 

The narrator repeatedly interrupts the narration of the trials and tribulations of the 

Ventura family to clarify particulars, explicitly censor or provide background directly to 

readers: 

No es mi intención, aunque como narrador omnisciente tendría derecho a 
hacerlo, contar la historia de esos sótanos pretendiendo que es 
independiente de mi antojo, o que existe fuera de esta página. […] Aspiro 
sólo a establecer el proscenio para mi recitación, rico, eso sí, de bastidores, 
bambalinas, telones y tramoyas, y complejo de utilería y vestuario, pero 
matizado por la reserva, de modo que mi monólogo – no nos engañemos: 
no pretendo que esta narración sea otra cosa – cobre proyecciones que ni 
mi propia intención desconoce. (Casa 349) 
 

This extremely active narrative voice becomes a source of amusement to readers, 

bringing into focus the fact that literature is simply an artifice, an entropic parody that is 

“a comedy of narration, discourse, structuration, fiction, making” (O’Neill 138). This 

brings up a comparison with reality, where all of humankind may be considered as easily 

manipulated as Donoso’s narrator manipulates his characters, readers and language. In 

this false sense of order, we see the parodic nature of the novel as it attempts, in a very 

self-conscious and humorous way, to reflect the meaningless acts that humankind 

performs to ward off the purposelessness of life. It also suggests the futility of any 

attempt to impose order onto reality, as even the self-proclaimed omniscient and 

omnipotent narrator cannot save his characters from their tragic demise. One character, 

Wenceslao, is offered as a possible hope to regain order, but the narrator’s treatment of 
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all other characters frustrates any certainty, as the novel attains the entropically parodic 

“structuration of uncertainty” (O’Neill 288). As most characters die gruesome, violent 

deaths or are otherwise obliterated in a thistle storm at the end of the novel, readers note 

the same paradigm playing out: humor ceases so that tragedy may consume and end the 

narration.  

           In Chapter 4 - “La misteriosa desaparición de la marquesita de Loria: Erotic 

Humor and the Existential Void,” we go to entropic parody as “the element of narrative 

play in the construction of the characters’ world” (O’Neill 261). The marquise Blanca, in 

stark contrast to how one may expect an aristocrat to behave, is a kinky, sex-obsessed 

young woman who delights in her sexual escapades. Although Blanca initially finds 

pleasure in her sexual experiences, she swiftly becomes dissatisfied as her world enters a 

chaotic state as she defies social convention. The narrator continuously equates Blanca 

and other characters with animals and objects, and the animalization acts as an equalizer, 

as aristocrats and commoners alike are linked by their basest, carnal urges, and the 

quality of their object-obsessed world is exposed. The novella is punctuated by enigma, 

as Blanca inexplicably disappears, her murder suspected but never clarified. The 

uncertainty at the conclusion breaks the playful humor to accentuate the tragedy of 

Blanca’s mystery.     

             Finally, in Chapter 5 - “Donde van a morir los elefantes: A Satirical View of 

Social Interactions,” we follow O’Neill’s entropic satire, which, “focuses on disorder in 

terms of social relationships [and is] a comedy of observation, of seeing […] a vision of 

the disruption and breakdown of social and moral conventions” (O’Neill 133). This is the 

last novel published during the author’s lifetime and it contains perhaps the most playful 
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versions of humor that we have ever seen in Donoso’s works. However, even within its 

playfulness, it can be considered scathingly critical, as one would expect in a satirical 

view of culture. Existential anguish is no longer at the foreground and the humor can be 

described as cultural, accentuating the vast differences between Gustavo, a Chilean 

literature professor, and the people in the fictitious town of Saint Jo, in the Midwestern 

United States. The humor is sometimes abrasive, insulting, over-the-top or hyperbolic 

yet, again, it serves the purpose of externalizing the absurdity of most – if not all – of the 

relationships in Saint Jo. The novel pokes fun at what may be considered absurd about 

US academia/culture in the eyes of Latin America. One aspect of the novel in which we 

see humor surrounds the obesity of Ruby, the female protagonist, and the plethora of 

jokes that her large stature engenders. Gustavo constantly takes humorous note of the 

unhealthy food Ruby ingests and the disproportionally large size of her body. Another 

Latin American character describes the obese woman by connecting her with a much 

super-sized reality than she could imagine: 

…una chiquilla como ésta, tan inmensa, tan conmovedora, de dimensiones 
norteamericanamente superlativas, bueno, a pesar de que uno la ame con 
locura, no puede dejar de darse cuenta: ella encarna el exceso, la avidez, el 
surplus yanqui del que nosotros, hambrientos, nos apoderamos mediante 
el robo, los negocios turbios, la venta de los bienes nacionales. (Elefantes 
98)  
 

The obese character comes to represent the dysfunctional relationship between the US 

and Latin America, merely one of the myriad of strained relationships witnessed in the 

novel. We investigate such dysfunction in three types of relationships: professional, 

romantic and familial. Even though no character enjoys a particularly functional 

relationship, both Gustavo and Ruby, the two protagonists, escape the extreme fate noted 

in previous Donoso protagonists. However, neither enjoys a particularly happy ending as 
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they are both dissatisfied after having accepted the life that came to them instead of 

fighting for the life they wanted. The novel’s conclusion, as humor remains present 

during and after the tragedy, seems to break with the paradigm we have noted thus far as 

Donoso’s previous, angst-ridden existential outlook subsides. If we were to plot the 

conclusions of the five novels of this study on a graph, we would see the shift from 

extreme existential anguish to resignation, a trajectory we see consistent with the author’s 

use of humor: from dark and bitter to more relaxed and playful.  
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Notes 
 
1 Philip Swanson makes an important distinction between the terms Boom and new novel: 
“The terms are sometimes confused but really the distinction is quite a simple one. The 
Boom is basically the sudden explosion of literary activity which occurred amongst Latin 
American writers in the 1960s when there was a marked increase in the production and 
availability of dazzlingly innovative and experimental novels. However, the more general 
term, new novel, recognizes the fact that this type of fiction was being produced well 
before the Boom and has continued to be produced well after it.” (Landmarks 1) 
Therefore, in this study, this distinction will be henceforth implicit.  
2 Of course, social realism itself is not necessarily independent of universal themes as 
there are perhaps social issues in every society of the world. However, McMurray uses 
the term “universal” in his study to describe themes of the human condition that go above 
and beyond the social sphere, such as the interiority of man, exploring psychological 
themes, etc.   
3 Donoso’s most famous and studied work, El obsceno pájaro de la noche, will be 
mentioned only tangentially since it will not be a part of the present study. From this 
point on, it will simply be referred to as Pájaro.   
4 We have been talking about the tragedy, death and despair of Donoso’s characters. 
How, then, is humor produced in Donoso’s work if, according to the incongruity theory, 
humor cannot be produced if one fears for the safety of self or even of fictitious 
characters? This is part of what this study will encompass – although Donoso’s characters 
experience anguish throughout the narration, it isn’t until the narration’s conclusion that 
the final tragedy of death, insanity, etc. is exposed in the fullest therefore, before the 
novels’ conclusions, amusement/humor can still be created by the various incongruities 
we perceive. 
5 This is not to suggest that each of these five novels only contain the predominant form 
of humor that each chapter will detail. There may be a certain level of overlap of a certain 
type of humor between the works. For the purpose of this study, we simply focus on the 
predominant type of humor of each work in order to investigate how Donoso’s use of 
humor changes over the trajectory of his five decades of writing. 
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CHAPTER 1 

CORONACIÓN: LAUGHINGLY TOWARD COSMIC CHAOS 

“¿Qué locura más completa que haber dotado a los hombres de conciencia para darse 
cuenta del desorden y del terror, pero no haberlos dotado de algo para vencerlos?”  

Coronación (157)  

 Consciousness, as the above quote suggests, is a funny thing. Why do human 

beings possess the unique capacity to contemplate their own existential situations (ie. 

what’s the meaning of life?, why are we here?, what happens after we die?...) but fall 

rather short of any concrete answers? Donoso’s first novel, Coronación, explores this 

mystery quite in depth and how this bitterly humorous and ironic aspect of life engenders 

the conflict the protagonists face. This conflict does not exclude anyone; on the contrary, 

it extends to rich and poor, young and old alike: “Donoso demonstrates that all groups 

have problems – different perhaps, but problems all the same – and that although each 

group believes its situation would improve with the acquisition of X (which varies from 

group to group), in fact, even if it were feasible, that acquisition would just lead to other 

problems and other conflicts” (Magnarelli 26). This strongly suggests that the characters’ 

angst will never cease and that their search for fulfilling answers may remain a fruitless 

one. Donoso’s works (Coronación as the forerunner), at first glance, may seem to be 

searching for some elusive answer. However, their purpose does not lie in answering 

anything but rather in simply presenting the eternal search for answers, possibly even 

suggesting that life is devoid of deeper meaning. This bleak outlook makes the world 

depicted in Coronación a chaotic one, given that any attempt the characters make to 

apply order to chaos proves pointless. This dynamic, thematically pointing to a totally 

arbitrary and absurd nature of life, becomes accentuated by the ironic humor (entropic 
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irony) that leads the reader into the dark despair of the protagonists grappling with life’s 

uncertainty and unanswerable questions.  

The existential aspect of Donoso’s first novel along with various other themes 

have been studied by many critics since Coronación’s publication in 1957. Initially 

considered principally a work of social criticism, some have suggested otherwise 

(Cornejo Polar, Promis Ojeda, Swanson, Magnarelli). Although both sectors of society – 

and their stark differences – are presented quite clearly, we note that both rich and poor 

find themselves equally in despair without any hope for relief. Philip Swanson touts this 

lack of hope as the very reason why Coronación cannot be considered a social critique 

since such a work “implies a hope of change, yet the novel’s existential aspect implies 

hopelessness: what is the point of pressing for change if life is meaningless anyway?” 

(Boom 7). Linked to the theme of hopelessness, critics have also noted the presence of 

decay, destruction and entropy in Coronación. According to Cornejo-Polar, the order that 

Donoso’s work rejects “parece querer confundirse con el horizonte total de la existencia. 

[Donoso] es el implacable testigo del mundo que acaba” (11). Promis Ojeda similarly 

discusses the two social sectors (rich and poor), who find themselves submerged “en la 

caída que se avecina” (16-7). As one would imagine, the world whose end/fall is being 

heralded by Donoso is the internal world of order that each character holds dear, the one 

that holds as incontrovertible universal truths, ideals and society’s institutions. The 

disorder described in the novel puts every one of these categories to the test, a test that, in 

the end, not one of them can pass. Similarly, Philip Swanson feels that the novel exposes 

the decay and subsequent decline of an aristocratic family, suggesting a fall from grace, 

and their “nostalgia for the past merely underlines their present affliction [which is a] 
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symbolic transition from an ideal, ordered world to a chaotic one, paralleling modern 

man’s passage from faith to despair” (Boom 8-9). Swanson asserts that the novel’s 

trajectory into chaos depicts a paradigm shift from faith in God/religion to despair. This 

paradigm produces much of the humor we investigate in this work.  

We explore the humorous aspects of the hopelessness and the entropy seen in the 

novel, describing how humor plays with the decaying order of things and how this can 

accentuate the absurdity and meaninglessness of the characters’ lives as expressed by 

their existential woes. Although the humor in this novel was never studied extensively by 

critics, some have noted briefly that it does serve a purpose in the narration: “en el tono 

general de la narración puede verse también una expresión definida [de Donoso] por su 

fría ironía implacable que no aniquila, sin embargo, un vivo sentimiento lúdico, que 

matiza con humor y diríamos que hasta con algún encantamiento, la visión de un 

miserable escorzo del mundo” (Goiç 47). This very mechanism, which we consider 

entropic irony, is investigated in the present study as it expresses – humorously and even 

playfully at times – the descent into disorder and the hopelessness of the Coronación 

world. 

Entropic irony articulates itself as a fleshed-out, exacting type of black humor 

always accompanied by despair and uncertainty. Irony becomes entropic when 

transitioning from trope (simply an isolated figurative or metaphorical comparison) to 

mode (a main aspect of the discourse itself). Created when two incongruous notions 

clash, for example, an old woman spouting hateful vitriol one moment and the very next 

praying the rosary1, this type of irony primarily concerns itself with “the essential 

duplicity of meaning” (O’Neill 202) and therefore surreptitiously undermines any blind 
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faith in universal truths or idealism, underscoring the misleading nature of such concepts 

in a humorous way. In Coronación, we note that most characters, time and time again and 

with much difficulty, challenge their own beliefs about themselves and the world around 

them. In constant search of meaning that will give order to the chaos they feel inside, they 

typically “try and fail to discover the rules of the game according to which their story-

world is discoursed” (O’Neill 138). This fruitless search lands them in a more difficult 

position than where they started: Andrés, the middle-aged aristocrat, opts for insanity; 

Estela, the naïve country girl, gets used and abused; Mario, the poor would-be thief, sinks 

deeper into his confused and indecisive state; and Misiá Elisa, Andrés’s demented 

nonagenarian grandmother, self-deluded until the last moments of her life, considers 

herself a regal saint. Using entropic irony to approach this work presents us with a world 

reeling from the loss of certainty and focuses on the protagonists’ investigation of their 

surroundings and the gradual loss of order – a disorder in the human condition itself. 

Entropic irony is “a comedy of knowing, or rather a comedy of ignorance, a Socratic, 

ironic, knowing that we can never know anything [and uncertainty] invades and subverts 

the whole system” (O’Neill 134). When uncertainty is no longer held under control, the 

whole system then begins to disintegrate as entropy reigns supreme. 

The uncertainty that the protagonists feel is externalized by the relative 

omniscience of the narrator, who delves into the consciousness of each character while 

abstaining from interjection or interpretation of their thoughts. This technique simply 

allows the characters to speak for themselves which “offers a plurality of perspectives 

and augments plausibility and dramatic intensity by allowing the reader to identify more 

directly with one or more [character viewpoints]” (McMurray 65). This affords us with a 
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clearer view of the existential crises being suffered by each individual, an opportunity to 

observe the observer more closely. Entropic irony functions quite well within this type of 

narration since, as mentioned above, it tends to deal with characters who struggle to 

discover how their world works, a search that uncovers no satisfying answers. This type 

of narration also helps to generate ironic humor, ubiquitous in the novel, because it offers 

a subtle and uninterrupted view of the characters’ direct interactions with their 

surroundings: religion, society’s ideals, aging, death. The consciousness of these 

characters “es sólo una trama de convenciones y medianía que han recibido del grupo 

social a que pertenecen y que traducen en el léxico del grupo [y el narrador] adopta la 

forma de un narrador intermedio cuya mediación deja ver el mundo” (Goiç 45). If these 

characters are pure embodiments of their society/class, without needing any interpretation 

or explanation from the narrator, they can more easily externalize the absurdity found 

within the societal norms to which they are trying to adhere since the absurdity then, in 

essence, has the capacity to speak for itself. Ironic humor, generated as a natural result of 

this direct vision of the characters’ story-world in the throes of chaos, also speaks for 

itself. The characters, through their ironic names, situations, and actions, will all exhibit 

the entropic irony that we perceive by interpreting their incongruity with the norms of 

their world – a clash between what we expect and what we witness in the narration. 

The goal of this study, using the unobtrusive narrative voice as our guide, is to 

show how Coronación may fit into the parameters of entropic irony, as its ironic humor 

underpins and externalizes the hopelessness that the characters feel and the entropy of 

their world. We begin by investigating the story-world’s gradual descent into disorder 

and thereafter will continue with an in-depth analysis of the four main characters 
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(Andrés, Estela, Mario, and Misiá Elisa respectively). By investigating their individual 

entrance into chaos, we note that humor accompanies them at every step of the way, until 

the considerable gravity of the final scene takes hold. At that point, all characters find 

themselves surrounded by maximum entropy (total disorder) and therefore their 

individual tragic states become more salient, since levity no longer lightens their burden2. 

The character’s hopelessness of ever achieving a better future will be all that remains.              

Although the protagonists descend into their individual crises rather quickly, the 

beginning of the novel depicts a world with some semblance of order: an aristocratic 

household with seemingly no economic cares, an attentive maid and a cook that maintain 

all household chores exemplarily, a middle-aged man comfortably relaxing with his 

newspaper. This initial stasis serves as a baseline for readers to gauge how chaotic this 

narrative world becomes. However, the narrator provokes readers to observe the apparent 

order more closely by an almost constant comparison to decades ago, when everyone was 

younger, more beautiful, and everything more orderly. Within this contrast, we note 

entropy already at work upon noticing the present state of the characters: “era verdad que 

tanto la casa como sus habitantes estaban viejos y rodeados de olvido” (13). The house 

and all who live therein have already tacitly begun their descent into disorder. Related to 

the decaying grandeur of a once majestic home, we again note the ubiquity of entropy 

when the garden comes into focus. Once maintained meticulously over a decade previous 

by the gardener Fructuoso, a name meaning fruitful or productive, its present condition 

expresses the antithesis: “En otra época [había] rosales, de blanco abajo y rojos en la 

punta. Pero rosales ya no iban quedando y todo envejecía muy descuidado” (13). 

Seemingly gently easing the reader into this decaying and unkempt world, the narrator 
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next describes an agave plant that “estaba seca desde hacía mucho tiempo, seca o podrida 

o apolillada” (13). In just a few short lines, we have gone from envisioning the 

disappearance of some rose bushes to a decaying plant. In this simple description, we see 

a microcosm of a descent into disorder – entropy encapsulated in the agave plant, first 

described as dry but then as decaying, a much graver situation and then, the most chaotic 

of the three situations, moth-eaten. The foreshadowing of this trajectory is undeniable: 

just as the house and garden have suffered the negative effects of entropy, so soon will 

the characters themselves.  

 After the narrator gently eases us into a world teetering on the verge of disorder, 

the focalization then fixates on the main character, Andrés Abalos, Misiá Elisa’s 53-year 

old grandson, who quickly begins to feel the effects of disorder and hopelessness. This 

can first be noted in two pivotal scenes at the start of the novel, representing order and 

then the loss thereof, respectively. The Abalos household, the setting for both scenes as 

well as the main setting for much of the novel, is not an arbitrary choice since both the 

house and its owner, Misiá Elisa, are in a slow yet steady state of decline. The old woman 

has been bed-ridden with dementia for the better part of two decades. The instability of 

her mental state causes her grandson and the family’s two long-time servants, Rosario 

and Lourdes, much anguish. To take care of the ailing nonagenarian, Lourdes enlists the 

aid of her 17-year old niece, Estela, who hails from a small country town. The confluence 

of the old unstable woman, the innocent young country girl and the do-nothing middle-

aged aristocrat proves to be a volatile yet humorous mix and one that expedites the 

characters’ existential crises. Even though their initial meeting seems like a pleasant and 

orderly experience, the scene subtly expresses imminent negativity. We will first trace 
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how Andrés experiences his existential woes as ignited by these two important scenes 

and then subsequently return in order to focus more closely on Estela’s point of view. 

 As Andrés makes his way up to his grandmother’s bedroom he wonders about her 

mental state, as one must when approaching a loved one with dementia: “A veces la 

encontraba tierna y encantadora como una abuela de cuento, otras enfurecida como una 

bestia que hería a todos alrededor suyo” (37). This veiled reference to order (tierna) and 

chaos (bestia) encapsulates the exact relation that we note between these two pivotal 

scenes that set up the action for the whole novel: the first depicts a pleasant visit and the 

second a rather uncomfortable and verbally violent one. Despite the pleasantries and the 

relative calm of the first visit, we gain a clear view of what will later become more of an 

existential obsession for Andrés: his extreme fear of death. Upon entering her bedroom, 

he sees his grandmother adeptly plucking chin hairs, jokingly comparing herself to a 

cadaver whose hair grows even after death. Although quite a morbidly humorous moment 

(the first of many) for readers, Andrés, conversely, finds no humor. His grandmother’s 

familiarity with death disturbs him immensely and here we see the first glimpse into what 

will become his existential crisis although he feels very proud of his mental stability, “de 

su sentir armónico y ordenado” (38). His sense of stability will slowly get eroded by his 

grandmother’s proximity to death which we note when delving into his feeble attempt at 

denial: “Que uno moría era indudable. Pero en el fondo de Andrés, en algún rincón oculto 

e infantil, […] existía una certeza fiera, arraigada tenaz y hondamente en sus temores más 

inconfesados, que él jamás moriría, que la muerte era para otros, no para él” (38)3. Of 

course, escaping death is an absurdly humorous thought so his denial quickly turns into 

its opposite as he contemplates his own mortality, “huir, huir de esa voz que quería 
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obligar brutalmente a Andrés a enfrentar algo que sabía que alguna vez iba a tener que 

enfrentar” (39). However, this time, he succeeds in temporarily regaining his internal 

order by snuffing out “la porfiada llamita de terror. Por lo menos por un tiempo” (39). 

Perhaps a foreshadowing of Andrés’ imminent angst, the narrator plays with the reader 

here, allowing for the temporary, silly denial of a middle-aged man confronting his own 

mortality in a last-ditch effort to restore order to his internal world.  

 The same paradigm (order temporarily reestablishing itself after a disturbance) 

occurs when Andrés’ delicate countenance gets ruffled by Estela. While listening to his 

grandmother happily telling a story, he notices that one of Estela’s pink palms “es 

inconvenientemente desnuda” (40) which troubles him deeply. Various critics 

(McMurray, Magnarelli, Swanson) suggest the sexual undertones of the color pink in the 

novel. For this reason, Estela’s pink palms disconcert Andrés because they arouse his 

“dormant sexual desires” (McMurray 61), evoking a traumatic religious experience 

surrounding the time in his childhood when he was discovering his sexuality. Not 

wanting to relive this difficult childhood experience and being an aristocrat who prides 

himself on his measured and even-keeled behavior since – in his world “todo era 

civilización” (40) –, he is masterfully able to rid himself “de esa sensación incómoda 

fácilmente” (40). Through these humorous and meager attempts to calm the chaos 

building up inside, we glimpse the beginnings of Andrés self-imposed insanity, which 

allows him to avoid imposing any order by simply embracing the absurdity and 

meaninglessness of his life. We notice the implicit comparison between his 

grandmother’s dementia and his own impending supposed madness as heralded quite 
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explicitly by the last line of this section stating that the house itself, impregnated with his 

grandmother’s voice, “era la peor amenaza para la cordura de Andrés” (43).        

 The second visit with his grandmother, the day of her 94th birthday, serves as 

counterpoint to the first. It begins with the subtle presence of light that directs Andrés to 

finally confront his existential demons without using denial and other escape tactics. A 

light entering into the a house not often penetrated by any external forces prefigures 

Andrés’ imminent entrance into chaos: “Y las cortinas desatadas se cimbreaban 

suavemente, dando paso a la luz que no se tumbaba por las vastas alfombras ni se 

enredaba en las borlas y flecos de las poltronas desde hacía seis meses” (48). Apparently, 

the windows are only open in the house twice a year: once, on the day of Misiá Elisa’s 

birthday and six months later, on her name day. It is no coincidence that light streams 

into the house on this day, when it will figuratively light up Andrés’ consciousness, 

forcing him (in quite a humorous yet subtle way) to confront the demons he has held at 

bay all his life. Light, usually linked with enlightenment and clarity, is not oftentimes 

associated with confusion and disorder, which is Andrés’ final destination. In this way, 

therefore, we note entropic irony and the subtle humor it produces by using light as a 

harbinger of chaos instead of order. The imminent interaction with his agitated 

grandmother, now a beast rather than her previous tender version (much more entropy 

than order), will profoundly change the trajectory of his life. The calm light streaming 

into the house that Andrés perceives upon entering juxtaposes incongruously with “la 

llama de la violencia [que] se hallaba ígnea, lista […] en un minuto más, Andrés sabía, el 

fuego de esa violencia se iba a extender incontrolable, iba a quemar” (49-50). The gentle 

light flowing through the windows transforms into the harmful light generated by the 
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violent fire about to strike, burning away any hope to return to an ordered state of mind. 

The judgmental eyes of Misiá Elisa will soon focus on Andrés and Estela, who will 

become the unfortunate objects of her vitriolic outburst.  

 During this second visit, Andrés must confront his fear of death and his sexual 

frustrations on an explicit level, since he can no longer escape the terror they cause him. 

Trying to calm his grandmother’s agitation, he offers her a pink shawl as a birthday gift. 

This present, however, only serves to further inflame the old woman’s negative 

disposition, as she associates the color with sex. Spouting obscenities at Estela while 

yelling that the pink shawl is for promiscuous women, Misiá Elisa insinuates that her 

grandson and the country girl have engaged in indecent sex acts. The incongruity of an 

old feeble woman who professes to be a saint yet dispenses with all decorum and social 

pleasantries to accuse her delicate, stuffy grandson of such a socially unacceptable act 

with a young and seemingly innocent girl generates quite a humorous vision, albeit 

perhaps a bit uncomfortable to visualize. The humor will continue because, although 

these harsh words belong to a demented elder, Andrés will indeed begin to harbor the 

sexual feelings for Estela absurdly prognosticated by the nonagenarian. Frazzled by his 

grandmother’s sexual insults and accusations, Andrés again notices Estela’s pink palms 

that had so disconcerted him when he first met Estela. This time, however, he proves 

unable to regain equilibrium, consumed by despair: “¿dónde mirar, a quién acudir en 

busca de orden? […] No hallaba manera de dominar la farsa macabra” (51). The final 

blow to Andrés’ internal order comes when Misiá Elisa accuses him of wasting his life: 

“no eres más que un pobre solterón que no sirves para nada. ¿A ver, que has hecho en 

toda tu vida que valga la pena, ah? A ver, dime. Dime, pues, si eres tan valiente. ¿Qué? 
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Nada” (52). That last word, nada, will decisively affect Andrés. From this moment on he 

will equate himself with nothingness and will sink gradually into oblivion and absurdity.  

With this epiphany about his nothingness, Andrés is humorously yet pathetically 

revealed. He has managed to live over five decades without ever truly experiencing life 

and, yet, feels terror at the thought of dying. This humor, articulated as entropic irony, 

underlines his hopelessness to ever find certainty and order in his world. Such a 

humorous view will follow this character throughout the rest of the novel as he 

desperately and ineptly attempts to experience what life has to offer and as a result begins 

to regret wasting so many years. His ultimate destination – the ironic refashioning of 

himself as another version of his grandmother in a self-imposed madness – will constitute 

his manner of controlling the chaos inside and out. Before this, however, we witness a 

humorous downward spiral that leads him to contemplating madness as the only option.  

 After the second visit with his grandmother and Estela, readers share in Andrés’ 

unabating hopelessness while accompanying him sympathetically in his futile attempts to 

achieve some sort of clarity. One of the major aspects of entropic irony is the 

externalization of the futile attempts to find certainty. Even though we may sympathize 

with Andrés, perhaps identifying with the difficult and confusing aspects of life, we can 

still recognize the humor in his doomed search. Oftentimes, he acts more like a terrified 

little boy just realizing the difficulties that life wields rather than a middle-aged man, 

already having lived over fifty years, who should be able to benefit from decades of life 

experience. This immature quality becomes ironically humorous upon recognizing that 

his thoughts and actions clash quite incongruously with his name, derived from the Greek 

word andrós meaning “man/manly/brave” (Albaigès i Olivart 38). The reader who 
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recognizes this irony will delightfully note that shortly after the disconcerting scene that 

rocked his foundation, Andrés retires to his boyhood bedroom, attempting to find 

tranquility. The narrator thereby subtly exposes Andrés’ childish tendencies while also 

making note that the curtains in this room are closed. However, we know now that 

nothing can stop that figurative light from illuminating his consciousness. In this setting, 

in his “cama de muchacho” (54), the protagonist evokes memories of when he actually 

was a terrified little boy confronting his sexual awakening while attending a strictly 

Catholic school, no easy feat.  

 We get a clear glimpse into this traumatic childhood memory when the first 

reference to the priest in charge of all the boys in his school, Padre Damián, includes 

“una gran cruz como una llaga roja sobre el pecho” (55). The image of this red wound, 

associated with the stigmata of Christ, becomes desacralized when fused with the priest 

himself: “el padre Damián predicaba desde el púlpito con los brazos extendidos como 

una cruz” (55). The irony of the implicit comparison of the fused cross-wound-priest 

image becomes evident: this priest (and by extension religion itself), who caused Andrés 

such anguish, can be considered more of a wound or scourge than a blessing. This 

negative aspect of the priest’s character becomes reflected in the very name Damián, that 

comes from the Greek verb damianós which means ‘one who tames’ (Albaigès i Olivart 

86). This priest is assuredly not a shepherd for his flock but rather a forceful entity that 

talks more about hell and suffering than anything else (55-6), forcing his students to 

follow his rules out of fear rather than compassion. Therefore, with no shortness of ironic 

humor, we can also equate his name with the semantically similar word demon. The three 

theological virtues of Catholicism – faith, hope, and love – starkly contrast with Father 
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Damián, represented as a blatant, entropically ironic inverted image. It comes as no 

surprise that the priest represents the beginning of Andrés’ loss of faith as well as the 

catalyst for his loss of hope.  

 Remembering his experiences with Father Damián gives way to another 

uncomfortable memory. After overhearing other boys talk about visiting prostitutes at a 

time when he is discovering his own sexual feelings, Andrés receives no clarity from 

father Damián nor from his grandmother, who instead gives him a stern and terrifying 

warning: “tienes que ser muy bueno, y nunca decir cosas feas, y menos pensar cosas feas, 

porque te irás al infierno” (55). As one would expect, after such negative experiences 

with religion in school and at home, Andrés would eventually discard “para siempre la fe 

religiosa, esa fe con que su abuela tanto lo había martirizado. Ahora era posible vivir de 

veras, libre de lastres, y aprender a plasmar un orden que fuera suyo, no impuesto ni 

heredado” and he would dedicate himself simply “a sus gustos, a pasear y a leer, en una 

palabra, a vivir” (61, our emphasis). At this point in the narration, we can already note the 

humorous irony of these words. Not only has Andrés not lived meaningfully in the 

decades since he made this statement (has never worked, hardly has friends, was never in 

love, never experienced a passion for anything) but his hopes of finding a self-imposed 

order turn into tactics of denial and evasion. He conjures Omsk, his own version of the 

distant Russian city, a fantasy created as a retreat from pain. Thus, his incredible capacity 

for self-delusion will allow him to survive seemingly unscathed by existential woes until 

that fateful day with his grandmother and Estela. After being plagued with a recurring 

nightmare of a bottomless abyss years ago, Andrés invented an imaginary version of 

Omsk and its inhabitants: “ya no existían diferencias que los hicieran objeto de pánico, 
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porque todos los omskianos, y él entre ellos, vivían un destino común. Eran todos 

ciegos…, pero ciegos juntos e iguales en medio del desconcierto que podía transformarse 

en orden si uno se conformaba con ser incapaz por naturaleza de llegar a la verdad, y no 

se martirizaba con responsabilidades y preguntas carentes de respuesta” (65-6). With 

Omsk as a refuge, Andrés shirks all responsibility in order to embrace the life of a 

financially comfortable, idle aristocrat. In this way, Andrés becomes a humorous example 

of the difficulty of living in a world with no discernible answers as: 

[his] attempt to reduce his feelings of solitude and anxiety by sharing them 
with others illustrates Sartre’s contention that man can escape alienation 
through identification with one of two groups: […] those who act and 
those who remain passive [...]. Andrés chooses the latter, resigning 
himself to his fate. The distant Russian city of Omsk, then, embodies the 
isolation, meaninglessness, and nothingness which afflict all human beings 
and serve to justify Andrés’ inability to act. (McMurray 63) 

Andrés attempts to face the chaos of the universe but he does so in a humorously 

hyperbolic way since he becomes completely unable to experience life. After devising his 

theory of Omsk, he laughs, and “con la risa lo invadió un gran descanso, como si cada 

uno de sus músculos y de sus células, cada pieza de su organismo, fuera nueva y 

funcionara a la perfección” (64). His power of denial so strong, he even seems able to 

quell the deepest of existential fears. Denial, however, in Andrés’ case, seems to have its 

limitations, as we see after the last encounter with his grandmother and Estela, when his 

angst finally breaks through the façade he created. The humor that accompanies this 

particular storyline gains momentum by Andrés’ desperation to make the most of the 

years he has left by frantically and awkwardly attempting to experience life, namely 

falling in love. With his life careening out of control, this humor has no other recourse 

than to show, with ever-increasing magnitude, how absurd his actions are.  
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 Estela then becomes the object of Andrés’ desperate attempt to find love in order 

to give meaning to his life. This, we remember, was foreshadowed by his grandmother’s 

accusations but also prefigured shortly thereafter in the words of Carlos Gros, his doctor 

and best friend. Carlos’ stern statement echoes Misiá Elisa’s harsh words: “no te has 

atrevido a tirarte a nado en absolutamente nada, menos aún querer a nadie, en toda tu 

vida” (72). Almost as if his grandmother’s insinuation and this veiled challenge from his 

best friend create the perfect storm, Andrés is led directly to experience – or think he 

experiences – feelings for the young girl. At first, he becomes “enfurecido” at Carlos’ 

bold assertion and then, very quickly thereafter, he “se dejaba caer en el sillón, con la 

frente urdida de desconcierto” (73). Living in denial, escape, and idleness for decades has 

created a skewed self-perception and therefore, others’ opinions of him seem quite 

shocking. We note that his first reaction, that of an angry childish outburst instead of a 

more measured adult reaction, shows humorously just how much Andrés must learn 

about himself and his world. Implicit in this reaction we also see, again in a humorously 

ironic way, just how absurd his escape tactics have been. Instead of protecting him and 

helping him live life, which was the original plan, they have conversely proven to impede 

a full life, having stifled his maturity and crippled his development. Consequently, when 

he finally does try to live without his escape mechanism, he fails at every turn, never 

realizing his mistake.  

 The crux of this conversation with his friend comes when Andrés realizes his 

jealousy of Carlos’ apparent freedom from existential anguish. When Carlos pronounces, 

“no te puedo prestar mi vida para que te fabriques una ficción de vida” (75), he tries to 

help Andrés realize that he himself must act if he truly desires happiness and stability of 
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his own: he cannot simply rely on others to find fulfillment for him; he must finally shirk 

his ennui and find his own way. Being reminded of the harsh realization that he truly has 

not profoundly experienced life casts him again into terror and sets him on a desperate 

(and humorous) tear to find passion with Estela, as she becomes his desperate last hope of 

calming the internal chaos. However, Andrés is already beyond all hope of achieving that 

lofty goal. His halfhearted attempt to order his life, by escaping into a passionate love 

affair with Estela, also fails.  

We remember that one of the tenets of entropic irony is that characters try and fail 

to figure out how their world works. Andrés fits this description as he enters the 

humorous game that is his life: he tries to figure out the rules but pathetically just goes 

through the motions, forcing himself to feel something. Instead of falling in love and 

trying to woo Estela, he simply acts silently lovesick, never having the gumption to react. 

Thus, he remains stuck in his own obsessive worry, accompanied only by his hopeless 

anguish. The fiction he creates in his mind (being in love and tortured by it) comes 

conveniently after realizing that he has never had passion for anything. Thus, the 

concretion of his love for Estela can be viewed as a humorously absurd fiction, just like 

Omsk, just like his eventual self-imposed madness, that conceals his failure to feel 

passion. Any of his attempts to adhere to universal truths, religious beliefs, passions, 

relationships or any semblance of order in life are just failed attempts to defend against 

entropy. We note entropy’s inevitability that transforms itself into Andrés’ urgency to 

find passion:  

[Él] iba a morir, y pasarían miles, millones, miles de millones de años, y 
de él no quedaría nada, y el planeta seguiría rodando por los negros 
espacios intersiderales hacia un destino absurdo e inexistente. Y entonces, 
él, que jamás se expuso a nada que pudiera ser más comprometedor que la 
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comodidad, ya no sería más que sustancia química transformándose, 
mineral, y no habría aprovechado el privilegio cortísimo de la materia de 
ser un poco más – vida, conciencia, voluntad – por un segundo en 
millones de años que todo era casual. (76)  

 
Here we see again the humor and irony of Andrés’ mental state when contemplating the 

entropy of the universe. He becomes frantically preoccupied about oblivion and not 

having made the best use of his miniscule time as a conscious being, failing to realize that 

on a scale of “thousands of millions of years,” whether one lives with passion or with 

total disinterest, whether one changes the world or lives an idle, obscure life -- everyone 

is bound for this same oblivion. Oblivion as the cosmic equalizer of humankind is at the 

core of the humor in this novel. It helps to externalize the absurdity that underlies reality 

and any attempt to create order, since cosmic entropy is the ultimate destination. 

However, this thought forces Andrés to give a humorously half-mediocre try at 

experiencing passion. His ineptitude at this endeavor is exposed when he attempts to buy 

another walking stick to add to his collection, thinking erroneously that breaking the self-

imposed limit of sticks he owns will drastically change the rut in which he finds himself.    

 Weeks of continued internal anguish pass since his conversation with Carlos and 

Andrés still finds himself on a humorous search for passion leading him to false 

conclusions. Andrés begins to regret not ever feeling a greedy love for money: “hasta la 

avaricia le parecía ahora una pasión admirable” (106). In this hyperbolically humorous 

expression of his lack of any passion whatsoever, we see just how devoid of substance 

Andrés is, again, as he attempts unsuccessfully to discover the rules that govern his 

world. After this realization, he feels that buying another walking stick will fulfill him. 

The narrator helps us perceive just how humorously absurd this action is by subtly 

expressing Andrés’ hope that an eleventh cane will fill the existential void: “¿Y si 
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comprara otro bastón? ¿Uno más, uno que rebasara revolucionariamente el límite de los 

diez?” (109). Previously, he had meticulously kept the number of walking sticks in his 

collection strictly at ten, always selling one back when he buys a new one. However, on 

this day he feels rebellious and buys an eleventh one. Again, the narrator subtly 

communicates Andrés’ strangulated hope that this will help his situation: “¡Oh, si eso 

lograra a destruir esa sensación de estancamiento y de muerte que devoraba sus horas!” 

(109-110). The reader may laugh at the absurd notion that such a simple purchase could 

quell a serious existential crisis. In this very laugh, however, we see just how deeply 

Andrés has descended into chaos and perhaps once again our laughter becomes a wry 

smile as we contemplate the darkness of the character’s fate. To add to the absurd humor 

in this scene, the ten canes can be considered a “focal point in the novel [representing] 

the rigid limits he has imposed on his sterile, routine existence in order to strengthen his 

hold on life and fend off the threat of chaos” (McMurray 66). The sterility of this feeble 

attempt to live can also be juxtaposed ironically with the meaning of his name, given 

Andrés’ monumental lack of vitality and virility that we will see even more clearly when 

he comes to the sudden realization that he desires Estela. This occurs during his 

interaction with the wife of his walking stick dealer. 

 Andrés seeks refuge in his friend’s shop, trying, quite bunglingly, to calm his 

internal anguish and reestablish his order. Donaldo’s wife, Tenchita, however, enters into 

the scene wrapped in “su chal rosado de fina lana” (113), throwing Andrés into a tailspin. 

Suddenly, everything comes crashing down on him: his grandmother’s words (after he 

gifted her with a similar pink shawl) that accused him of having relations with Estela, 

Estela’s pink palms, Carlos’ suggestion that he has never truly loved anyone; everything 
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suddenly comes into focus: Estela seems to be his salvation, not another walking stick. At 

once his salvation (if he were to have her) and his perdition (he quickly realizes he cannot 

have her), his vision of Estela will sink him into his final state at the end of his crisis: 

total, albeit self-imposed, madness. The humorously doomed trajectory of this love story 

is externalized by the narrator, who gives us insight into the desperate thought processes 

of Andrés and the very quick way he defeats himself. At first, we see a false 

vitality/virility and haughtiness when he thinks, “nada más fácil que obtenerla: era 

inocente, sola y pobre. Él era rico y muy sabio. Le entregaría todo su saber al 

conquistarla” (115). Then he wonders if he simply desires Estela or if he loves her. 

Although we can never be sure which (does he truly feel something for the girl or is this 

just a desperate attempt to live a passionate life?), he decides that it must be love because 

“el deseo no era suficiente para liberarlo de la nada y de la muerte” (117). After seeing 

her with Mario, her new boyfriend – as young and beautiful as she—, this new order that 

Andrés had been constructing turns immediately into chaos, and sinks him deeper into his 

existential woes: “Estela era joven y él [Andrés] no lo era, ella era hermosa y él no lo era 

[…] ¡Qué grotesco pensarse a sí mismo haciendo el amor con Estela!” (117). As he 

stands spying on Estela and Mario kissing, we note the bitterly humorous association 

with the way Andrés has lived his whole life: as a voyeur or spectator, never as a 

participant. With the hopelessness that Andrés immediately feels, we note the tight grip 

that entropic irony places on this scene, seeing a character whose uncertainty and 

ineptitude have become synonymous with his very being. Not coincidentally, we also 

note in this scene the tight grip Andrés’ surroundings have on him as the fog “pareció 

hacerse más espesa” (118). This fog, an external representation of the entropic irony 
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running through Andrés’ narrative, represents the character’s inability to see things 

clearly, as well as his inability to function without any certainty or hope in his life.  

The path of his descent into madness now clearly paved, Andrés curses his 

grandmother as being the harbinger of all the negativity surrounding his current situation: 

“¡Su abuela era la culpable de todo esto! Sí, ella con su locura había inyectado esta idea 

en su cerebro dejándola que allí se pudriera” (118). Since, according to him, her words 

turn out to be prophetic, he starts to believe that within her madness she enjoys a special 

clarity that a sane person cannot access. Little by little as the weeks press on, we witness 

Andrés’ further descent into his chaos as the order that he desperately seeks ironically 

fuses with the complete acceptance of disorder. This convoluted way of viewing his 

difficulties occurs to him while talking to Carlos: “¡Ojalá me volviera loco! Eso sería lo 

más maravilloso de todo. El único orden que existe en la vida y en el universo es la 

injusticia y el desorden, y por eso la locura es el único medio de integrarse a la verdad” 

(132-3). Andrés’ farcical attempt to live surrenders to a complete denial of all reality. 

Before delving into that, however, we will explore the other characters’ descent into 

chaos, starting with Estela, to accentuate how the convergence of all four protagonists in 

the final scenes demonstrates the ubiquity of disorder and absurdity in the world of 

Coronación.  

Estela’s descent into chaos and her subsequent crisis, which varies in theme and 

degree of intensity as compared with Andrés’ troubled state, also begins with her contact 

with Misiá Elisa, as mentioned previously. Just as the old woman’s words seemed to 

predict Andrés’ feelings for Estela, they seem to be equally prophetic regarding Estela’s 

own situation: “after being called a whore and a thief, Estela corroborates the words by 
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‘giving’ herself to Mario and stealing from Misiá Elisa, that is, by assuming both 

prophesized roles” (Magnarelli 31). Since the narrative focalization of this scene never 

leaves Andrés, we can only see Estela from his point of view, “con los ojos llorosos y 

aterrados” (51). Despite this upsetting scenario, however, Estela does not appear as 

deeply affected by the old woman’s disturbing words as Andrés. Perhaps due to her youth 

and innocence, it takes her a bit more time to enter chaos: when left with just the old 

woman after Mario abandons her pregnant.   

Most of the narrative focalization on Estela takes place in the second of the three 

large chapters titled “Ausencias”. This title exudes irony since in this chapter alone we 

note the only sexual love scenes in the novel, between René and Dora (Mario’s brother 

and sister-in-law), and between Mario and Estela: “The fact that Donoso has chosen to 

include these in a section entitled ‘Absences’ suggests that love (or perhaps better 

expressed, eroticism, for these scenes center on the sex act itself) is not the solution to 

anything and, like a novel, is only a temporary distraction from life’s voids” (Magnarelli 

29). The critic does not mention, however, perhaps an even greater aspect of this ironic 

play on words: the fact that both acts engender a baby. As heralded by the use of entropic 

irony, these unplanned new lives in Dora and Estela are surrounded by despair and a stark 

lack of hope. Conceived in this chapter called “Absences,” these children are the 

perpetuation of the never-ending cycle of hopelessness and as such they tacitly 

foreshadow the ubiquitous despair at the end of the novel. Almost as if to purposely clash 

with the general gloominess of the novel, after the physical love scene between Estela 

and Mario, we witness a humorously melodramatic, overly sweet exchange between the 

two which denotes the newness and elation of this young love. This serves to accentuate, 
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by contrast, how difficult life will be for Estela when Mario leaves: Estela pricks her 

finger on a needle and, “fue como si un aguijonazo hubiera traspasado la carne viva de 

Mario” (101). The melodramatic humor in this scene, in conjunction with entropic 

irony’s externalization of hopelessness, implies that their love will not end well – it will 

deteriorate and, as Magnarelli states, serves merely as a temporary distraction. The 

humorous levity found in this scene (Estela’s happiness, Mario’s tenderness) serves to 

clash incongruously with Estela’s heartbreak and Mario’s violence that will sink both 

characters into their uncertain and hopeless future together.   

Being secretly pregnant will certainly be part of Estela’s anguish throughout the 

rest of the novel. Another important aspect of this anguish is conveyed within the second 

half of Misiá Elisa’s continued accusations against her, calling her a thief. Underpinning 

the irony of her stealing money from the old woman to help Mario, we get a glimpse into 

Estela’s past in a short flashback: “en el campo, cuando su hermano mayor había robado 

una horqueta vieja en la casa de los patrones, su padre casi lo asesinó a golpes de 

rebenque, dejándolo gemir solo toda una noche helada, botado como un perro en el 

rastrojo adyacente a la casa” (67). Ashamed and reduced to tears when the old woman 

calls her a thief, she gives Misiá Elisa’s money to Mario anyway. This act of sheer 

passion, fighting her shame and guilt to help someone she loves deeply, clashes starkly 

with Andrés’ total lack of passion and drive. Whereas Andrés looks to experience 

passion, Estela tries to stop herself from feeling it after Mario leaves. Ironically, she 

seeks and finds refuge with Misiá Elisa in prayer. Having become the thief that Elisa 

prognosticated and expecting a secret child, she hopes prayer will afford her a reprieve 

from the chaos that her world has become. However, since entropic irony holds its tight 
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grip on all the characters of the novel, she will also fail to find any order. Estela’s 

temporary refuge in prayer, accompanied by Misiá Elisa’s exaggerated and judgmental 

words of condemnation, of course, becomes a source of humor, because, as we saw with 

Andrés’ experience as a child, religion simply becomes yet another futile attempt to 

impose order on chaos. 

Through the naïve, humorous musings of Lourdes we learn that her niece has 

been praying with the old woman, which she jokes “eso es lo único que no me gusta 

mucho. ¿Qué le habrá dado a la Estela por rezar tantísimo, ella que es jovencita?” (182). 

Of course, the reader knows exactly why she prays but it is absurdly funny that her aunt, 

who boasts about Estela’s virtuous qualities, has no idea that the young girl’s life has 

been spiraling out of control for some time. While this conversation occurs, Estela kneels 

by Misiá Elisa’s bed, crying, praying the rosary and listening to the old woman spout 

religious dogma about hell, purgatory and burning sinners. Reminiscent of young Andrés 

listening to the terrifying words of Father Damián, we see Misiá Elisa judge the young 

girl quite vehemently: “estás sucia con una mancha que nada más que el fuego puede 

borrar. Y solo las que nunca hemos pecado nos iremos al cielo…” (184). Always the self-

proclaimed saint, Misiá Elisa has the girl believing that her repentance can help redeem 

her present situation. The humor of the old woman’s hyperbolically castigating words 

helps us see the absurdity of the young girl’s situation: as Misiá Elisa condemns Estela, 

the lovesick girl does not find any peace nor does she truly internalize the words of the 

old woman. The whole scene depicts an exercise in futility as Estela seemingly begs for 

the forgiveness of a wrathful God but has no intention of changing her behavior since, 

even though she rues the day she first met Mario, she still wishes to be close to him 
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“aunque la hubiera abofeteado y aunque la abofeteara de nuevo mil veces, y aunque la 

hubiera llamado ladrona” (184). We will see in the final scene in which Estela and Mario 

appear that this will come true – she will forgive Mario’s violence and, therefore, could 

possibly be the object of his violence for years to come.     

Estela, a woman caught in the middle of two men’s affections, possesses a name 

derived from the Latin word stella, meaning star (Albaigès i Olivart 104). An ironic twist 

becomes evident when we consider Estela’s role in the novel. Stars, of course, can 

represent a myriad of things: distance, numerousness or a light in the darkness. However, 

they can also be interpreted as objects that aid one’s orientation/in finding one’s direction 

since sailors used constellations for centuries to navigate their ships to safety. Perhaps 

Estela, similarly, serves as a beacon of sorts, but she does not lead Andrés and Mario to 

any safe haven but rather more deeply into each man’s respective chaotic internal world: 

the former, because he cannot win her love – “Estela lo había inducido […] a un caos 

interior” (183) – and the latter because he remains unsure if he wants her love – “¿Estela? 

Nada […] él no se iba a dejar explotar por ninguna mujer […] y al sentirla abrazándolo, 

llorando en silencio, toda la dureza del muchacho volvió a desintegrarse” (189). Just as a 

star has no consciousness of where it would lead sailors, so too Estela remains oblivious 

of her role in either man’s perdition. Instead, she innocently embodies “sobre todo la 

presencia ominosa de una masa palpitante de vida originaria en el seno de un mundo frío 

y transparente de normas convencionales” (Promis Ojeda 21). This incongruous clash of 

worlds, the country girl with men of the city, causes discord among the characters while 

generating the entropic irony that externalizes the hopelessness all characters feel.    
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Mario, just like Andrés and Estela, suffers from his position in society. In dire 

economic straits, torn between becoming a criminal (to appease his brother) and giving in 

to love, he vacillates on practically every decision he must make as well as every emotion 

he feels. This interesting paradigm enjoys very humorous moments when his internal 

voice denies his feelings for Estela but becomes rather serious when he rejects tenderness 

in favor of sheer violence at the end of the novel. Initially, Mario’s internal voice, as 

externalized by the narrator, leads us to view him as quite the ladies’ man, as suggested 

by his nickname, “Picaflor Grande – siempre de flor en flor” (45). This nickname enjoys 

an ironic relationship with his actual experience, however. The nineteen-year-old leads 

everyone to believe his supposed sexual promiscuity when in reality “pese a sus 

aventuras y fanfarronadas jamás había ido muy allá en sus relaciones físicas con una 

mujer” (87). Mario, just a young man without sexual knowledge or experience, actually 

fears women. He keeps his macho mask on, however, so as not to lose credibility among 

his friends.  

With Estela, he exhibits a similar internal fluctuation: his macho mask clashes 

incongruously with his tender feelings toward the girl. Estela, also a virgin before their 

sexual relations, takes on a more active role, helping Mario through the act as he, 

confused, must ask her what to do: “Ayúdame, no sé…” (100). This, of course, wounds 

Mario’s pride. Up to this moment, trying to impress Estela with the sights of the big city, 

he continuously notes her innocence. During sex, we learn of his own innocent and 

vulnerable side which causes him incredible anguish while readers perhaps smile when 

contemplating his inner struggle between machismo and tenderness. Those honest words, 

spoken in a moment of passion, “regresaron a su memoria para derribar el orgullo. Miró a 
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esa mujer […] como para destruirla con un resentimiento por conocerlo tan débil y 

desnudo […] ¿Enamorarse? ¡Eso era para los imbéciles!” (100-1). Bordering on violent, 

we see Mario’s bellicose tendencies arise. At this point, we suspect perhaps that there is 

no hope for Mario to dominate his violent tendencies. We see shortly thereafter, when 

Estela pricks herself with a needle, that he feels her pain, already enamored. As Promis 

Ojeda notes: “el machismo es, al respecto, el obstáculo que se tiende entre Mario y Estela 

y, a su vez, el camino por el cual el muchacho está a punto de hundirse en la 

delincuencia. Estos antivalores y sus subproductos determinan la degradación del lugar 

del hombre en el mundo y la transformación de las condiciones de la existencia en una 

caricatura grotesca y repugnante” (20). Mario’s internal struggle, humorous when 

externalized as keeping up appearances versus tenderness, becomes much more serious 

when violence enters the scene. This struggle surely signals his descent into chaos.  

The characters of Mario and Andrés seem completely different in every way 

(social class, age, passion) but they bear striking similarities in their entrance into chaos 

and the ubiquity of absurdity in their world: “the parallels between the lives of Andrés 

and Mario not only lend aesthetic cohesiveness to the novel but also demonstrate the 

irrational forces operating on two widely separated social levels. The tensions produced 

by these forces and by the injustices of a divided society leave the reader with little 

optimism for the future” (McMurray 68). There is truly no hope for either of these 

characters to dominate their respective existential woes. As we saw, Mario’s nickname, 

Picaflor Grande, is an ironic, inverted expression of his sexual ignorance. Similarly, his 

given name contradicts his function in the novel. Just as Andrés cannot quite live up to 

his name’s meaning – manly, brave – neither does Mario, whose name alludes to Mars, 
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the Roman god of war (Albaigès i Olivart 170). This meaning contrasts with Mario’s 

character as the god of war would not only be aggressive but also strategic and decisive, 

two descriptions that Mario assuredly does not personify. We will see, though, in his last 

scene, that he does become quite violent with Estela.  

The three characters just discussed – Andrés, Estela, and Mario –  all seem to 

revolve around Misiá Elisa, perhaps the center of the Coronación world. As we have 

seen, she predicts quite accurately Andrés’ and Estela’s behavior. Even Mario 

experiences her influence, although the two never meet, since he uses the money Estela 

stole from her. Misiá Elisa seems to ironically announce her principal role by referring to 

herself as a saint and as royalty worthy of being crowned (51). The humor in this, just as 

with the other characters, is that she becomes her fiction, albeit ironically, with the naïve 

complicity of her two domestics, Lourdes and Rosario. Echoing the old woman’s words 

almost exactly, Lourdes exclaims, “La Rosario y yo la venimos a coronar reina, porque 

usted es la más linda y la más noble y la más santa que hay…” (201). In this scene, the 

most humorously tragic one of the entire novel (as well as the crescendo of entropic irony 

given the hopelessness that a grotesque coronation engenders), the two servants 

participate in an enactment of their demented lady’s version of the main female figure of 

Christianity.  

The coronation scene is wrought with much explicit humor generated by an 

unexpected role reversal: “esta escena se caracteriza por la inversión de los roles (el 

oxímoron carnavalesco), ya que son las sirvientas las que mandan en el juego, y quienes 

juegan con la señora (la pintan) como si fuera una muñeca” (Gutiérrez Mouat 53). 

However, there are also many opportunities to find other inversions – mainly the implicit 
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humor noted in the inverted relationship of Misiá Elisa’s and her maids’ names with the 

farcical crowning of the old woman. In Catholicism, one of the titles of the Virgin Mary 

is “Queen of All Saints” and it could be said that the old woman’s character is a 

humorous permutation of this. The name Elisa is an etymological diminutive of Elizabeth 

which is originally taken from the Hebrew name Elisheba meaning “oath of God” (Unger 

307). It can be said that the Virgin Mary, whose most common title is Blessed Mother, is 

the fulfillment of God’s promise to send His Son to save humankind from perdition (or, 

in other words, from chaos). The inverted, ironic connection between the Queen of All 

Saints and Misiá Elisa, the self-proclaimed saintly queen now sails to the foreground: just 

as the Virgin Mary functions to infuse order into humankind, it seems that Misiá Elisa, 

conversely, sows discord and entropy. The humor rises in intensity when we add Rosario 

and Lourdes to the entropic mix. Rosario, of course, means rosary so the connection with 

the Virgin Mary is quite explicit, since rosary beads are meant to pay homage in prayer to 

the purity and saintliness of Mary. The name Lourdes also has a very explicit connection 

to the Virgin, being the French town where one of her most well-known apparitions 

occurred and since has become a popular center of pilgrimage. The ironic use of these 

names becomes most obvious during the grotesque crowning of Misiá Elisa. For Philip 

Swanson, this scene “shows the absurdity of maintaining any faith in God or in the idea 

of an ordered universe. The crowning of an old woman on the verge of death is a total 

denial of hope” (15). In this way, this shocking scene shows most saliently how humor 

highlights the absurdity of the characters’ lives.  

The coronation begins when Lourdes and Rosario, both quite inebriated, enter the 

old woman’s room bearing gifts to pay homage to their queen. The gifts, showing how 
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farcical the scene becomes, can be considered ironic inversions of what they represent: 

“un vestido cuajado de estrellas, una larguísima serpiente blanca emplumada, un cetro 

engalanado con cintajos y velas, una corona en la que crecía un jardín de flores de plata” 

(201).  First, the women put the old woman in the dress that is full of stars (sequins) 

which seems fitting to crown someone as a saintly, heavenly queen. This image becomes 

ironic upon consideration of Misiá Elisa as an inversion of Catholicism’s Queen of All 

Saints and, therefore, neither saintly nor regal. The second gift, the long white feathered 

serpent, can also be interpreted as a veiled reference to the Virgin Mary. In Christian 

symbolism, the serpent represents the Devil since Eve was temped in the Garden of Eden 

by the Devil disguised as a serpent. In Catholic imagery, we oftentimes witness the 

Virgin Mary (who is also called by yet another moniker: New Eve) crushing the head of 

the serpent with her feet, a symbolic defeat of evil since she will give birth to God’s Son. 

Misiá Elisa, on the contrary, represents the opposite of such a powerful being as she 

embodies weakness, senility and spouts hateful words. The incongruity of such an image 

associated with the old decrepit woman gets complemented by the fact that the gifted 

feathered serpent bears a remarkable resemblance to the Aztec god Quetzalcoatl, which 

juxtaposes sharply with Christian imagery and thereby clashes with the religious 

traditions that Misiá Elisa holds dear. The third gift, a scepter adorned with old tattered 

ribbons and candles, seems but a mere shadow of a regal scepter. With every gift that the 

maids give her, we get an ever-growing sense of how ludicrous this scene becomes as the 

last gift may perhaps be the most absurd of all. The crown is central to any coronation 

ceremony and therefore a crown adorned with a garden of silver flowers could represent 

nothing other than the absurdity of crowning an old dying woman. The silver flowers 
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prove the inauthenticity of Misiá Elisa’s worthiness of coronation. The vulgar woman 

who wreaks havoc on the lives of those around her has as much in common with a saint 

or a queen as those silver flowers have with their living counterparts. To add to this 

absurdity, Misiá Elisa exclaims, “‘¡Qué cosas tan lindas! ¡Mi traje de reina! Y mi corona’ 

[pero] la anciana no parecía darse cuenta de lo que estaba sucediendo. Tan endeble era su 

consciencia agotada y sin fuerza ni brillo sus ojos, que Rosario tuvo que ayudarla a 

apretar los dedos en torno al cetro” (201).  

Thus, we enter the strange, comically tragic scene where drunk maids call the 

shots in the world of a dying, heavily made-up 94-year-old who can barely exert enough 

energy to hold a ridiculously makeshift scepter: Rosario “introduciéndole un dedo en la 

boca para abrirla, logró verter un buen vaso de ponche en el gaznate de la nonagenaria, 

que se quejaba como un niño. En vez de animarse, la anciana desfalleció por completo” 

(202). The crowning of the old woman seems to be the crowning of absurdity itself. 

Misiá Elisa is crowned after she passes out, as the two very drunk maids exclaim, “¡Viva 

la reinecita más linda y más buena del mundo, viva!” (202). It is ironic, as well as darkly 

humorous, that as the two maids yell, “long live the queen,” the old woman lays 

unconscious in her bed, still alive but mere moments away from imminent death. 

After the maids unwittingly leave the old woman to die, we witness that humor 

too leaves Misiá Elisa’s story, as “black humor at its highest pitch of intensity eliminates 

laughter altogether, or rather translates what might have been laughter into inarticulate 

despair” (O’Neill 31-2 paraphrasing Gerd Henniger). The coronation scene becomes 

intensely dark as it exposes not only the absurdity of adhering to religious beliefs, as 

Swanson states, but also the meaninglessness of any human endeavor when adhering to 
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rules, to regulations, to truths, to any order within the chaos that is the universe. We 

forget quickly that we have been looking at a ridiculously made-up woman lying in a bed 

crowned with silly fake flowers. She simply becomes, as laughter turns into pathos, a 

human being whose life will soon end without the hope of an afterlife. The last paragraph 

of the old woman’s story underpins this very bleak outlook as it shows that Misiá Elisa: 

“estaba tan agotada que no se dio cuenta de que sólo en ese instante moría, y no antes, 

cuando creyó ver a todas las constelaciones rodeándola” (219). The “constellations,” in 

an added ironic and bitter twist (now devoid of humor), are just simply reflections of light 

on the sequins of her dress as she expires. The afterlife does not exist and all the old 

lady’s musings were simply the enactment of her fantasy. The tragedy of Misiá Elisa, 

now untouched by humor, suggests that life’s pain and suffering are without greater 

purpose. 

The last time we see each of the other main characters (Mario, Estela and 

Andrés), we note the same paradigm occur: the levity we have experienced throughout 

their respective storylines suddenly ceases as the finality of their total despair takes root. 

All characters converge in one place, the Abalos house, and all action revolves around the 

robbery attempted by Mario and his brother René with the help of Estela.  

The chaos that Mario feels throughout the narration (his monumental 

indecisiveness, his drive to escape his uncertain and terrifying future) reaches a fevered 

pitch when he and René are at the Abalos mansion trying to plan the heist with Estela, a 

pivotal part in it. Mario reveals his violent nature and heightened indecisiveness as he 

seems more torn than ever between loyalty to his brother and pursuing a life with Estela. 

He vacillates quickly between tender feelings for her; “era tan huasa, tan chica, tan tonta, 
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tan suya!” (191), and extremely violent ones: “hubiera sido capaz de tomar entre sus 

dedos ese cuello redondo y suave para triturarlo, de hundir sus dedos en esa carne fresca 

hasta sentir que los huesos crujieran, hasta embarrarse las manos con esa sangre caliente” 

(206). Stark hopelessness herein completely replaces humor. After the robbery, thwarted 

by Estela – almost beaten to death by René (Mario does not try to stop him) –, he chooses 

to stay with her as his brother escapes. His intention, however, is not to help her as one 

might expect: “Mario hizo incorporarse a Estela, quizás para seguir castigándola, quizás 

para otra cosa, la hizo ponerse de pie, y a empellones la fue guiando […] ella, como 

sonámbula, sin escuchar los insultos del muchacho, con las facciones manchadas de 

sangre, caminaba” (211). Implicit in the use of “quizás,” we note even the uncertainty of 

the narrator, not knowing what Mario will do, implicitly communicating not only his 

ever-increasing indecisiveness but also the strong possibility that his violent tendencies 

have only just begun which foretells quite a negative future for both characters.   

Estela, minutes before the gruesomely violent scene with the brothers, acts as a 

decoy, occupying Andrés while Mario and René attempt the robbery. When asked if she 

loves him, she explodes with a passionate, seemingly triumphant no. Disgusted, she 

immediately feels “asco de toda esta falta de respeto, de las dignidades ensuciadas, sobre 

todo asco de que Mario la usara, que usara su amor entregado tan completamente, sin 

considerarla a ella, exponiéndola, ensuciándola” (209). Estela’s response seems hopeful 

but she still loves Mario despite the pain and suffering he has caused her. As the humor 

leaves her storyline as well, we note once again the strong human capacity to live in 

denial. After being beaten by René, apparently not noticing Mario’s failure to defend her 

nor his insults/pushes while in her very wounded state, she feels “en el fondo de las 
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tinieblas de su dolor físico había una chispa que podía transformarse en claridad, una 

certeza fiera de su triunfo” (211). She blindly yet willingly walks into Mario’s very bleak 

and violent future. Perhaps because Mario does not flee with his brother and since Estela 

feels a hint of triumph, some critics (Promis Ojeda, Goiç, among others) have seen their 

situation as a possible source of hope. On the contrary, their final scene is negative, 

pregnant with a lifetime of violence, as Swanson explains: “Mario’s character is so 

ambiguous that we cannot be sure that he will not turn out to be just like René and treat 

Estela just as his brother treats Dora. The final chapters are dominated by an 

unquestionably pessimistic tone which eclipses the brief note of optimism introduced by 

the flight of Mario and Estela” (Boom 14).  

Andrés, after experiencing the final blow to his consciousness – Estela’s explicit 

rejection–, finally enters willingly into madness to avoid dealing with his pain, finding 

comfort in the irony of the order that this total chaos provides. Throughout the narration 

of his story, we have seen this inevitable trajectory: his humorous forays into the 

possibility that insanity would provide him with all the answers precisely because, in 

such a state, he would no longer need to search for any answers. We find these farcical 

musings humorous until he fully embraces insanity as a means of dealing with the 

difficulties of life. Since he feels incapable to discover the rules of his world, he takes 

refuge in an escape that is not only ironic, since he is not actually demented like his 

grandmother, but also completely absurd. In this way, we note that Andrés becomes a 

humorous inversion of the absurd man, as theorized by Camus: “once man recognizes the 

absurd, Camus believes one must keep this awareness permanently alive by maintaining a 

constant state of revolt against ultimate defeat, this being his only means of achieving 
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self-fulfillment and of transcending the tragedy of his existence. A denial of the absurd is 

seen as a form of bad faith, self-evasion, or escape from responsibility” (McMurray 91). 

Andrés monumentally shirks responsibility literally and, as we see here, figuratively 

since he does not revolt against the absurdity he perceives, he simply avoids it by a 

colossal escape into his self-imposed insanity. 

At this moment, the humor in his story abruptly ends because we realize that, 

instead of trying to live, Andrés is finally dead in life. When humor dissipates, we are left 

with a pathetic man, broken and turned into a child, merely a self-created mirror image of 

his truly mad grandmother. The last time we see him, Andrés categorically rejects 

manliness or bravery in favor of a conscious regression to boyhood as he makes little 

paper birds “las que su abuela le había enseñado a hacer durante un invierno muy 

lluvioso…, cuando era muy, muy niño” (218). The tragedy of Andrés’ story is that of a 

life completely wasted, his supposed insanity nothing more than a very elaborate 

avoidance of the responsibilities of adulthood – simply just another, much more 

elaborate, Omsk.  

Luis Beltrán has investigated this paradigm and asserts that “el choque entre la 

conciencia del personaje y la sociedad moderna le lleva a la destrucción. Esa destrucción 

puede representarse como locura, como suicidio o, simplemente, como fracaso o vacío 

existencial” (297). We notice that every one of the main characters of Coronación can fit 

into one of these four categories. Entropic irony, we remember, revels in this 

hopelessness and uncertainty of life. It helps to externalize the angst and dismay that the 

apparent impossibility of finding order generates. The function of this type of humor in 

literature is to express that  
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we are simply not important, merely aleatory marginalia, gratuitous, 
totally unnecessary. But the universe we are part of is equally gratuitous 
and pointless: instead of meaning anything, it simply exists absurdly, 
obscenely, superfluously. It is an illogical universe, a universe where 
freedom of choice is total and totally meaningless. Any course of action is 
as meaningful, which is to say bereft of all meaning, as any other: entropy 
is complete. (O’Neill 233) 

When entropy is complete and chaos is all that remains, no order exists except for chaos, 

nor any incongruity for humor to flourish. When the characters in Coronación reach this 

state of maximum entropy, we can see straight through to their pathetic nature without 

humor present to lighten the heavy burden.  

Beltran suggests that:  

La risa posee un profundo valor de concepción del mundo, es una de las 
formas fundamentales a través de las cuales se expresa el mundo, la 
historia, el hombre; es un punto de vista particular y universal sobre el 
mundo, que lo percibe en forma diferente, pero no menos importante (tal 
vez más) que el punto de vista serio; sólo la risa, en efecto, puede captar 
ciertos aspectos excepcionales del mundo. (212)  

 
In this way, focusing on the humor present in Coronación assuredly helps us see deeper 

into the absurdity of existence in the story-world. It helps us to see the uselessness of 

Andrés’ various escapes into Omsk (as well as other forms of denial), how Estela’s 

innocent lovesickness drives her to crime, how Mario becomes a farcical representation 

of machismo, and how Misiá Elisa turns into as hysterical psychic despot whose lifelong 

beliefs prove nothing more than her own farcical fiction.  
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Notes 

 
1 We remember that the incongruity theory of humor states that humor is produced when 
words or actions clash with a preconceived notion or a generally accepted cultural norm 
(to name a few possibilities). Humor is perceived by noting and reflecting on the 
difference externalized by said incongruous clash. For this reason, we may experience a 
humorous reaction upon noting an old woman, who considers herself a devout Catholic, 
launch obscenities, since such behavior is usually not associated with pious elderly 
women.  
2 Noël Carroll reminds us that both Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas (among others 
throughout history) have noted humor’s capability of lightening the burden of 
seriousness: “The notion that humor involves playful relaxation […] can be found in 
Aristotle’s remarks about such play as a complement to the life of activity. This theme is 
taken up by St. Thomas Aquinas, who in his Summa Theologica recommends play as a 
remedy for the weariness of the activity of life, especially the active mental life. He 
writes: ‘Those words and deeds in which nothing is sought beyond the soul’s pleasure are 
called pleasure and humorous, and it is necessary to make use of them at times for solace 
of the soul.’ [We then note] comic amusement as a release from the burdens of everyday 
activity” (42). 
3 Throughout his works, Donoso oftentimes criticizes wryly the aristocracy’s sense of 
entitlement. Andrés feeling that death is just for other people can be considered one such 
instance.  
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CHAPTER 2  

EL LUGAR SIN LÍMITES: HUMOROUS HOPELESSNESS 

“Las cosas que terminan dan paz y las cosas que no cambian comienzan a concluirse, 
están siempre concluyéndose. Lo terrible es la esperanza.” 

 Lugar (132) 

One of the major themes of El lugar sin límites1 (1966), the eventual eradication 

of all hope for a brighter future, becomes exacerbated by the disorder that surrounds the 

protagonists. The narrated world into which we enter, as heralded by the dismal 

epigraph2, finds itself already in the throes of inescapable chaos. We noted similar 

disorder in Coronación but only after a period of relative order which serves to 

accentuate the chaos that emerges. In Lugar, however, we immediately enter a harsh and 

hellish world where the characters look back on a past paradise only to realize that “no 

hay un ‘paraíso perdido’ porque nunca hubo paraíso” (Moreno Turner 97). We perceive 

not only an evident state of disorder and decay in the characters’ present situations but 

also a clear correlation with the chaos that ensued in their past. Despite this, at times we 

note the existence of hope in some characters, their bleak surroundings notwithstanding. 

As Swanson poignantly suggests, eventually “there is no more yearning for the past 

[since at the end of the novel] all hope has finally disappeared” (Boom 63). In similar 

fashion to Coronación, humor expresses itself in a dark manner, through entropic irony. 

Donoso humorously depicts the characters of the chaotic, ambiguous, and paradoxical 

town of Estación el Olivo to accentuate the absurdity of their very existence.   

Through the lens of entropic irony, we will glimpse yet another novelistic world 

to ascertain the Donosian view of this existentially dark place. When approaching 

Coronación with this same theory, we found that entropic irony externalized the clash of 

characters’ actions and words with the world around them. We will track this same 
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paradigm in Lugar as well, where it provides a more forceful and scathing outlook from 

the onset, only becoming darker as the novel proceeds.3 We remember that entropic irony 

concerns itself with the essentially deceptive nature of any search for meaning, “not 

because we are given too little information, but because we are provided with too much, 

an entropic superfluity of unorganizable information resulting in cognitive short-circuit” 

(O’Neill 207). This paradigm can be linked seamlessly to how Lugar has been viewed by 

one of its major critics: “Like the traffic light in the center of town that does not work, all 

signs and signals fail to function in a simple, transparent fashion in this text. Nothing can 

be unequivocally labeled in the world of El Olivo, for everything exists pluralistically and 

in flux, if indeed only in words, while everything is itself and its opposite, in part because 

the word is never adequate to name the plurality” (Magnarelli 86). This inherent 

superfluity and ambiguity create incongruous clashes of meaning meant to produce the 

humor, both narrator and character generated4. In fact, it would be difficult to imagine 

humor not existing in such a narration of opposites and ambiguities, constantly vying for 

supremacy.  

While humor has never been extensively studied in this work – just tangentially 

mentioned by Swanson and Magnarelli –, Lugar has been the subject of many critical 

investigations in the five decades since its publication. In one of the earliest critical works 

of the novel, Promis Ojeda broaches the subject of order versus chaos, certainly a 

leitmotif in Donoso’s works. When Lugar entered the literary scene in 1966, the Chilean 

author no longer needed to show order degenerating into chaos: “el mundo es presentado 

ya como caótico, en el sentido de que las cosas han perdido el lugar que les correspondía 

en el orden establecido” (26). Donoso had rejected his previous paradigm to adopt a more 
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existentially forceful way of presenting the woes of existence in a more explicit manner. 

The author was well on his way to the completely disjointed and chaotic narration of his 

subsequent novel, El obsceno pájaro de la noche. George R. McMurray concurs with this 

view of Lugar and adds that it “introduces a new concept of reality based primarily on 

myth, pervasive ambiguity, and elements of the absurd in the human experience” (89). 

Most critics mention the novel’s depiction of absurdity as well as the ambiguity of its 

characters, but Philip Swanson investigates such a universal reading even further, 

focusing on its commentary on the human condition not just on Chilean society (Boom 

49). For Swanson, Lugar presents a world decidedly more negative than Donoso’s 

previous works, a fact made quite clear within its “atmosphere of decline and decay 

[which reflects] the demise of hope, a sense of metaphysical despair. The whole tone of 

the novel is one of darkness and gloominess” (Boom 49). Within such a gloomy 

backdrop, Gutiérrez Mouat, in perhaps a critique that most closely resembles a critical 

study of humor, recognizes the ludic and carnivalesque qualities in Lugar. For this critic, 

the storyline “se desarrolla en un espacio teatral que puede ser tanto la plaza pública del 

carnaval como el espacio convencional del juego […] en ambos [espacios] se legitimiza 

el despliegue del disfraz” (119). In this illuminating study, Gutiérrez Mouat traces the 

theatrical qualities of the characters to show the inversion, displacement, and substitution 

of identities (Japonesita as a substitute for her transvestite father Manuela, Pancho as a 

replacement for don Alejo).   

Disorder, darkness (literal and figurative), hopelessness, theatricality and 

existential angst are all integral parts of Lugar as well as topics for discussion in the 

present study since humor flourishes within their articulation in three major themes that 
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have been investigated extensively throughout the course of the novel’s criticism: the 

fluctuating narrative voice (Morell), the ambiguity of the protagonists (Moreno Turner, 

McMurray, Morell), and the biblical allusions (Moreno Turner, McMurray, Swanson, 

Magnarelli). These salient themes become virtual breeding grounds for humor when 

analyzed under entropic irony, a theory that has its basis in the interplay between story 

and discourse: “The story is the what in a narrative that is depicted, discourse is the how. 

Story answers the question ‘What happens next?’; discourse answers the question ‘How 

will what happens next be told?’” (emphasis O’Neill 87). Lugar certainly elicits humor at 

both levels: story-level humor generated by the characters and discourse-level humor 

created (overtly as well as subtly) by the narrator. In the current study, we will focus 

primarily on the humor at the discourse level, concentrating on the overt narratorial 

judgments of the characters as well as how the narrator subtly accentuates the 

incongruous contrast the characters exhibit with their culture and with Christian myth. 

Finally, we will analyze how such an approach affects our view of their story.  

From the onset, the narrator enjoys a higher level of involvement in the story 

being discoursed when compared to Donoso’s previous novels5. In Lugar, we witness a 

narrator who interjects, criticizes, and derides the characters. The narrator’s interjections 

allow for an extra level of scathing reproach that will aide in the goal of entropic irony, 

which always exposes the characters’ absurd situations. By focusing on how the story is 

being told, we gain a clearer view not only of what occurs around the characters but also 

how they incongruously clash with their world: “Concentrating on the level of story tends 

to focus our attention unwaveringly on the observed, while a consideration of discourse 

clearly shifts our focus rather to the observer and the relationship between the observing 
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subject and the observed object” (O’Neill 205). Let us continue our investigation, 

focusing on the narrative voice and its frequent interjections and judgments. 

The fluidity of the narrative voice in Lugar – the abrupt transitions in mid-

sentence from third to first person narration – may cause some confusion of the narrator’s 

role. Is this voice merely an externalization of the characters’ own humorous thoughts 

about themselves and thereby not a separate entity, judging them and interjecting his own 

opinions onto them? Hortensia Morell, in her thorough investigation of the narrative 

voice in this novel, asserts that “para discernir el proceso narrativo de El lugar es preciso 

reconocer primero que su narrador es distinto de cualquiera de los personajes de la obra” 

(19). The current study will also consider the narrative voice as a separate entity from all 

other characters which permits the assumption that any description or judgment of the 

characters originates with the narrator (who is external to the story-world) and not from 

within the minds of the characters6. The various instances of the narrator’s humorous 

interjections serve a purpose: to accentuate the hopelessness in the world depicted as well 

as shape our humorously absurd view of the characters by noting explicitly their 

incongruous contrast with their abysmal environment. 

For our study of the humor created by that narrator’s explicit judgments, we will 

focus solely on the protagonist Manuela, most often the brunt of the narrator’s scathing 

words. A 60-year old homosexual transvestite prostitute living in a brothel on the 

outskirts of a very small and poor town, provides fodder for incongruity and humor as she 

confronts her surroundings7. The narrator helps the reader, through humorous 

descriptions and juxtapositions, to see quite clearly the various ways in which Manuela 

clashes with her living situation and with her own aspirations.  
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Manuela becomes the subject of the narrator’s harsh descriptions from the onset. 

As she gets out of bed, we perceive immediately the humor in her actions and 

appearance: “…se acomodó sus dientes postizos y salió al patio con el vestido colgado al 

brazo. Alzando su pequeña cara arrugada como una pasa, sus fosas nasales negras y 

pelosas de yegua vieja se dilataron al sentir en el aire de la mañana nublada el aroma que 

deja la vendimia recién concluida” (13). Immediately, we get quite a laughable image of 

the protagonist: she is old enough to wear dentures and the humorous comparison of her 

nose hairs with that of a mare prefigure the continued negative judgment she will receive 

from narrator and characters alike. Shortly thereafter, the narrator continues the 

humorous description by noting that Manuela is a dancer, and a ridiculous one at that: “Si 

la fiesta se componía, y la rogaban un poquito, no le costaba nada ponerse las plumas 

aunque pareciera un espantapájaros y nada tuvieran que ver con su número de baile 

español” (16). In just the first few pages, we witness Manuela undergo a series of harsh 

judgments. First, her wrinkled face gets equated with a raisin. Second, she is compared 

with a horse and, finally, with a scarecrow. The narrator communicates, with much 

humor, a clear picture of Manuela: a seemingly frail, wrinkled, old man living as a 

woman with aspirations of being a glamorous dancer. The incongruity of this may 

provoke a humorous reaction in the reader but also may evoke compassion when we note 

the pain caused by leading such a life. The absurdity of this character’s situation is 

systematically exposed by these humorous comparisons since they are a complete 

“anulación grotesca del orden humano” (Morell 25). Throughout the description of this 

character, we often note the hardships she suffers at the hands of others: she has been 

physically hurt, ridiculed, and thrown naked into a nearby canal as others laughed, just to 
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name a few instances. Such dehumanization, that we initially find solely at the discourse 

level in the narrator’s harsh descriptions of Manuela, becomes reflected in the story 

whenever Manuela suffers atrocities at the hand of other characters who feel threatened 

by her incongruous clash with the norms of the dominant culture.    

Considering that Manuela has been physically harmed in the past, she fears that 

one of her former aggressors, Pancho Vega, will return to harm her again, as he had 

threatened. This fear causes Manuela to seek refuge in a fantasy world of alternate 

realities created when any given difficulty overwhelms her8. The narrator exposes this 

monumental clash of Manuela’s trite fantasies with the truly abysmal reality in which she 

lives: “En la voz de la Manuela, las frases asumen su valor denotativo positivo; en la del 

narrador, se desdoblan en burla velada” (Morell 37). Manuela, terrified of Pancho, feels 

apprehensive to leave her house but eventually decides to venture out anyway. During 

this outing, we witness the first of the character’s escape fantasies. While walking the 

streets of Estación el Olivo, Manuela comforts herself by thinking that the town’s 

powerful founder, benefactor, and aristocrat Don Alejo will protect her from Pancho’s 

aggression. Up to this point in the narration, Don Alejo has been depicted as a protector 

and an almost godlike presence in the town. With these characteristics in mind, Manuela 

creates a romanticized scenario starring Don Alejo as her very own knight in shining 

armor. In this fantasy, Manuela dons her flamenco dress and walks the streets of the 

town. Everyone sees her as elegant and when Pancho shows her agression, she faints 

right into the arms of Don Alejo who defends her from Pancho’s violent advances, since 

the latter “no es más que hijo de un inquilino mientras que soy la gran Manuela, conocida 

en toda la provincia, y [don Alejo] echa a Pancho para siempre del pueblo (26).” Don 
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Alejo then puts Manuela in his own bed where he and his wife, Misiá Blanca, take care of 

her. The end of her daydream brings to light the wonderful qualities that Manuela sees in 

Don Alejo when Misiá Blanca assures her that he will make everything better, “quédate 

aquí en mi casa hasta que te sanes y no te preocupes, yo te cedo mi pieza y pide lo que 

quieras, no te preocupes, no te preocupes, porque Alejo, vas a ver, va a echar a toda la 

gente mala del pueblo” (26). Not only does this humorously contrast with what we 

already know about Manuela (she is old and made to look ridiculous by the narrator) but 

it also ironically exposes the current situation of the protagonist, as externalized by the 

narrator: Manuela, as she is daydreaming, sees Don Alejo approach with her “pies 

metidos en el barro de una poza en la calzada” (26). There exists a monumental 

difference between an elegant, respected woman and an old male transvestite with wet, 

muddy feet. Therein lies the absurdity-externalizing entropic irony, generated by the 

narrator’s careful juxtaposition of incongruous scenes, of fantasy versus reality.   

In this scene, we also note perhaps the first hint that the town’s powerful 

benefactor may in fact not be as benevolent and protective of the townsfolk as he has 

been depicted. A side effect of the humorous irony contained within this fantasy, we note 

the incongruous clash of the Don Alejo of Manuela’s fantasy with the real man. In her 

daydream, Don Alejo serves as Manuela’s protector, defending her not only from Pancho 

but also from anyone else who would do her harm. We see a very different character 

when he speaks to Manuela himself. It becomes quite evident that he has no intention of 

protecting her from Pancho nor of banishing him from the town. In fact, he seems rather 

malevolent as he fans the flames of Manuela’s fear, telling her that Pancho constantly 

talks about her and that she should be careful because “mala cara vas a tener tú en cuanto 
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te alcance Pancho” (28). At this moment, the reader may feel Manuela’s hopelessness, 

getting the sense that a violent altercation with Pancho Vega is unavoidable. In fact, since 

that altercation does come to pass, Don Alejo’s foreboding words serve as a 

foreshadowing of that violent event. 

The above fantasy/reality juxtaposition shows the hopelessness of the 

protagonist’s situation while also casting a negative light on the character herself, making 

her seem quite pathetic. The narrator’s juxtapositions of Manuela’s fantasy and her 

reality, while always accentuating the hopeless and absurd qualities of Manuela’s life, do 

not always serve to ridicule the protagonist. In a masterfully-crafted scene of inversions 

and ambiguity, Manuela, to save Japonesita (her daughter) from Pancho’s impending 

aggression, ironically denounces their familial ties in order to fully enter into her fantasy 

which will pull Pancho’s attention away from Japonesita: “Haz lo que quieras con la 

Japonesita. Total, qué tiene que ver ella [Manuela] con el asunto. Ella no es más que la 

gran artista que ha venido a la casa de la Japonesita a hacer su número, loca, loca, quiere 

divertirse” (107). Manuela identifies with being a talented starlet, which temporarily 

affords her the courage to face her fears and save her daughter. Again, however, we note 

quite explicitly the absurdity of the old transvestite’s situation because all this occurs as 

she hides, half-naked, shivering (from fear and cold) in the chicken coup behind her 

house. About to enter the scene (Japonesita screaming; Pancho’s violence building), she 

realizes the absurdity of her own situation since she seems “tan flaca, por Dios, a nadie le 

voy a gustar, sobre todo porque tengo el vestido embarrado y las patas embarradas y se 

quita una hoja de parra que se le pegó en el barro del talón y avanza hasta la luz y antes 

de entrar escucha oculta detrás de la puerta, mientras se persigna como las grandes 
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artistas antes de salir a la luz” (107-8). The leitmotif of mud returns to once again provide 

that incongruous clash of opposites, since we do not generally associate muddy, high-

heeled shoes and dresses with elegant and talented starlets. The narrator’s description 

fuses with Manuela’s own self-judgments, showing that she has her own doubts. This 

duality provides two layers of incongruity to externalize the protagonist’s hopeless 

situation. However, even though hopelessness abounds, Manuela aligns herself with 

some positive connotations to such silly images showing that this character may have 

antiheroic qualities, as McMurray suggests: “in the final climactic lines of this episode 

Manuela emerges as a grotesque parody of the consummate performer she strives to 

represent. Her valiant efforts to overcome the absurdity of her situation, however, negate 

her torment and constitute her grandeur” (99).  

Manuela, although generally depicted as pathetic, stays true to herself throughout 

the narration. This sentiment, to which the narrator alludes at the beginning of the novel, 

serves as a bridge for Manuela’s tragic last scene. One of the first descriptions of the 

protagonist, “vieja estaría pero iba a morir cantando y con las plumas puestas” (16), is 

rife with deeper meaning that prefigures the violence she will suffer at the hands of 

Pancho9. On one level, the narrator refers to Manuela’s love of performing that has been 

the passion of her life while also conveying humorously that perhaps any talent she may 

have had, just as her “plumas lloronas bastante apolilladas” (16), has been worn and 

weathered by time. On a more figurative level, however, the feathers can represent a 

much graver situation indeed. The narrator “manipula la frase hecha ‘morir luchando y 

con las botas puestas,’ en un discurso que tiene [una] dualidad irónico-afectiva” (Morell 

49). The play on words created by a subtle reference to this fixed expression, which 
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refers to fighting until the end without abandoning one’s own sense of self, fits perfectly 

into the parameters of entropic irony as it underlines the hopelessness and darkness of 

Manuela’s life but also her integrity. At that moment when she experiences Pancho’s 

violence, she may not be donning her feathers literally but she certainly does embody 

what they represent to her: an adherence to the feminine persona and the homosexual 

orientation that she has fought her whole life to project and defend, respectively10.  

The narrator in this novel presents a world of incongruities and an atmosphere of 

knowing that nothing can ever be known with certainty which, we remember, is yet 

another characteristic of entropic irony. Swanson argues that Lugar, “unlike the 

traditional, mimetic novel, proffers no narrative position of ultimate authority from which 

the reader is presented a ‘correct’ or superior rendition. There is no definitive, reliable 

authority, implicit or explicit, to which the reader can turn” (Boom 77). This lack of 

narratorial authority is precisely what powers the ambiguity in the novel and where 

ambiguity abounds, there will assuredly exist opportunities for incongruity to create 

humorous clashes of expectations. Many aspects of the characters (their appearance, 

behavior, feelings, etc.) articulate themselves ambiguously and, thus, that theme has 

generated a plethora of critical study.  

 A correlation also exists between the ambiguity in the novel and the ubiquitous 

sense of hopelessness in that the characters’ “adverse fate and physical and psychological 

ambiguities annihilate hope and nullify rational absolutes” (McMurray 92). This critic 

continues that Manuela “is perhaps Donoso’s finest fictional creation, her grotesque 

ambiguity and her valiant struggle against fate constituting the novel’s best examples of 

the absurd” (97). However, the absurdity does not stop with Manuela: her daughter 
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Japonesita is sexually and ironically ambiguous as well, since she is an eighteen-year old 

virgin who has not reached menses yet runs a brothel with her homosexual transvestite 

father. Because of this, the identities of these two characters “resultan ambiguas, fugaces 

e intercambiables cuando el relato incurre en numerosos desdoblamientos y 

transformaciones” (Morell 11). For Swanson, the ambiguity surrounding Japonesita’s 

conception underpins the absurd quality of the novel: “the orgasm of Manuela in bed with 

Japonesa Grande: a woman acting as a man becomes pregnant by a man acting as a 

woman, without love, in a brothel, and for money. All values are overturned, rendered 

ambiguous, reduced to absurdity by this central act” (50). This act, the only heterosexual 

encounter that Manuela has ever experienced, engenders Japonesita and places the 

characters squarely on the path of the continuing breakdown of their hopes and dreams 

for a better future.  

In the present study, we focus solely on the ambiguity of gender and sexual 

orientation in the characters of Manuela and Pancho to expose how these characters 

monumentally clash with the norms of hegemonic masculinity. The humor produced by 

this contrast, in turn, exposes the absurdity of such seemingly arbitrary cultural rules and 

highlights their negative effects on the characters. To explore such humor-inducing 

incongruities, it will be necessary to discuss how such norms came into existence since 

“humor explores the transgression of every sort of norm [and therefore] in order to track 

the transgression of that norm, one must have command of the norm in question” (Carroll 

81). Consequently, an anthropological consideration of the histories of gender 

construction, heteronormativity, and androcentrism will afford a clearer view of how both 

characters incongruously react with their world. This view will show cultural norms 
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simply as acts that have evolved into normal behavior but in reality, are no more than 

conventions agreed upon centuries ago. The clash with universally accepted conventions 

shows that such cultural rules set the characters up to fail. This serves to expose the 

absurdity of being trapped inside a system that denies the right to express one’s true 

nature.  

We have already seen the incongruous ways that Manuela relates to her little 

world in Estación el Olivo. Her aspirations of being a famous female performer seem 

doomed by her economic situation and her maleness even though she is proclaimed to 

embody more femininity than biological women: “vieja y patuleca como estaba, ella era 

más mujer que todas las Lucys y las Clotys y las Japonesitas de la tierra… curvando 

hacia atrás el dorso y frunciendo los labios y zapateando con más furia […] Ella va a 

demostrarles quién es mujer y cómo se es mujer” (106). Manuela constantly attempts to 

overtly embody the stereotypically feminine qualities of women thus provoking much 

humor. Why might such an act be considered humorous? To answer this question, we 

must examine our own knowledge of the norms of gender expression. We may conclude 

that Manuela exhibits humor because she is an old man acting as a young woman, 

producing an absurd image. According to Judith Butler, however, gender is 

fundamentally nothing more than an act, learned over time and performed, much like 

Manuela’s dance routine. With this in mind, Manuela’s emulation of talented starlets in 

order to feel more like a woman and to project a womanly persona becomes no more a 

performance than that of any biological woman who ‘performs’ her own gender (or any 

man who also performs his gender, for that matter): “what is called gender identity is a 

performative accomplishment compelled by social sanction and taboo” (Butler 520). 
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Accordingly, those who perform their gender correctly, by adhering to socially prescribed 

rules and regulations, suffer no negative consequences. Manuela, because she embodies 

gender ambiguity, will suffer the repercussions of norm transgression because she quite 

paradoxically “is neither male nor female, mother nor father, while simultaneously both” 

(Swanson, Boom 79). Such confusion of categories and violation of norms are both 

strictly prohibited in male-dominated cultures and for this very reason such 

transgressions become ironically humorous. Thus, Manuela’s failed attempts at being 

herself become a source of humor and scorn. Peering into the inner-workings of the 

system of gender norms uncovers an important aspect of the dark, ironic humor in this 

novel: Manuela suffers ridicule and violence for acting outside of her biological gender 

yet every other character also performs a gender role, albeit unwittingly. As Butler 

asserts, “the transvestite’s gender is as fully real as anyone whose performance complies 

with social expectation” (527).  

Keeping this in mind, we note a general misconception of gender 

expression/sexual orientation11 and the stigma that those who deviate from 

heterosexuality sometimes experience: the cultural link between homosexuality and 

degeneracy. Manuela’s emulation of female behavior within a male-dominated culture 

that highly values heteronormativity leaves her open to much ridicule. While she 

performs at a party, the drunk townsmen try to touch her. When Manuela rejects their 

advances, one of the partygoers denounces her to the chief of police, also in attendance, 

because “era el colmo que trajeran maricones como éste, que era un asco […], que 

metiera a la Manuela en la cárcel por inmoral, esto es una degeneración (70).” Manuela, 

quite offended, responds, “Maricón seré pero degenerado no. Soy profesional. Nadie 
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tiene derecho a venir a tratarme así. […] ¿Quién es él para venir a decirle cosas a una, 

ah?” (71). Interestingly, being called maricón does not affect Manuela. Rafael L. 

Ramírez, an anthropologist who studied the expression of androcentrism in Latin 

America, asserts that “the maricón is the total negation of masculinity, an individual who 

is devalued and despised, and calling a man maricón is the worst insult that could ever be 

given him” (93). Manuela completely identifies with being a woman and consciously 

negates her own masculinity so, assuredly, being called maricón does not insult her. On 

the other hand, being called a degenerate inflames her anger. She does not believe her 

expression of femininity is inherently wrong because it comes naturally to her. This 

assertion finds support in an anthropological view:  

Historical and ethnographic evidence shows that homosexuality is a 
human experience that is expressed or rejected, ignored or suppressed, 
stamped out or encouraged, in accordance with societies’ ‘socio-sexual’ 
assumptions. Homosexuality is a sexual orientation articulated with 
prevailing conceptualizations of sexuality in certain societies and during 
specific historical periods. This means that homosexuality is not a 
pathological condition, an abnormality, or an aberration. (Ramírez 79) 
 

The humorous irony of Manuela being called a degenerate for naturally expressing 

herself comes to the surface when we focus on the debauchery of the party raging around 

her. The drunk partygoer who insults Manuela wants to report her as immoral and so 

seeks out the married chief of police who, also drunk, “estaba sentado en la otra esquina 

con una de las putas en la falda” (70). The men attending this party are celebrating Don 

Alejo’s political victory in a brothel, with prostitutes, while their wives are home taking 

care of their children. Readers, then, are left to draw their own conclusions as to who the 

degenerates in this scene are. 
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Homosexuality envisioned in its anthropological and historical contexts then, does 

not seem as abnormal as the masculine hegemony typically depicts it. In fact, based on 

anthropological research of kinship throughout history, a heterosexually-based system 

was established simply to ensure the propagation of the human race. As a result, “the 

association of a natural sex with a discrete gender and with an ostensibly natural 

‘attraction’ to the opposing sex/gender is an unnatural conjunction of cultural constructs 

in the service of reproductive interests” (Butler 524). The inverted and bizarre love-

making scene between Manuela and Japonesa Grande that would engender Japonesita 

(we remember Swanson’s statement: “a woman acting as a man becomes pregnant by a 

man acting as a woman”) surely gains another level of humor upon considering the 

reproductive origin of heteronormativity. Manuela fathering a child while acting like a 

woman not only adds to the ambiguity of her sexuality but also to the absurdity of this 

story-world that transgresses norms at every turn. The sex scene clashes with the fact that 

“sex, gender, and heterosexuality are historical products which have become conjoined 

and reified as natural over time” (Butler 525), since it playfully toys with the hallowed 

cultural norms of conception and reproduction, perhaps showing that even without the 

strict rules that punish anyone who does not adhere, the human race could still reproduce. 

Japonesa Grande’s words to Manuela during sex allude to the various performative roles 

that the transvestite has played in her life, that being in a sexual situation together “era 

sólo cuestión de hacer la comedia” (82). Performing the biological male role during sex 

would simply be another role for Manuela to play.       

On that fateful night when Manuela and Japonesa Grande have sex after a bet 

with Don Alejo, almost 20 years before the narrative present, it can be said that Manuela 
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feels hope. She and Japonesa Grande, performing, win the bet and the brothel as 

payment. They become friends and business associates. Manuela had hoped this would 

translate into a secure future and a better life. However, this was not to pass. El Olivo did 

not gain prosperity despite Don Alejo’s promises and, as a result, Japonesa Grande died 

of hopelessness (44). Manuela’s present seems devoid of hope since she feels helpless to 

defend herself or her daughter against Pancho’s brutality. When Japonesita asks her 

father to defend her, as is typical in male-dominated cultures, Manuela cannot comply 

because she “no estaba para salvar a nadie, apenas su propio pellejo, y menos que nadie a 

la Japonesita que le decía ‘papá,’ papá cuando una tenía miedo de que Pancho viniera a 

matarla por loca” (99). Calling Manuela father, reminding her of a male role she 

categorically cannot play, launches her into crisis mode and causes her to seek refuge in 

the chicken coup, terrified, as Japonesita calls out desperately for help12. Manuela wants 

to be able to defend herself and her daughter – “como quisiera hacerle doler el cuerpo a 

Pancho Vega” (101) – but cannot seem to dominate her fear. For this reason, the original 

sex scene with Japonesa is presented at this moment in the narration as a flashback, while 

Manuela, mostly naked, shivers in her hideout. She finds comfort in recalling the warmth 

that Japonesa Grande once provided. Her former warmth (hope) as juxtaposed with her 

current state of cold (hopelessness) together represent a microcosm of the way her life 

has played out since that fateful night when Japonesita was conceived -- a downward 

trajectory of entropy, careening toward maximum hopelessness. The flashback gets 

sparked by Manuela’s shivering, longing to return to a time when she felt some 

semblance of safety: “…[p]ero una vez no tirité. El cuerpo desnudo de la Japonesa 

Grande, caliente, ay, si tuviera ese calor ahora” (101). She thinks back to that moment 
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from her current state of anguish in a desperate attempt to recapture that warmth, that 

glimmer of hope.  

A half-naked elderly transvestite running fearfully into a filthy chicken coup 

certainly adds humor to any story, but there is more humor in this situation than meets the 

eye. In an ironic twist, rife with an incongruous clash with cultural expectations, Manuela 

succeeds in dominating her fear and protecting her daughter, not with the brute force of a 

father but rather by embracing the role she plays well: the starlet. She summons the 

courage to face Pancho and, in a humorous scene that shatters gender stereotypes, 

transforms herself from a scared man into a brave woman. Just as she had impregnated 

Japonesa Grande while acting like a woman, so too will she defend her daughter against 

Pancho by performing: singing and dancing as well as by acting out the feminine gender 

role she feels most comfortable expressing— la loca. Before taking refuge in her starlet 

persona and entering the party, seemingly without fear, we witness her transformation in 

the chicken coup, after the flashback has ceased and we realize that even when there may 

be no hope for Manuela to make her life better, she surely will dominate her fear and face 

Pancho. Taking her shirt and pants off, clothes typically associated with men, Manuela 

rejects her biological masculinity, and stands “desnudo en el gallinero, con los brazos 

cruzados sobre el pecho y eso tan extraño colgándole” (107). Adopting the modest stance 

of a woman trying to conceal her exposed breasts, we note the humorous incongruity of 

the penis making an appearance simply to be covered up quickly by Manuela’s red 

flamenco dress. She has worn this dress whenever she performs and it represents power 

and protection as it “signals the qualities with which she would like to be associated: 

artistic stardom, passion, femininity, youth. Indeed, Manuela’s personality changes when 
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she dons her dress” (Magnarelli 81). The dress on, her masculinity discarded (“…papá de 

nadie. Manuela nomás”), the protagonist feels confident to face Pancho fearlessly: “la 

Manuela sonríe en la oscuridad del gallinero” (107). She then enters the scene, takes all 

of Pancho’s attention away from Japonesita, thereby rescuing her daughter, and begins to 

perform. Even though Manuela wins this small battle, however, as already described 

above, she and all other characters are so deeply touched by hopelessness that, as entropic 

irony dictates, they will inevitably be swallowed up by it in the end.    

Pancho Vega, perhaps the character who exhibits the least amount of hope, arrives 

at the brothel to celebrate his triumph over Don Alejo (a debt paid off) and to assert his 

independence from the old landowner. Throughout Pancho’s narration, in the words of 

other characters (Don Alejo and Manuela herself), we get the impression that his main 

goal is to hurt Manuela. However, once he interacts with the transvestite during her 

performance, the reader may question that assumption. This character is wrought with 

ambiguity and, as Morell states, “la dualidad define a Pancho Vega: su carácter es 

siempre lucha entre sus deseos reprimidos y lo que los demás esperan de él” (103). This 

duality becomes accentuated when considering the ambiguity of Pancho’s gender 

expression and sexual orientation, since he is expected to embody the stereotypical 

breadwinner for his wife and child while, in reality, harboring sexual desires for Manuela 

and coveting the valor, independence, and strength of Octavio. He embodies incongruity 

and for that reason this character provokes humor that then turns dark, ceasing altogether 

when we note his violent tendencies latent beneath the surface. 

Ramírez states that “masculinity and femininity are not a reality separate from the 

individual, they are a cultural construction whose basis is not biological – even though 
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the cultural construction is based on biological differences – but constructed, designed, 

agreed to, and upheld by a system of beliefs, attributes, and expectations” (28). 

Heteronormativity, perpetuated by the necessity to ensure reproduction, works also over 

Pancho. He feels pressure to adhere to the cultural conventions that dictate his being the 

male provider for his family. Pancho wavers in the performance of his socially prescribed 

gender role in that he seems cowardly and lacks initiative to find a way to buy his wife a 

house. He feels more comfortable when not with his family as he oftentimes sleeps in his 

truck instead of with his wife. He allows Octavio to pay off his debt to Don Alejo, 

becoming then indebted to his brother-in-law. Octavio acts as foil to Pancho to accentuate 

the qualities of valor and drive the latter lacks. This incongruous juxtaposition of super 

masculine Octavio and wavering Pancho underscores the latter’s weaknesses and 

hopelessness. We notice that, just as Manuela idolizes famous starlets as the embodiment 

of femininity she tries to emulate, Pancho highly values Octavio’s behavior, his ability to 

perform his gender as social convention dictates. He wants to be more like him and feels 

protected by him: “era el hombre más macanudo del mundo porque se hizo su situación 

solo y ahora era dueño […] hacía lo que quería […] Octavio era un gran hombre, gran, 

gran […] uno sentía las espaldas cubiertas” (97).      

This inner, insecure world of Pancho contrasts sharply and humorously with his 

physical attributes, that are the epitome of stereotypically masculine, noted in the fact that 

homosexuals and prostitutes alike “siempre se enamoraban de él – se tocó los bíceps, se 

tocó el vello áspero que le crecía en la abertura de la camisa en el cuello” (121-2). Pancho 

touches his biceps and course chest hair to feel more like a man, to feel that he has 

control of his situation. Pancho “es una especie de encarnación de la hombría, de la 
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fuerza, de la reciedumbre; está rodeado de una aureola de virilidad expuesta en forma 

bastante clara (‘ese hombrazo grandote y bigotudo’)” (Moreno Turner 87). These 

exaggerated physical attributes are humorously juxtaposed with his insecurity and 

unstable sexual orientation, which becomes the heart of the humor surrounding Pancho: 

he may look stereotypically manly but this façade never renders his acts manly. It merely 

hides all the insecurity and fear he secretly feels, perhaps because “the least powerful 

men and those in the greatest apparent competition with others to demonstrate their 

manhood resort to acts of behavior that exaggerate attributes of masculinity” (Ramírez 

16). His exaggeratedly masculine façade reassures Pancho of his masculinity, but only 

temporarily. He will resort to an extremely violent demonstration to prove himself a man.  

There are references to Pancho’s violence from the first pages of the novel. To 

investigate its origin and to track Pancho’s ambiguous sexual orientation, we must 

consider the first time he speaks about Manuela. Pancho professes his love for the 

transvestite and everyone laughs, Pancho included, since the statement is simply meant as 

a joke. The incongruous notion that a (seemingly) heterosexual, virile, young man finds 

himself in love with a decrepit, old transvestite provokes the characters’ laughter and 

perhaps even the reader’s. At this point in the novel (chapter 3), we may assume that 

Pancho’s proclamation is facetious, especially upon exclaiming that Manuela “es tan 

preciosa…” (33), adding a hint of sarcasm to his declaration of love. Humor serves a 

deeper purpose here: it lulls readers into a false sense of security, thinking that they know 

why Pancho desires to hurt Manuela: to punish her for violating the societal rules of 

gender expression. We do not know at this point, however, that what Pancho expresses in 

jest may in fact prove revelatory. He harbors latent homosexual urges directed, in a 
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violent way, toward Manuela since he finds himself unable to express those feelings 

without violating the very strict conventions of heteronormativity. Humor here underpins 

this fact and accentuates Pancho’s absurd situation when we finally do realize that he 

desires Manuela.  

The last chapters depict Pancho in the brothel as a spectator of the transvestite’s 

show, during which we note, explicitly, his sexual attraction to Manuela as well as the 

angst it causes him. Part of Pancho’s lack of inner strength can be witnessed in how 

carefully he guards this secret since, if anyone were to find out, his masculine façade 

would be destroyed. Unlike Manuela, who has suffered much ridicule and mistreatment 

while always remaining true to her feelings, Pancho, at the opposite extreme, represses 

his feelings so as not to suffer that same fate. While Manuela dances for him, Pancho “se 

deja mirar y acariciar desde allá […] que Octavio no sepa. No se dé cuenta. Que nadie se 

dé cuenta. […] nadie ve lo que le sucede debajo de la mesa […] donde arde” (121). 

Pancho’s shame and fear swiftly transform into anger, which in turn strains the humor of 

the scene we just read.13 Once again we see Manuela dehumanized and turned into an 

object but this time with a much more serious tone:  

El baile de la Manuela lo soba y él quisiera agarrarla así, así, hasta 
quebrarla, ese cuerpo olisco agitándose en sus brazos y yo con la Manuela 
que se agita, apretando para que no se mueva tanto, para que se quede 
tranquila, apretándola, hasta que me mire con esos ojos de redoma 
aterrados y hundiendo en sus vísceras babosas y calientes para jugar con 
ellas, dejarla allí tendida, inofensiva, muerta: una cosa. Entonces Pancho 
se rió. (121) 

 
The language of this glance into Pancho’s feelings reaches extremely violent heights. 

Thus, we witness the first break in the humor that, although expressing itself in a dark 

way throughout the novel, never becomes quite this threatening or foreboding. What 
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seems most incongruous in this scene is Pancho’s laughter, which comes after such a 

gruesome and cold fantasy. This dark laughter anticipates another bout of violence 

against the transvestite who has dared to arouse him.  

This violent fantasy occurs in between two instances of an attempted kiss between 

Pancho and Manuela, two scenes that bookend the penultimate chapter. The first comes 

just before Pancho’s violent tendencies are noted, while still in party-mode and enjoying 

Manuela’s dance: “Aplaudiendo, Pancho se acercó para tratar de besarla y abrazarla 

riéndose a carcajadas de esta loca patuleca, de este maricón arrugado como una pasa, 

gritando que sí, mi alma, que ahora sí que iba a comenzar la fiesta de veras…” (119). 

Humor, presented here quite explicitly, still flourishes and, therefore, we may still 

interpret Pancho’s behavior as a joke, trying to kiss Manuela because such an act would 

be so incongruous with masculinity. But when Manuela tries to kiss Pancho after the 

party, he considers it a grave transgression of norms. As Butler explains, “gender 

performances in non-theatrical contexts are governed by more clearly punitive and 

regulatory social conventions. Indeed, the sight of a transvestite onstage can compel 

pleasure and applause while the sight of the same transvestite in the seat next to us on the 

bus can compel fear, rage, even violence” (527).  

Manuela’s attempted kiss after the party enrages Octavio and terrifies Pancho: his 

mask of heterosexuality seems to slip away with his brother-in-law’s words: “no me 

vengas con cuestiones, yo vi…” (124). We remember Morell’s words, that Pancho is 

trapped between his repressed desires and what others expect of him. Pancho desperately 

attempts to defend his façade as he begins to punch Manuela: a kiss between them would 

only be permissible within a festive context: “una cosa es andar de farra y revolverla, 
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pero otra cosa es que me vengái a besar la cara…” (124). It then becomes blatantly clear: 

that they need to punish her for their own transgressions. With Pancho’s sexual 

ambivalence exposed, “la Manuela despertó. No era la Manuela. Era él Manuel González 

Astica. Él. Y porque era él iban a hacerle daño y Manuel González Astica sintió terror” 

(125). At that moment, Manuel loses all gender ambiguity and stands accused as a man 

who has performed his gender incorrectly in the eyes of society.   

Manuela’s brutal beating has been interpreted as an inverted and grotesque 

representation of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, who, as Christian tradition states, gives his 

life to save humanity: “there is some evidence that Manuela embodies an ironic Christ-

figure whose sexual ambiguity casts terrifying doubts on the machismo myth, thus 

making it necessary for her to be sacrificed in order to preserve the rigid categories she 

threatens to undermine” (McMurray 101-2). Manuela’s suffering only maintains 

Japonesita and herself in the perpetual despair of the ever-deteriorating Estación el Olivo. 

Throughout the history of this novel’s criticism, various critics have studied this and 

other biblical and mythical allusions which serve to give Lugar a more universal appeal. 

This criticism has brought to light the qualities of Don Alejo as an inverted and ironic 

god-figure. If we consider Swanson’s assertion that the novel represents a lack of faith in 

God in the 20th century, that “God is dead; hope turns into despair” (Boom 52), then 

Manuela’s pointless sacrifice as an ironic Christ-figure would seamlessly fit with Don 

Alejo’s absence at the end of the novel14.  

One of the earliest studies of the biblical allusions surrounding Don Alejo 

speculates that Donoso “ha utilizado el correlato mítico cristiano a fin de iluminar la 

degradación de las cosas” (Promis Ojeda 26). Such degradation becomes accentuated by 
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reworking the images of God and Lucifer to convey the opposite message of the Christian 

myth, that good will not prevail: “Dios vencido [Don Alejo] y Luzbel triunfante [Pancho] 

– provoca la caída definitiva del orden establecido por don Alejo en su mundo creado. El 

dios pierde sus poderes de protector y sus criaturas quedan abandonadas a su propia 

suerte” (Promis Ojeda 27). Moreno Turner, in his study of the inversions present in the 

novel, concurs with this inverted view of the Christian myth while offering the ambiguity 

of Don Alejo, as both creator and devourer as well as a “dios maligno” (93). Due to these 

negative aspects of Don Alejo’s character, criticism has not been kind to him: “Don Alejo 

is, in fact, an evil God who exploits and destroys the townsfolk. His God-like status is 

hinted at by his surname Cruz (Cross) and the disparity between the symmetry of his 

vineyards (heaven) and the chaos of the village (earth)” (Swanson, Boom 51). Don Alejo 

perhaps can be considered quite nefarious but certainly not without levity, externalized 

by his monumental contrast with the biblical allusions that surround him. We now 

investigate the humor contained within viewing Don Alejo not as the benevolent man he 

first seems to personify but rather as a malevolent god, dispatching hopelessness at every 

turn. 

To view this powerful character in a godlike light, we need not look any further 

than the first description of him teeming with religious allusions: “llegó don Alejo, como 

por milagro, como si lo hubieran invocado. Tan bueno él. Si hasta cara de Tatita Dios 

tenía, con sus ojos como de loza azulina y sus bigotes y cejas de nieve” (13). This 

description, containing quite explicit correlations with a divine benign presence, serves as 

part of the game humor plays with the reader: the more explicit depiction of Don Alejo as 

benevolent and godlike, the more the malevolent aspects of his character, as we are subtly 
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introduced to them, will clash incongruously with his holy image. Swanson has already 

alluded to this character’s ironic surname, Cruz, and how it hints at his godlike status. It 

also serves as an ironic reminder that his promise of redemption (that Estación el Olivo 

would prosper) was not fulfilled (Gutiérrez Mouat 134). However, we can further this 

ironic twist by investigating his first name as well. Alejo (short for Alejandro), is 

originally a Greek name meaning defender of man/protector of mankind (Albaigès i 

Olivart 32). We note the darkly humorous irony of this when he gives up on the town and 

would rather see it leveled in order to substantially expand his vineyards. He certainly 

embodies neither defender nor protector of the townspeople.15  

An inverse or dark god, Don Alejo shirks his responsibility to the townsfolk 

through his dishonesty. He serves as the god of false word since “paradoxically […] 

much of [his] power rests only in the word and in what the townspeople have chosen to 

believe in spite of other discourses to the contrary, for Alejo is ultimately as impotent as 

the rest of the characters” (Magnarelli 85). The characters idolize him only to have their 

hopes thwarted when they realize he has no intention of electrifying the town, which 

would assuredly help its inhabitants to prosper. Whereas the Christians of the Bible look 

to their God by saying, “Your word is a lamp for my feet and a light on my path” (New 

Jerusalem Bible, Ps. 119:105), Don Alejo the god, conversely, becomes associated with 

falsity, malevolence, and darkness.   

These dark and malevolent aspects of Don Alejo’s character become rather 

evident when he tells Japonesita, who solely desires the installation of electric light in the 

town, that no hope exists for the electrification of Estación el Olivo. Don Alejo exposed 

as a god of darkness contrasts with any representation of the Judeo-Christian God who, in 
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both Old and New Testaments, is constantly associated with light16. In an ironically 

humorous as well as a literal and figurative dark twist of such a benevolent god, Don 

Alejo offers no light to the town he created, only eternal darkness as he actively stamps 

out any hope for light to enter and the town to prosper. This paradigm becomes echoed in 

Japonesita’s hopeless outlook:: “Ella y el pueblo entero quedaron en tinieblas […] aquí se 

quedaría rodeada de esta oscuridad donde nada podía suceder que no fuera una muerte 

imperceptible” (57). This quote becomes inextricably linked to the even more dismal 

conclusion of the novel as we note the same character implicitly expressing her 

hopelessness when she “se metió en su cama sin siquiera encender una vela” (134).  

The ultimate ironic twist of this god image comes from a general view of Don 

Alejo’s character throughout the novel: he commands respect from all other characters, 

engenders fear in some, while considered a protector by others. However, at the end of 

the novel, he proves to be just as powerless and without hope as the other characters: his 

business prospects have all failed and his health is ailing. Don Alejo as an inverted god 

figure produces humor throughout the novel until the final pages when we recognize the 

deeply bleak outlook and are reminded of the epigraph that prefigured such a hellish 

world: “el infierno es aquí donde estamos y aquí donde es el infierno tenemos que 

permanecer.”  

Hope quickly turns to hopelessness in the world presented in Lugar. The novel’s 

special brand of humor, entropic irony, present at every turn, shows this downward 

trajectory by exposing the absurdity that every character must face, young and old, poor 

and powerful alike. As so many of Donoso’s characters, the personal quest of the 

inhabitants of Estación el Olivo “is symbolic of man’s frustrated search for a harmonious 
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interpretation of life” (Swanson, Boom 56). Entropic irony subtly exposes the absurdity 

of this search and therefore flourishes within understatement and insinuation, through the 

juxtapositions of Manuela’s fantasies with her reality, through the contrast of Manuela 

and Pancho’s inner feelings with the strict cultural rules that govern gender/sexual 

orientation, and also through the ironic clash of Don Alejo’s malevolence with the 

benevolent Christian God of the Bible. Manuel González Astica, as well as all the other 

characters, “try and fail to discover the rules of the game according to which [their] story-

world is discoursed” (O’Neill 139). Their initial hope to find meaning in a chaotic world 

disintegrates and as a result, hopelessness, hand in hand with disorder and absurdity, 

reigns supreme as their world inherently sets them up for failure.   
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Notes 

 
1 From this point forward in this study, we will refer to the title of this novel simply as 
Lugar. 
2 “Fausto: Primero te interrogaré acerca del infierno. Dime, ¿dónde queda el lugar que 

los hombres llaman infierno; 
 Mefistófeles: Debajo del cielo. 
 Fausto: Sí, pero, ¿en qué lugar?  
 Mefistófeles: En las entrañas de estos elementos. Donde somos torturados y 

permanecemos siempre. El infierno no tiene límites, ni queda circunscrito a un solo 
lugar, porque el infierno es aquí donde estamos y aquí donde es el infierno tenemos 
que permanecer…”  

Marlowe, Doctor Fausto 
3 Swanson has noted the downward trajectory of Donoso’s early novels in that each one 
expresses existential angst more darkly than the previous, culminating with complete 
existential despair in the novel published after Lugar: “As yet the structure of El lugar sin 
límites may not, unlike that of El obsceno pájaro de la noche, constitute a formal 
embodiment of chaos, but its suggestive symbolism, its grotesque inversions, its traces of 
narrative autonomy and its concentration on internal reality all combine to create a 
nightmarish world where faith in traditional perceptions of reality and the idea of an 
ordered universe is gone. From here to El obsceno pájaro de la noche it is but a short 
step” (Boom 66). 
4 The incongruity of the clash of the narrator’s descriptions with the characters’ reality 
and the contrast of the characters’ words, actions and feelings with the dominant culture 
produce the novel’s entropic humor which will serve, as in Coronación, to accentuate the 
absurdity and hopelessness of the characters. Ambiguity and superfluity, because of the 
excess of information they provide, become fertile grounds for humor to flourish and 
fulfill its function. We remember that, according to the incongruity theory of humor, 
which this study considers the heart of any humorous situation and therefore central to 
understanding how entropic irony functions, the key to producing humor resides in, “a 
deviation from a presupposed norm […] an anomaly or an incongruity relative to some 
framework governing the ways in which we think the world is or should be” (Carroll 17).    
5 From Coronación to Lugar, we note the evolution of the narrator. The latter, with his 
subtle interjections and notations of incongruity, prefigures the narrator in Casa de 
campo, the next novel of the present study. In that novel, we will witness yet another 
evolution: a much more forceful and explicit narrative voice whose power over the story 
world is supreme, untethered and uncontrolled as he manipulates the characters and even 
becomes a character himself. This more explicit externalization of the artifice of literature 
is one of the principle characteristics of entropic parody, which will be the subject of 
chapter 3.   
6 This is the major way in which the humor in this novel functions in a distinct and more 
articulate way than in Coronación. We remember that in Donoso’s first novel, the 
narrative voice was not as perceptible and did not take explicit part in the production of 
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humor but rather simply allowed it to occur freely and naturally: in the words and actions 
of the characters that subtly clash with the world around them.  
7 Although the character Manuela is biologically male, we will use the feminine subject/ 
possessive pronouns when referring to her since that is the gender with which she 
identifies. The only exception to this will be when we refer to the character by her 
original given name and surnames, Manuel González Astica, when it will be necessary to 
highlight the important clash of this gender difference. 
8 We remember that the protagonist of Coronación, Andrés, utilizes a similar escape 
tactic when the world around him becomes too chaotic: his inner world of Omsk. 
However, even though Manuela’s fantasies and Andrés’ Omsk are both escape 
mechanisms, they are articulated quite differently in each novel corresponding to the 
level of narrator involvement. Whereas Andrés’ Omsk is narrated as a flashback, 
Manuela’s fantasies are told in the present which serves to immediately and humorously 
juxtapose their overly sweet, almost fairy tale quality occurrences with her current 
situation that is less than ideal. 
9 The last time we see Manuela, she “apenas ve, apenas oye, apenas siente, ve, no, no ve” 
(127), after she is beaten by Pancho and Octavio. The uncertainty of whether she survives 
this encounter, since it is not explicitly stated or denied, forms part of the ambiguity that 
surrounds most of the characters of the novel. Most critics do not mention for certain that 
Manuela dies and some of them even expose this ambiguity: “All the reader is left with in 
the novel is a series of words embedded within words with no ultimate reliability or 
authority. Is Manuela killed or not?” (Magnarelli 78). George R. McMurray refrains from 
explicitly stating Manuela’s death but rather asserts that she is “sacrificed” to represent 
“modern man’s vain search for the missing God and the tragedy of being left to his own 
devices in the violence-ridden, unreasonable world” (101). Philip Swanson, however, 
refers to the tragic end of the novel as Manuela’s “brutal murder” (Boom 53). The present 
study will not assume Manuela’s death, however, due to the inability to assert with 
confidence the conclusion of a novel that contains such ubiquitous ambiguity and 
uncertainty. In addition, the idea that Manuela survives, left to continuously repeat the 
hopeless cycle, fits seamlessly with the epigraph and the general abysmal setting of the 
novel: that life is hell and “aquí donde es el infierno tenemos que permanecer…”. 
10 While Manuela stands in the mud just before being brutally beaten by Pancho and 
Octavio, she realizes, by recalling her given name, Manuel, that the clash of her 
biological maleness with her projected femininity generated the violence exacted on her. 
However, even though her masculine biology is externalized and recognized, she still 
does not reject her femininity; we simply note the subtle realization before all incongruity 
ceases and humor dissipates. 
11 According to the American Psychological Association, gender expression refers to the 
“…way in which a person acts to communicate gender within a given culture; for 
example, in terms of clothing, communication patterns and interests. A person’s gender 
expression may or may not be consistent with socially prescribed gender roles, and may 
or may not reflect his or her gender identity”. Sexual orientation is defined as the “sex of 
those to whom one is sexually and romantically attracted” 
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/sexuality-definitions.pdf. When applied to Lugar, 

https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/sexuality-definitions.pdf
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Manuela feels most comfortable expressing the female gender while being a homosexual 
male. Pancho, as we will see, expresses the male gender and is also homosexual.  
12 This scene, described above when investigating the narrative interjections, is now 
revisited to accentuate important humorous gender inversions. 
13 We remember that not all incongruity results in humor: “in order for comic amusement 
to obtain, the percipient must feel unthreatened by it. They must regard the incongruity 
not as a source of anxiety but rather as an opportunity to relish in its absurdity […] nor 
will we be comically amused if we perceive the situation as in some other way 
dangerous, for example as threatening harm to others; for that will produce anxiety […] 
Aristotle notes that comedy should not involve pain or destruction, or, perhaps more 
accurately, it should not draw focused attention upon suffering. Thus, one factor that 
needs to be added to perceived incongruity in order for the incongruity theory to 
approach adequacy is the recognition that for comic amusement to take off, it must occur 
in a context from which fear for ourselves and those we care about – including fictional 
characters – has been banished” (Carroll 29) 
14 Swanson believes that the “lack of response or faith in God is indicated by several 
instances near the end of the novel. Manuela’s flight to the vineyards in search of don 
Alejo’s protection ends up with his brutal murder; the God he calls upon is unable to help 
him in his hour of need” (Boom 53).  
15 We remember that Don Alejo also abandons Manuela in her hour of need, as he did not 
come to her aide at the end of the novel, despite the faith she has in him, noted in the last 
line of the penultimate chapter: “queda ella sola junto al río que la separa de las viñas 
donde don Alejo espera benevolente” (127). Another aspect of the ironic clash of name 
meanings in Lugar is that Manuela’s name, derived from Emmanuel which is oftentimes 
used as a moniker for Jesus Christ in the New Testament, is from Hebrew meaning “God 
is with us” (Albaigès i Olivart 97). 
16 The Judeo-Christian God is inexorably linked with the creation of light as seen in the 
first lines of the Bible’s Old Testament: “God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and there was 
light. God saw that light was good, and He divided light from darkness” (New Jerusalem 
Bible, Gen. 1:3-4). This symbolism can be seen throughout the rest of Old Testament and 
continues in the New Testament: “God is the light of all mankind. The light shines in the 
darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it” (New Jerusalem Bible, John 1:4-5). 
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CHAPTER 3 

 CASA DE CAMPO: THE NARRATOR SMILES ON HIS CHARACTERS’  
DARK FATE 

“La narración pura es protagonista en una novela que logra triturar personajes, tiempo, 
espacio, psicología y sociología en una sola marea de lenguaje” 

Casa (373) 

In the first half of Casa de campo1, the Ventura adults’ despotic rule to maintain 

order creates a sense of controlled chaos since this forced order clashes staunchly with 

the children’s secret, defiant acts. The adults continuously convince themselves that the 

children are perfectly well-behaved while the young ones plot against their parents, 

engage in various sex acts, spy on each other and carry out additional subversive 

activities all with one goal in mind: to free themselves from the oppressive rules of the 

adults. The trajectory into a more overt depiction of disorder noted in the second half of 

the novel, however, is foreshadowed early on, when the parents depart for their one 

day/one year excursion, leaving their thirty-three children at the country house to fend for 

themselves. Despite the savagery that ensues as a result of the adults’ absence – 

cannibalism, torture, subjugation and even death –, the humor in this novel becomes the 

most playful we have seen thus far. Accordingly, the existential outlook, in previous 

works a tortured and angst-ridden one, becomes markedly more relaxed as “an implicit 

awareness of the chaos of the universe [gives way to] a watering-down of the sense of 

despair” (Swanson, Boom 118). This lightening of existential woes results from the 

ubiquitous and oftentimes light-hearted humor that Donoso’s active narrator employs2. 

Through his humorous manipulation of language, readers and characters alike, the 

narrator invents a hyperbolically absurd world explicitly created as such to represent the 

chaos that surrounds every character. The humor in this novel presents an opportunity, 
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once again, to showcase the absurdity of another decaying Donosian world as well as 

lightening the burden of readers, faced with such heavy topics. 

The narrator proclaims that his narration itself becomes the novel’s protagonist 

and in so doing communicates the importance of his own machinations as he spins the 

tale of the Venturas. This paradigm, overtly recognizing the artificial qualities of 

narration as well as exposing the machinery behind the narrative process, aligns with the 

tenets of entropic parody: “traditional parody is parodic of something, of some target […] 

entropic parody is disengaged, needs no target, or, rather, is parodic only of itself, which 

is to say of the endeavor of narrative itself” (emphasis O’Neill, 262). Casa assuredly 

contains parodies of many aspects of life – political rhetoric, growing up, the aristocracy, 

religion, and more – but perhaps no parody as prominent as that of the writing process. 

Thus, readers of an entropic parody look at the story from “above”, alongside the narrator 

who sits as puppeteer of his characters’ fate. Indeed, with this approach, we focus on how 

the story comes into being instead of how the characters interact with their surroundings 

which, we remember in the previous two chapters, was the primary focus of entropic 

irony. 

In entropic parody, “the reader – like the narrator or any one of the characters – is 

ultimately only one of the pieces being manipulated in this narrative game” (O’Neill 

269). The playful way Casa’s active narrator weaves the Venturas’ intricate story – 

playing quite freely with time, postponements, contradictions and the withholding of 

information– creates an elaborate narrative game that requires readers’ utmost attention 

and active participation. The game begins with the narrator’s ambiguous treatment of 

time: are the parents gone for one day (as they assert) or for one year (as the children 
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claim)? This point remains unclarified: “el árbitro de esta disputa podría ser el narrador, 

que después de todo se presenta como figura omnipotente y omnipresente, pero su 

discurso es cuidadosamente vago sobre este punto” (Gutiérrez Mouat 226). Precisely the 

effect that the narrator strives to create, such ambivalence surrounds the passage of time, 

humorously exposing the absurdity of this world which reaches a fevered pitch when the 

Mayordomo declares that time shall not pass until the Venturas return, a state he refers to 

as “antitiempo” (332). Another tactic to play with readers is the overt postponement of 

revelations to pique interest, ensuring that readers pay close attention: “prefiero dejar a 

mis lectores en ‘suspenso,’ sin respuesta a su curiosidad” (339). This manner of 

manipulating readers so openly is juxtaposed with the more covertly presented 

contradictions that pepper the narrative. At the beginning of chapter 5, for example, the 

narrator states, “de los hijos de Hermógenes y Lidia, pareja tan central en esta narración, 

sólo he hablado de Amadeo. Y muy al pasar, mencioné a Colomba” (166). Astute readers 

will read against this assertion since, in the previous chapter, two other children of this 

couple were also mentioned: Justiniano and his interactions with Juvenal and Higinio are 

described quite extensively and Casilda, Colomba’s twin, is mentioned as whispering 

“demasiado rato” with her cousin Fabio (139). Perhaps the most playful aspect of 

Donoso’s narrator can be noted in his fluctuation between providing information and 

withholding it. At times, he furnishes ample background information, as one might 

expect of an omniscient narrator, while other times categorically refusing to do so. For 

instance, when poised to describe Arabela’s torture at the hands of the lackeys, he 

suddenly decides against it, proclaiming: “la modestia me aconseja, más bien, correr un 

tupido velo sobre estos pormenores” (346). Seemingly withholding information because 
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he feels he could not describe such immense torture, the narrator then takes a more 

playful approach as he censors this scene: “es imposible reproducir esos horrores para 

quien no los ha vivido, y además quizás sean sólo rumores: ya se sabe lo mentirosos que 

son los niños” (346). A self-proclaimed omniscient narrator who claims to be affected by 

his own characters’ supposed rumors and so obviously attempts to control readers in 

various ways can be considered a storyteller whose narration is meant as a game.  

Donoso’s active narrator has been the subject of much critical study in the four 

decades since the publication of this novel. His constant attempts to control readers have 

been equated to the controlling nature of the Ventura adults over their children. Indeed, 

one of the main features of Casa is the power struggle that has been viewed by some 

critics as a political allegory, representative of Chilean dictatorial events of the 1970s 

(Iñigo-Madrigal, Gutierrez Mouat). Magnarelli widens the political scope, asserting that 

“the novel should be read as an allegorical rendition of generic sociopolitical situations: 

revolution, counterrevolution, and repression in any place at any time, and perhaps more 

significantly, in any realm (whether national politics, interpersonal relations, art, 

language)” (136). According to Magnarelli, this more universal view that flows from 

politics into the realms of art and language is the most revolutionary characteristic of the 

novel. She concludes that “of equal concern to [Donoso] are the revolutions, 

counterrevolutions, and repressive structures of art, particularly literature” (142). A large 

part of the novel deals with the rejection of a mimetic depiction of empirical reality. As a 

result, Donoso’s active narrator enters into the literary mix in order to lay bare the inner-

workings of narrative itself. The intention is to remind readers that traditional realism 

“cannot possibly hope to capture a fluid, ambiguous reality on paper: fiction is not reality 
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– fiction is, simply, fiction. Repeated authorial intrusions underscore this point by 

continually making the reader aware that literature is merely artifice” (Swanson, Boom 

128). The narrator continuously claims that his narration has no bearing on any external 

reality, “yet beneath [its] imaginary contours a real history palpitates” (Murphy 18). In 

this way, along with the other narratorial devices described above, the narrator creates an 

air of ambiguity that permeates the novel, beginning with the ambivalence surrounding 

the existence of the Venturas’ excursion site and the time they spend there. For these 

reasons, Casa’s narrator can at best only be considered “fairly reliable” (Murphy 60).  

The present study considers the possible unreliable nature of the narrator as 

intentional playfulness to manipulate language, readers and characters in a humorous 

manner. Our approach to Casa treats this narrative game under the three sub-modes of 

entropic parody: language-based, reader-based and character-based. Additionally, it is 

important to mention that we will not endeavor to isolate pure examples of the three sub-

modes and, thus, a certain degree of interplay between the categories may be noted since 

“all narrative texts involve characters, readers and language, after all, and the threefold 

categorization is obviously far more a matter of theory than practice” (O’Neill 262). We 

will begin our study with the language-based sub-mode.  

A parody of narration begins with the manipulation of language. In this first 

category, we focus on “the game that reader and narrator alike have no option but to play 

and whose rules are the always unstable rules of language itself” (O’Neill 262). In Casa, 

readers are inundated with an abundance of ornate language, which serves to question the 

reliability of language itself. Narrator, adults and children alike oftentimes speak in such 

a stylized and descriptive manner that their speech has been described as a parody of 
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modernist prose (Murphy, Magnarelli). This is noted most saliently in the language that 

the children invent while performing their continuous play La Marquesa Salió A Las 

Cinco: “equivocation, irony and rhetorical excesses become in the ‘idioma marquesal’ a 

language in which signifiers only point at other signifiers, constantly deferring meaning” 

(Murphy 93). The primary objective of any language, of course, is to communicate. In 

Casa, however, the narrator playfully inverts this fundamental rule to show that language 

sometimes fails to do so. Melania’s speech becomes absurdly humorous since she uses 

standardized words of the Spanish language but communicates nothing: “Finjámonos 

monumentos mientras el estruendo huracanado de la crueldad retumba en el horno que 

recuece las ánforas, transformando la ternura globular, los miembros rencorosos, en ríos 

verticales y contradictorios…” (224).  

The flowery, meaningless words of marquesal find humorous counterpoint in 

jerigonza, the invented language used by some of the children to communicate secretly. 

The words of jerigonza are formed by adding the letter p after each vowel of a word, and 

then repeating that vowel. The following conversation occurs between Amadeo and 

Arabela in the presence of the lackeys, after she has been tortured: “‘Tepe vepengopo apa 

bupuscapar…’ le dijo Amadeo. Ella respondió: ‘Nopo sepe sipi vopoy apa popodeper 

mopovepermepe […] Wepencepeslapaopo nopos espepeperapa” (370). Speaking entirely 

in this codified language, the two cousins covertly hatch a plan to escape. Jerigonza, a 

word meaning “gibberish”, ironically acquires the ability to communicate more 

effectively than the standardized Spanish language itself. The humorous juxtaposition of 

marquesal (comprised of displaced modernist poetry that fails to communicate) with 
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jerigonza (reconstructed words capable of conveying meaning) shows the absurdity of 

this world as the narrator bends the rules of language to his own narrative advantage.  

 This ability to communicate more effectively with recontextualized words 

becomes absurdly humorous in Amadeo’s invented “language” of biscuits that succeeds 

in communicating without words at all. After the Mayordomo’s decree that time will not 

pass until the adults return, even outlawing its mere mention, Amadeo devises a way to 

secretly communicate the passage of time to his cousin Wenceslao. The two agree that 4 

biscuits will equal one day and therefore “dentro de doce panes [nos vemos] en el 

caserío” (362) communicates to Wenceslao when to meet Amadeo. This language, 

similar to jerigonza, becomes a secret way of communicating under the radar of the 

authorities. The narrator describes the biscuits as “una manera de instaurar una 

cronología inventada, de pan en pan, una ficción, o mejor decir un ‘acuerdo’, que es lo 

esencial en toda ficción, que nos permitirá entendernos” (356). Thus, we can now equate 

the narrator’s linguistic machinations with the whole of his narrative: he suggests that 

language, in the same way as all narrative, is artifice. It may seem absurd to communicate 

with gibberish and biscuits but any language (whether standardized or invented) is always 

just a fiction, based on agreement between those communicating.  

The narrator’s manipulation of language can also be considered a manipulation of 

his readers on a larger scale, as the latter always needs to pay attention not only to what 

he is saying but also, as we saw above, how he is saying it. In the next sub-mode of 

entropic parody, we will focus on readers’ interpretation of how the narrator spins his 

tale. The reader-based sub-mode states that “our attention as readers is focused on 

ourselves and our efforts to play competently the narrative game whose rules we are 
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allowed to learn only as we play, only as the narrator allows us to learn” (O’Neill 261-2). 

Playing this game requires active readers who take part in the interpretation of the text. 

Wolfgang Iser has investigated the reader’s role and states that “modern theories have 

broadened the focus, as the work of art is no longer conceived as something given in 

isolation but is always viewed in relation to its interaction with its context and with its 

recipient. Hence the human subject, and the various human faculties upon which art 

begins to work, must always be taken into consideration” (9). Contrasting sharply with 

the idea of the reader as a passive recipient, readers in Casa become active interpretive 

participants as they are called to make connections to contexts that reside outside the 

confines of the novel. Donoso’s narrator uses some characters’ names to tell two stories 

at once, humorously juxtaposing name meanings in various ways with the characters’ 

function in the novel. Such a paradigm calls to mind Genette’s study of literary 

hypertextuality, defined as “any relationship uniting a text B to an earlier text A” (5). 

Such a relationship can be explicit (a new text based on a previous one) or, as in Casa, a 

more implicit relationship (just certain aspects of a previous text noted). Genette 

continues: “the less massive and explicit the hypertextuality of a given work, the more 

does its analysis depend on constitutive judgment: that is, on the reader’s interpretive 

decision” (9). Indeed, the hypertextual connections between character names in Casa and 

their pre-existing contexts is quite an implicit relationship and therefore require readers’ 

utmost attention. This name game differs from characters’ name meanings in previous 

works: we noted in Coronación and Lugar that Donoso uses name meanings in an ironic 

way, to clash incongruously with his characters’ narrative function. In Casa, although at 

times we still do witness such ironic incongruity, we see an evident departure from this 
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strict usage in favor of the much more intricate system of hypertextuality, designed to 

parody and ridicule some characters, while exonerating and praising others.  

In chapter 5, “El oro”, we note quite an extensive name game that involves 

Hermógenes, the eldest Ventura brother, and a few natives. Hermógenes embodies the 

general attitudes of the Ventura adults: haughtiness, greed and closed-mindedness. 

Although this character may not consider it duplicitous behavior, the narrator exposes his 

thievery through “un secreto libro de cuentas fraudulentas que guardaba en su dormitorio, 

en el que constaba el monto de lo que día a día iba sisando al oro de los Ventura” (191). 

This character’s name meaning does not clash incongruously with his function in the 

story but rather quite directly unmasks him as a dishonest thief. Hermógenes is a Greek 

name that means “engendrado [o] de la casta de Hermes” (Albaigès i Olivart 137). 

Hermes, the Greek messenger god, holds another title among all the gods of Olympus: 

“the shrewdest and most cunning […] the Master Thief” (Hamilton 33). To further the 

connection with Hermógenes Ventura, Hermes is oftentimes depicted stealing from his 

siblings in various myths, most notably robbing his brother Apollo of his prized cattle 

(Hamilton 33).  

To paint Hermógenes in a more negative light – a character who actually enjoys 

stealing from family members because it makes him feel superior and therefore distinct 

from the uniform whole of the Venturas (192) – the narrator juxtaposes him with one 

particular native, Pedro Crisólogo, who Hermógenes considers a “sinverguenza, ladrón 

[y] antropófago” (194). Until this point in the narration, we note the Venturas’ consistent 

negative depiction of the natives as uncivilized savages and that “todo delito contra 

nosotros sólo puede emanar de ellos” (194). The narrator, however, by way of his 
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hypertextual naming of Pedro and his immediate family members, seems to rescue the 

natives from this negativity since they are all namesakes of Catholic saints: Pedro 

Crisólogo (Saint Peter Chrysologus), his father Juan Nepomuceno (Saint John 

Nepomucene), his mother Rita de Cascia (Saint Rita of Cascia) and his brother, Juan 

Bosco (Saint John Bosco), begging the question that if they are as uncivilized, deceitful 

and inherently different from the Venturas, why do they bear the names of venerated 

saints from the same religion as the prosperous family? Here the reader would need to 

connect the narrative dots to solve the name game the narrator proposes: the juxtaposition 

of an aristocratic thief with a family named after saints humorously exposes 

Hermógenes’s hypocrisy and parodically points to a materialist reconceptualization of 

religion. He clearly focuses on the Church’s need for the family gold so that the diocese 

can redecorate its altars. The reader who notices this juxtaposition will recognize the 

irony of Hermógenes’s words when he further judges Pedro and his family as “mala 

gente” (197), instead of recognizing his own judgmentally harsh attitude toward the 

natives.  

The humorous juxtaposition of thief and saints confirms the playfulness of the 

narrator but what comes next advances the challenging nature of his game as readers will 

subsequently find that implicit comparisons can fluctuate throughout the narration. The 

narrator abruptly changes the rules of the name game regarding two characters initially 

viewed through saintly allusion: Pedro Crisólogo and his brother Juan Bosco. When 

depicted in an ironic light, these two namesakes clash with their models. Crisólogo means 

“golden-worded” (Doyle 243) but this character never speaks and proves to be the 

antithesis of saintly values when he and Malvina, whose name bears explicit resemblance 
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to the Spanish words mala and malvada (“bad”), steal the Ventura gold. Pedro does not 

embody his namesake’s qualities: Saint Peter Chrysologus is known as a great orator with 

“the divine fervor of a holy man” (Doyle 243). Instead of being golden-worded, Pedro 

internalizes Malvina’s seductive words about the gold, and thereby gets wooed into a 

world dominated by avarice when she teaches him the value of money. Juan Bosco 

suffers a similar fall from grace at the hands of the narrator. This character remains in 

Marulanda, in the camp where the natives live. His namesake, Saint John Bosco, an 

Italian saint who died in the late 1800s, is known for the education of neglected children 

(homeless and orphans):  

Bosco’s understanding of young people, their needs, and their dreams 
[helped him to] manage them without punishment. ‘I do not remember to 
have used formal punishment,’ he wrote, ‘and with God’s grace I have 
always obtained – and from apparently hopeless children – not alone what 
duty exacted but what my wish simply expressed’. With an approach that 
seems quite modern, he planned programs that combined play, song, 
study, prayer, and manual work”. 3   
 

The very measured and serene attitude of the saint is presented implicitly as stark contrast 

to the reactionary and violent words of Juan Bosco, when confronted with the orphaned 

Ventura children who do not abide by the new order in Marulanda: 

¡No hay cambio sin sangre! ¡Eso es lo que él [Adriano] no quiere aceptar! 
¡Y en caso extremo es la sangre de ustedes la que tiene que correr! 
Estamos amenazados desde el exterior. El día menos pensado regresarán 
los grandes ayudados por las secretas maquinaciones de ustedes. Ustedes 
son nuestros enemigos […] y sólo merecen que los masacremos sin piedad 
si se niegan a trabajar, y a estar, como toda la población, en pie de 
guerra…”. (284) 
 

This ironic juxtaposing serves as part of the ambiguous stance and the playfulness of a 

narrator whose readers must navigate his ever-evolving narrative that externalizes the 
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duplicity of Hermógenes while exonerating the natives only to then use some of those 

same natives in an ironically incongruous way.   

Adriano Gomara and his wife, Balbina Ventura, also figure into this name game, 

albeit tangentially since they do not appear in the scenes described above. Interestingly, 

Adriano Gomara’s name plays doubly into the name game, his first name meaning 

“nacido en Adria [Italia], localidad en otro tiempo a orillas del mar Adriático” (Albaigès i 

Olivart 26) and his surname, of Germanic origin, a variant of Gómaro, meaning “Dios” 

(Albaigès i Olivart 128). At first glance, these name meanings may seem insignificant but 

upon application to the name game of saints, and noting Adriano’s close relationship with 

the natives, a clearer view comes into focus. Adriano, semantically linked with the 

Adriatic Sea and Italy, is linked with the natives who, by and large, bear the names of 

Italian saints, especially when considering another important character, Francisco de Asís 

(Francis of Assisi), Adriano’s right-hand man. Adriano’s godlike status among the 

natives is undeniable as he saves their lives and keeps them healthy thereafter, bringing 

them medicine and provisions when needed. We note an explicit reference to this elite 

status in the ironic words of Balbina – branded as “tonta de capirote” (62) by her family 

and whose name phonetically resembles the Spanish verb balbucear, to babble – who 

claims that the natives consider her husband “una especie de dios […] si tú eres dios, yo 

soy la esposa del dios y tengo derechos” (78), so she feels the right to appropriate the 

natives’ belongings as her own. Like her brother Hermógenes, Balbina proves equally 

greedy, haughty and closed-minded by perpetuating her negative view of the natives as 

subservient to her family while denying the fact that her husband has saved lives. Just as 

the narrator juxtaposes Hermógenes with the group of natives to show a humorous 
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incongruity, so too does he place Adriano with his godlike qualities next to Balbina, who 

embodies the complete antithesis, in order to portray him in an even more positive light.    

Another name game cluster of characters, hypertextually charged with biblical 

and liturgical allusions, presents itself in the second part of the novel, headed by the 

narrator’s proclaimed hero, the son of Adriano and Balbina: Wenceslao. After escaping 

from the oppressive search parties of Juan Pérez into the vast plain that surrounds the 

house, he and Agapito unite with Amadeo and Arabela. Swanson affirms that 

“Wenceslao (noted for his humanitarianism) emerges as the possible creator of a new 

order” (Boom 123). This character’s alliance with the others in this scene does acquire the 

feel of a new paradigm – a respectful way of interacting with one another – that rejects 

the oppressive rules and regulations that dominate Marulanda. This more altruistic way of 

treating others is externalized during an interaction between two characters whose names 

reflect the love that has been desperately lacking in their world. When Agapito demands 

Amadeo’s knife, the latter suggests that brute force may not be the best approach. 

Agapito, therefore, tacitly accepts this new paradigm of altruism and respect as he 

responds calmly to Amadeo: “¿Puedes hacerme el favor de prestarme tu cuchillo, que lo 

necesito por el bien de todos?” (376). The name Agapito, derived from the Greek word 

agape meaning unconditional/divine love, denotes “an intentional response to promote 

well-being when responding to that which has generated ill-being” (Oord 919). Agapito’s 

selfless response prioritizes the common good contrary to most characters in the novel. 

This character thus counters the attitude that has prevailed in Marulanda for countless 

generations embodied by his brother Juan Pérez who, despite his hatred for the Venturas, 

mimics their egocentric behavior. His ordinary name eventually becomes the source of 
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much humor as he failingly yet tirelessly attempts to assert his distinctness. Juan Pérez 

serves as foil to his brother Agapito, who distinguishes himself quite effortlessly, by 

clashing with the established norms of hatred and violence. 

Amadeo, depicted as an adorable child wise beyond his years, is the second half 

of this new order of altruism. His name, Latin for “amor a Dios” (Albaigès i Olivart 34), 

becomes particularly prominent, as well as charged with Christian liturgical allusions, 

when combined with the leitmotif theme of cannibalism. Throughout the novel, the 

natives are depicted as unpredictable cannibals who may attack the children at any 

moment, especially the ones who are “exquisitos, como para comérselos a besos” (60), as 

Amadeo is often described. However, we learn through the narrator’s flashbacks that 

cannibalism may have never even existed in Marulanda – indeed, it may have just been a 

way to justify the subjugation of the natives. Ironically, the fiction materializes when 

Amadeo, gravely wounded after failing to find food for the starving group, offers up his 

own body to be eaten. The dark humor in this scene is evident when his offer literalizes 

the simile that depicts him as a tasty morsel. The hypertextual similarities with Christ’s 

sacrifice in the Eucharist come into focus. Just as Jesus Christ, Amadeo gifts his body so 

that others may save themselves. Humor still flourishes within this scene due to 

Amadeo’s unrealistic reactions. He feels no pain (the narrator makes no mention of it) 

and, conversely, seems quite lucid, philosophical and even makes ironic jokes: “es verdad 

que soy exquisito?” (387) and “¿tienen miedo, como nuestros padres, de ser 

antropófagos?” (388). His selfless act, his tenderness and altruism, all contrast with the 

selfishness of the Venturas. He wants to continue the adventure but only through entering 

their bodies: “será otra forma de hacerlo” (388). This scene, so uniquely paradoxical 
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because it presents simultaneously humorous and cannibalistic images, evokes Jesus’ will 

in the gospels: “I am the living bread […] Anyone who eats this bread will live forever; 

and the bread that I shall give is my flesh, for the life of the world” (New Jerusalem 

Bible, John 6:51). The narrator describes, underscoring the solemnity and ritualistic 

undertones of this scene, that just as the children comply with Amadeo’s will and Arabela 

starts to eat, Agapito and Wenceslao are “quietos porque algo muy serio iba a suceder, 

pero no acongojados” (389).  

Arabela, the weakest of this quartet, does not play a large role in this scene yet has 

been crucial in getting the group to that very point: free, at least temporarily, from the 

Mayordomo’s power. She also helps to create fake maps detailing the location of an 

exotic lagoon, which becomes the obsession of the Venturas and the reason that they 

leave for their excursion. The name Arabela, meaning “servicial” (Albaigès i Olivart 43), 

fits directly into her role as facilitator. Similarly, Wenceslao seems to embody his name 

meaning: “muy glorioso” (Albaigès i Olivart 246), as the narrator proclaims him to be the 

hero of the novel and to honor such a status, “no puede morir hasta el final de mi relato, 

si es que muere” (372). The possible new order ushered in by Wenceslao could be 

intended in his name meaning: he plays a protagonistic role in getting the parents to 

leave, he escapes the despotic rule of the Mayordomo and, as we will see in the 

conclusion of the novel, he articulates his ideas for a more peaceful way of living that 

categorically rejects the old order of the parents, Adriano and the Mayordomo.  

Donoso’s narrator “visibly manipulates both his characters and his readers, 

casting the latter as other characters in the mise-en-scene of writing. Not only does the 

narrator speak directly to readers, but the authoritativeness of his discourse thrusts them 
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into roles and postures as he tells them what to think, remember, or forget” (Magnarelli 

157). For as much as he incessantly attempts to guide readers overtly with such 

interjections, there are also many opportunities, as we have seen above, for readers to 

uncover and then connect the dots that have been hidden within the narration. The same 

holds true for the narrator’s treatment of characters, an investigation of which can reveal 

much about their function in the narration. Readers must pay attention to how the narrator 

depicts each character: some are unchanging while others fluctuate. In the character-

based sub-mode of entropic parody, we will investigate how the narrator plays with his 

characters’ fate by adopting a controlling attitude toward his creations, constantly 

manipulating them within their ever-fluctuating storylines. O’Neill describes this sub-

mode as an: 

emphasis on the ludic manipulation of characters by the sovereign narrator 
[which is] obviously closely related to entropic irony, but whereas in the 
latter the reader’s attention is focused on the character looking ‘up’ 
[figuring out their world], in the case of this sub-mode of entropic parody 
our attention is focused rather on the element of narrative play in the 
construction of the character’s world, or, as we might say, on the narrator 
looking ‘down’. (261) 
 

In our investigation of this sub-mode, we will consider how the narrator manipulates 

Adriano and his children to varying degrees. Mignon and Aída find themselves 

hopelessly trapped in a negative light as juxtaposed with their seemingly heroic father. 

Adriano, despite embodying all the good values that the Venturas lack, eventually 

changes as well, though never quite as explicitly as his daughters. The opposite holds true 

for the youngest of the family, Wenceslao, who not only manages to survive against all 

odds but also embodies the heroic and free-thinking traits his father could not sustain.  
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 Mignon and Aída are perhaps two of the most negatively portrayed characters in 

the novel. They suffer a violent death, the expected culmination of their characterization 

as “feas y acusetas” (68) by their cousins. The narrator contrasts their dark and ugly 

nature with their younger brother’s beauty and light: “Wenceslao [es] rubio y de ojos 

azules como buen Ventura” (70). The narrator deprives the girls of any positive physical 

attribute: “lo que sabían de sobra era la imposibilidad de ganar el afecto de sus padres, 

porque por un inexplicable escamoteo de genes nacieron oscuras y feas aunque hijas de 

esos dos seres luminosos que eran Balbina y Adriano. Nadie lo explicaba” (70). Their 

dark features, contrasting sharply with the lighter features of a “good Ventura”, call 

Adriano’s lineage into question as the Ventura women gossip. Certain irony abounds in 

the negative judgment of Mignon and Aída for not being blond and blue-eyed since their 

older cousin Melania, considered the most beautiful of all the cousins, is dark-haired. Her 

hair is so dark, in fact, that it reaches hyperbolically absurd proportions when her blind 

aunt Celeste can still perceive its blackness: “¿Dónde está mi Melania […] mis dedos han 

aprendido a reconocer la negrura de su trenza al acariciársela” (143). Further 

accentuating Melania’s dark features, the narrator conveys this aspect of the character’s 

appearance in the meaning of her name: “negrura, con manchas negras” (Albaigès i 

Olivart 173). A further playfully humorous contradiction exists when we consider the 

ironic name meanings of Mignon and Aída: Mignon means “cute, adorable or lovely” in 

French and Aída (as a derivative of the name Ada) means “adorno, belleza” (Albaigès i 

Olivart 25). This juxtaposing of the cousins’ physical attributes exposes the absurdity of 

the Venturas’ hypocritical judgments as well as the conscious manipulations of the 

narrator who surely has a dark fate planned for the two sisters. The narrator, however, 
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tempers their dark portrayal as viewed during the death scene of their grandmother. When 

Balbina takes them to visit her own mother on her deathbed, the old woman exclaims: 

“¡Qué triste destino ser madre de hijos a los cuales es imposible amar! Y expiró con un 

eructo feroz” (70). This incongruous belch injects levity into the dark scene. 

 Similarly, despite the dark circumstances surrounding the deaths of both Mignon 

and Aída, our privileged position next to the narrator looking down on his story allows us 

to note ironic humor while the characters only experience tragedy. After witnessing the 

natives slaughter and roast a pig’s head, Mignon mimics their act with her sister Aída and 

is subsequently killed by her deranged father. Assuredly, no humor is created by such 

violence but rather by the culmination of the narrator’s manipulation game of Mignon 

and Aída: their dark fate parodies stereotypes of the innocence of children as Mignon 

exclaims to her father, “no me ofenderé si no comes, es sólo un juego” (86). 

Simultaneously guilty (of killing her sister) and innocent (she may not realize the gravity 

of what she has done), the two girls serve the narrator as scapegoats that expose the 

absurdity of the Venturas’ depiction of the natives. Despite generations of falsely judging 

the natives as cannibals, the only acts of cannibalism in the story are perpetrated by 

members of the Ventura family and not by natives. Because of the narrator’s 

manipulations, readers perceive the irony of this grave self-fulfilling prophecy.     

Adriano’s daughters are used by the narrator not only to expose the Venturas’ 

closed-minded ideologies but also to justify their xenophobia. Since Adriano is the only 

in-law not related to the Venturas by blood, his presence in the family causes speculation 

and intense scrutiny of his lineage. The fact that he establishes and maintains direct 

contact with the natives, the family’s sworn enemy, discredits him in the eyes of his in-
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laws. All of Adriano’s positive intentions become swiftly branded as nefarious by the 

Ventura family after the girls’ deaths and, as a result, the narrator begins to depict 

Adriano in a negative light as well. Despite his good intentions (to help the family accept 

the natives), Adriano proves incapable of success.  

 After the Ventura adults leave Marulanda, Adriano ascends to power but he can 

never regain the initial role of reformer. Unfit to change the status quo, his fall from grace 

is highlighted by the ironic moniker the children give him in an episode of La Marquesa 

Salió A Las Cinco: “Dios Padre Todopoderoso” (239). Once godlike among the natives, 

one child now describes him as “Dios omnipotente” (256) while another counters that 

assertion: “la mayor de todas las locuras del tío Adriano ha sido su debilidad” (283). This 

opposition reflects the downward trajectory of the character that will culminate in his 

death, as a weak leader about to be defeated.  

Adriano, faced with the servant-army that arrives in Marulanda to restore the 

Venturas’ order, remains idealistic but without the ability to bring his visions to fruition, 

as conveyed in his final words: “Ellos atacan con pólvora, nosotros nos defenderemos 

con hierro: no importa, porque al fin, y después de terminado el sacrificio y la pesadilla 

en la que yo, seguramente, y muchos de ustedes pereceremos, la crónica nos hará justicia 

y el tiempo hará germinar lo que sembramos en él” (292). The futility of his heroism is 

conveyed by the narrator, who snatches any chance of glory away from Adriano as his 

words are drowned out by the cars of the advancing armed servants. Thus, in the 

narrator’s parody of heroism, Adriano proves to be just as incapable to handle Marulanda 

as the Ventura family he disdains. He mistakenly feels that he and his men will be 
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remembered for their heroic deaths yet Adriano’s frantic call to arms actually underscores 

his naiveté.  

While Mignon, Aída and Adriano all become victims of the narrator’s 

manipulation, the youngest member of their family seems immune to it. Wenceslao 

embodies his father’s good qualities of altruism and critical thinking while rejecting the 

haughtiness and closed-mindedness of the Venturas. When the narrator rescues this 

character from the oblivion of an obscure alternate ending, he states “me he vuelto a 

enamorar de este personaje, Wenceslao, a cuyo desarrollo le veo gran futuro en los tres 

capítulos que quedan” (391). So now we ask ourselves, with Wenceslao back in the 

game, what does this mean for the conclusion of the novel? Although Wenceslao is 

surely one of the most positively portrayed characters, readers still cannot declare with 

certainty – although some literary critics have tried – whether this character represents a 

source of hope or whether he will suffer the same fate as his father, since the narrator has 

proven so unreliable in his character depictions. While Swanson asserts that Wenceslao 

certainly represents the hope for a better future in Marulanda, Magnarelli feels that 

Wenceslao’s actions shortly after eating Amadeo negate the latter’s act of selflessness: 

“this heroism is for naught since their heroic action is immediately followed by the 

arrival of the adults, who bring food and means of physical survival (invalidating the 

heroic gesture), and Wenceslao’s ‘Mama!’ which signals his reversion to childhood and 

dependency as he abandons his ideals to join the ‘enemy’. So much for heroic gestures, 

Donoso proposes” (158). Although this offers a valid viewpoint worth contemplating, 

Magnarelli’s quick judgment of Wenceslao may be a bit monolithic, not taking the bigger 

picture into consideration. Shortly after the adults’ return, they confine Wenceslao to a 
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straightjacket and imprison him and his mother. This character most certainly could not 

be described as joining the enemy since he is clearly viewed as an enemy of the family – 

and depicted as such by the narrator and most of his cousins.   

We do note that Wenceslao, in contrast with his father, has a decisive plan. As 

many of the adults frantically try to escape the oncoming thistle storm (which would 

mean certain death), Wenceslao offers a more measured, mutually beneficial solution: to 

cohabitate in Marulanda according to the traditional customs of the natives who have 

survived there for generations. Juan Pérez, echoing the Venturas’ mindset, protests that 

the natives would just teach them cannibalism. Wenceslao’s subsequent response 

punctuates the symbolic use of cannibalism throughout the novel, as his role as 

protagonist of the story seems to fuse with the role of the narrator himself: 

Lo que tú, lo que ustedes llaman antropofagia, sí. ¿No son, de una manera 
mucho más real, antropófagos tú y el Mayordomo, y ahora es claro, 
Malvina y los extranjeros además de nuestros padres instrumentalizados 
por los que son más poderosos que ellos? ¿No es característica de salvajes 
proponer la propia impunidad sólo porque se maneja el poder? Tenemos 
derecho a exigir que tú, o mejor aún, que quienes representas no sólo den 
alguna explicación, sino que reciban un castigo proporcionalmente 
terrible. (485) 
 

Embodying his name’s meaning (“muy glorioso”) in this moment, Wenceslao exposes 

the family and their lackeys as absurd while trying to offer a better way of living and 

working together. Paradoxically, we understand in this monologue that, even though he is 

the only one present in this scene who has eaten human flesh, mostly all other characters 

are more cannibalistic than he, figuratively, due to their blatant exploitation of others. 

 This glimmer of hope that Wenceslao represents is most assuredly not a certainty 

as we cannot unequivocally declare him as the hero. Are Wenceslao’s words too 

idealistic? Can they be put into practice? Will a family that has proven to reject any free-
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thinking attitude ever agree to his proposal? As the remaining Venturas return to the 

house with some natives, the novel closes with their attempt to survive the storm. For 

Swanson, this conclusion is a decidedly hopeful one: “the Venturas are thus left behind to 

face the devastating thistle storms typical of the region at this time. The novel, therefore, 

ends with the adults, children and natives united for the first time in an effort to confront 

adversity together” (117). What we see at the end of the novel is a concerted, united 

effort to face a difficult situation. Throughout a narration that has depicted the Venturas 

as unyieldingly rigid, this could, at first glance, seem like a positive situation. Since the 

natives helped the children survive the thistle storm the previous year, it is possible that 

the Venturas will survive the storm. Maria Salgado asserts that “through this experience 

they will obviously form a bond with nature” (93). In Casa, not many details, if any, are 

obvious so we cannot state for certain that, even if the Venturas survive, they will 

somehow change their viewpoints and build a better future.  

The conclusion of Casa creates just as many questions as answers, showing that 

the narrator remains true to his playful, gaming nature to the very end. Readers are 

presented with enough clues to suggest the hope for a better future while just as many 

that point to a lack of hope. Such ambivalence is conveyed in the narrator’s musings 

about the future of his hero Wenceslao: “¿en qué se transformó nuestro amigo Wenceslao 

al hacerse hombre, en ácrata o en lacayo, o, al contrario, cumplió el destino distinto a una 

y otra contingencia que espero haber sugerido como su gran opción?” (491). The narrator 

has certainly tried to paint Wenceslao as a glorious free-thinker, capable of putting his 

critical skills into action, unlike his father. In the end, however, uncertainty abounds. Will 

Wenceslao prove, just as Pedro Crisólogo, Juan Bosco and his father, an ironic 
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embodiment of his name meaning? As the narrator loosens his tight grip, Wenceslao’s 

fate is left to the reader to contemplate.        

This playful ambiguity punctuates a novel that seems to thrive on the gaming plot, 

misleading readers by manipulating characters and language. This narrative game 

becomes the narrated leitmotif of chess – a game whose principal feature is the 

manipulation of its pieces. When the narrator expresses that the chess-playing children 

“disponían las peripecias de las piezas sobre el tablero de ajedrez” (46), he is referencing 

his own narrative game. In some entropically parodic narratives, “the characters are little 

more than tokens or counters to be moved like pieces in a board game, acquiring any 

importance they may have not from any innate individual value but only from their 

relative position on the board” (O’Neill 263). Just as a player directs pawns on a 

chessboard, the narrator moves characters around, playing with their fate and their 

language while readers observe, participate and attempt to interpret the moves he makes. 

In the same manner as Coronación and Lugar, the conclusion of Casa emphasizes 

tragedy while the humor dissipates. The uncertain hint of hope in Wenceslao described 

above, starkly contrasts with the decidedly hopeless conclusions of Donoso’s previous 

novels and shows his tempering of despair. This waning of despair with levity still serves 

a primary function: exposing absurdity. Entropic parody is described as “a structuration 

of uncertainty” (288). The uncertain ending of Casa rejects any attempt to tie up all loose 

narrative ends, thereby driving home the novel’s implicit rejection of realism. Readers, 

instead, become active players of the narrator’s game as we face what O’Neill calls the 

postmodern paradox:  

the author is free to say anything he chooses in the text he constructs, as 
long as the reader agrees that that is what he is saying; the reader is free to 
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find whatever meaning he can in that text as long as the text allows him to 
do so; the text itself is simultaneously the unchanging words on the page 
and the whole interactive and continually changing relationship between 
the world of the author and the world of the reader. (O’Neill 277-8) 
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Notes 

 
1 Henceforth, the novel will be referred to simply as Casa 
2 The clash of this playful humor with the acerbic and ironic humor noted in Coronación 
and Lugar is evident. That scathing type of humor serves to expose the absurdity of the 
characters through harsh depictions and descriptions in those works. Donoso’s narrator, 
however, does not directly attack his characters but rather uses juxtapositions and other 
humorous tactics to expose their absurdity.          
3 This quote taken directly from: http://ewtn.com/saintsholy/saints/J/stjohnbosco.asp , 
other information on the saint: http://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=63  

http://ewtn.com/saintsholy/saints/J/stjohnbosco.asp
http://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=63
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CHAPTER 4 

LA MISTERIOSA DESAPARICIÓN DE LA MARQUESITA DE LORIA:  
EROTIC HUMOR AND THE EXISTENTIAL VOID 

 “Esos ojos prometían todo porque no tenían nada…” 
Marquesita (186)  

 The title of Donoso’s 1980 novella, La misteriosa desaparición de la 

marquesita de Loria, which immediately conveys the high social standing of the 

protagonist as well as the enigma that surrounds her, may lead one to feel confident 

enough to characterize the Marquesita as a young, poised, dignified aristocrat. However, 

the only true aspect of that preconceived notion is her youth. Blanca, a kinky, sex-

obsessed nineteen-year-old, gradually rejects the conventions of her society shortly after 

joining a Madrilenian aristocratic family by marrying the twenty-year-old Marquis de 

Loria (Paquito), who dies just five months after their nuptials. The exaggerated and 

humorous eroticism contained within this work clashes with the stereotypical idea of how 

an aristocrat should act. In this Donosian world, readers bear witness to a myriad of 

sexual acts (sodomy, troilism, coprolalia, lesbianism, gerontophilia and transvestism) 

which creates a playful, seemingly innocuous environment for the Lorias and other 

characters. The astute reader of Donoso, however, recognizes that this explicit eroticism 

masks Blanca’s profound existential angst. Her constant search for new and exciting 

experiences will conversely lead her only to discover profound dissatisfaction. Before 

readers explicitly witness this discontentment in her internal monologues, the narration 

alludes to how the protagonist will eventually feel trapped by her sexual freedom: “desde 

el baluarte de su espléndida viudez, protegida por las rejas de las ventanas de su palacete, 

oteará el horizonte con el fin de elegir acertadamente aquello que más placer podía 

procurarle” (12). Even though the narrator announces the (mostly sexual) freedom that 
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Blanca can and will enjoy, this somewhat forceful language conveys the opposite. 

Donoso’s description of her widowhood as a bastion, accentuating the bars on her 

windows (protection from intrusion but also from escape) prefigures a freedom that 

leaves Blanca unfulfilled and trapped by oppressive social convention. This sense is also 

conveyed by the incongruous description of her widowhood and mourning: “espléndida 

viudez [y] elegante pero estrictísimo luto” (12). The unusual pairing of the lighthearted 

adjectives (splendid and elegant) to describe dire emotional states shows that readers 

need to delve deeper, past the adornment of this funny and playful narration, to find the 

seriousness Donoso suggests. 

 Blanca’s continued search will lead her out of the realm of sex and into the 

primal, animalistic world of Luna, a dog belonging to one of the Marquesita’s suitors. 

Soon after meeting Luna along with his owner in the park, Blanca finds the dog barking 

outside her window. From this moment forward, humor and mystery fuse in this animal 

character, as readers can never be sure the dog exists outside of Blanca’s mind yet he 

precipitates her rejection of convention. During his supposed presence, the dog causes 

quite a commotion (barking, destroying property) but no other character ever notices him. 

Considering the dog as an object of Blanca’s own conjuring humorously exposes the 

absurdity of her condition as aristocrat, who wants for nothing material yet feels 

hopelessly unfulfilled. Since material goods eventually lose their excitement for Blanca, 

when the dog’s eyes promise fulfillment by offering her nothingness, she accepts 

wholeheartedly. This paradox will prove to be the crux of the novella: the only way the 

protagonist can escape stifling social convention will be to completely remove herself 

from it. Throughout the second half of the narration, Blanca fantasizes about Luna’s eyes 
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and melding with them (191) because both she and the dog “eran como la reflexión de la 

luz reflejada en el otro” (169), once again humorously pointing to the possibility that she 

and the dog are two articulations of the same being. In the conclusion, woman and beast 

fuse as this desired merger takes place: “salía de la oscuridad una sombra feroz, animal, 

monstruo, algo aterrorizante que saltaba sobre ella agrediéndola con lo que […] era una 

evidente intención de devorarla” (193). The narration seems to suggest that uniting with 

nothingness (representing, as we shall see, the acceptance of chaos) is Blanca’s only 

option in her search for fulfillment. The humor that accompanies the narration, whether it 

be erotic in nature or surrounding Blanca’s interactions with the animal world, serves to 

expose the absurdity of the aristocratic world that Blanca inhabits.   

 The serious and enigmatic aspects of the Marquesita’s disappearance suggest 

that the novella requires a detailed analysis that goes beyond its simple categorization as 

an erotic or detective novel, two genres to which the work has been compared. Indeed, 

various critics (Swanson, Magnarelli, Perez Blanco, Marí, Amar Sánchez and others) 

have proposed that Marquesita, despite its early critical evaluation as a frivolous 

departure for Donoso, is worthy of serious study because it continues his exploration of 

existential troubles, a principal leitmotif of the Chilean author’s previous works. In this 

short novel, sex becomes the focus to accentuate the act’s underlying emptiness. For 

Philip Swanson, the protagonist’s dalliances and constant search for sexual fulfillment are 

merely a substitution for a longing to gain spiritual satisfaction (Boom 136) contrasting 

sharply with the paradigm of many modern writers that tout “sexual perversion as a form 

of liberation in that its subversiveness frees man from limitations” (Boom 137). Myrna 

Solotorevsky posits that the novel cannot be considered solely an erotic novel because it 
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develops an intricate plot, contrasting sharply with the usual plotless model of 

pornographic literature (133). Similarly, she argues, Blanca differs from the typical 

protagonist of erotica in that she experiences a conflicting search (139), one that diverts 

her attention from the fulfillment of sexual desires.  

 From the readers’ point of view, erotic literature serves as pure sexual fantasy; 

however, the humor in the various sexual situations in Marquesita “prevents the reader 

from succumbing to any sexual fascination” (Solotorevsky 135). Sharon Magnarelli 

agrees that readers must see past the eroticism to perceive the protagonist’s existential 

woes. This critic considers the novella a parody of the erotic genre and detective 

literature “for the purpose of dramatizing the inherent absence which underlies [these 

genres], and which they aim to disguise, as well as the vacuity of the society which they 

echo” (102). According to Magnarelli, Marquesita uses the modality of the detective 

genre – the presentation of an enigma – which becomes subverted precisely because the 

protagonist’s mysterious disappearance remains unsolved and therefore leads the reader 

headlong into an unsettling conclusion (108). Swanson and Marí have also, in separate 

critical works, mentioned that the novella touts a parodic use of realism, once again, to 

reject this style of writing. Marquesita inundates readers with colors, sizes, smells, 

sounds, tactile sensations and minute character details to lull them into the false sense of 

security provided by realism: the expectation that the conclusion will neatly tie up all 

narrative loose ends. Nothing could be further from the truth as Blanca’s fate defies all 

explanation yet the playful epilogue tries to cover up her absence by providing a 

sweeping, “happily ever after” ending for the remaining characters. Marí affirms that “el 

autor se sirve de ese lenguaje ‘realista’, ‘simple’, sin alardes estilísticos, precisamente 
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para cuestionar las premisas del realismo y poner en duda el concepto de un mundo 

comprensible, estructurado, ordenado que dicho realismo conlleva” (82). Swanson notes 

that by creating an unsolvable mystery, Donoso utilizes the detective novel paradigm 

parodically and therefore “the realist tradition is no longer being attacked via the creation 

of a tortuous alternative narrative structure: the post-boom Donoso is subverting realism 

from within” (Boom 151).  

             In yet another poignant study, Ana María Amar Sánchez suggests a literary 

depiction of cultural exile in the novella and that “lo erótico en La marquesita encubre un 

trabajo sobre géneros y estéticas y plantea, en el momento del exilio, toda una 

declaración acerca del fracaso del intento de trasplante a otra cultura” (29). The critic’s 

assertion, therefore, is that cultural assimilation fails to take place just as eroticism fails to 

fulfill. Amar Sánchez considers the animalistic presence of the dog Luna as “un juego de 

asociaciones metonímicas que remite a lo latinoamericano, salvaje e irracional vs. el 

orden civilizado y europeo” (32). This binary opposition is seen throughout the narration 

as Blanca confronts and fails to assimilate into Madrilenian high society. The novella 

depicts the uselessness of suppressing one’s roots as it was written during Donoso’s (as 

well as many other Latin Americans’) exile in Europe (33) and thereby represents the 

issues one may face when attempting assimilation into a new culture.  

            As the critical study of Marquesita’s unique narrative assuredly shows, the way 

Blanca’s tale is told holds the key to its analysis. Donoso would agree as he also noted 

the parodic qualities of this novella, “it is a ‘pastiche,’ a take-off on the Spanish erotic 

novel of the twenties and it’s supposed to be amusing,” as well as its self-consciousness: 

“La Marquesita [is] mock eroticism. You are not interested in it so much for the 
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eroticism as for how much it’s going to out-erotic eroticism” (Castillo-Feliú 15, 18). A 

work so conscious of its own genesis belongs in the realm of entropic parody since “the 

what is always less important than the how” (emphasis O’Neill, 273). Even though it 

occupies such a prominent place in the story, the eroticism is merely a backdrop for 

narrative subtleties that constantly objectify characters and equate them with animals to 

externalize the absurdity of aristocratic conventions. This objectification and 

animalization humorously show the self-conscious nature of Marquesita and how this 

story-world careens toward chaos. The narration occupies such a star role in the work that 

“our attention is drawn forcibly to the artifice [and thus] we have little choice but to 

register the artifice itself as being a major component of the narrative statement” (O’Neill 

259). Even though we note a much less active narrator than in Casa, Marquesita, as the 

large body of criticism of the novella also suggests, contains a narration that can be 

described as “a self-reflexive universe” (O’Neill 261) as well as positing “a pervasive 

reminder of disorder” (O’Neill 276).  We will analyze Marquesita using two submodes of 

entropic parody: character-based and language-based. We remember that the character-

based submode concerns itself with the narrator’s manipulation of characters for a 

purposeful, preconceived end as readers’ attention becomes focused “on the element of 

narrative play in the construction of the characters’ world” (O’Neill 261). This 

manipulation of characters is aided by pointed, self-conscious language which is the 

primary focus of the language-based submode. Since the degree of overlap of character 

and language manipulation is quite high in this novella, the objectification and 

animalization of characters will be analyzed under both submodes simultaneously.  
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We notice that the language used to describe characters constantly compares them 

to and/or treats them as objects. This sometimes-subtle objectification linguistically 

points to the object-obsessed society to which Blanca and others in her social circle 

belong. In this society, possessions are of utmost importance and so, when Blanca first 

sees her soon-to-be husband Paquito she exclaims, “Lo quiero para mí [y] no le costó 

mucho trabajo conseguirlo” (14). Paquito, the object of Blanca’s desire, becomes 

humorously equated with an object she can acquire, presumably as easily as any item 

money can buy. Shortly thereafter, we witness the tables turn as Blanca goes from object-

seeker to object herself, becoming “una exquisita muñeca de lujo” (54), as the narrator 

externalizes her preference to remain ignorant of the happenings around her. This 

distancing attitude endows Blanca with no more agency than a luxurious doll. The 

comparison of the Marquesita to a personified inanimate object exposes her as pure 

adornment, bereft of true substance. Blanca, in this way, embodies the idea of a 

privileged class that enjoys a luxury completely taken for granted. Later in the narration, 

as Blanca continues her sexual exploits as a young widow, Almanza’s caresses turn her 

body into “un instrumento exquisitamente sensible, transformándolo, a la vez, en un 

lujoso objeto de la más mullida seda” (96). Once again, Blanca is rendered a luxurious 

object, now infused with erotic undertones. Through constant references to Blanca’s 

beauty and allusions to her inability to do anything but fantasize, the narration leads 

readers to believe that she exists purely as a sexual object. If the young woman 

previously represented the carefree privileged class, she now embodies carnal desire as 

her body becomes inextricably linked with the sensuality and evocative softness of silk. 
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Blanca is not the only character to undergo the objectifying manipulation of the 

narrator. Her mother-in-law Casilda gets covertly branded as unnatural in a seemingly 

playful description of her disdain of all things natural: “Detesto la naturaleza. ¿No sabes 

que sólo respiro bien sobre el asfalto y que no sé distinguir una violeta de un sauce?” 

(54). This humorous exaggeration makes a serious point. In exposing Casilda’s visceral 

hatred of nature, she is implicitly stripped of her humanity and, therefore, also becomes 

pure adornment, simply an object that has no place in the natural world. We note how 

calculating and cold this character can be, so equating her with an object fits her 

depiction quite well. In a more general sense, as noted with regard to Blanca, we intuit 

once again the leitmotif Donoso theme: criticism of the aristocratic class. Endowing 

Casilda with inhuman qualities implies the unnatural, object-oriented qualities of the 

aristocratic class.   

Throughout the narration, to accentuate the materialistic tendencies of these well-

off characters, high-end brand names become synonymous with the nouns they represent. 

Instead of “watch”, the narrator and characters refer to “Patek Philippe,” instead of 

“Mario’s car”, they mention the expensive, specific Italian model “Isotta-Fraschini.” The 

“Baby Browning” gun that Blanca carries just before vanishing in Retiro Park seems to 

represent the protagonist in the sense that it, like Blanca, is also pure adornment. 

Described as diminutive with a mother-of-pearl handle (186), the gun’s decorative quality 

becomes its primary function in the narration. When Blanca contemplates murdering the 

Sosas, the narrator states that she “[palpa] su Baby Browning en su cartera” (187) yet the 

gun goes unused for that purpose. Even when discharged – just before Blanca vanishes 

without a trace – readers are left wondering why, since no target ever materializes. The 
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Baby Browning, found after Blanca’s disappearance, curiously acquires yet another 

decorative quality. It is now, for the first time, described as golden: “lo único que [vio 

Mario] fue la diminuta Baby Browning dorada con empuñadura de nácar” (193). 

Additionally, the search party finds a silver clasp, a French shoe and her Patek Philippe, 

now useless objects that have been rendered “fetishistic images of the material and 

sensuous world she has left behind” (Swanson, “Structure and Meaning” 254).   

Reducing characters to objects and equating objects with characters are but two 

aspects of the objectification implicit in the narration. The reduction of characters to their 

constituent body parts is another. Assuredly, one would expect such a paradigm in a 

parody of erotic literature that presents the human body primarily as a sexualized object. 

Indeed, the story-world of Marquesita is constantly reduced to erotic elements as Blanca 

continues her carnal explorations. Solotorevsky cites Maurice Charney: “the most 

outstanding feature of erotic fiction is its total sexualization of reality; each perception is 

eroticized and the world becomes a theater for the realization of sexual desires” (132); 

therefore, genitalia and other intimate body parts are described extensively. In contrast to 

the erotic novel, however, the hyper-focus on body parts helps the humor to flourish 

which, as we have noted throughout Donoso’s works, exposes the absurdity of the story 

world. In one sexual encounter between Blanca and Paquito, both young and sexually 

inexperienced, readers note a playful use of Paquito’s body parts in that he “era capaz de 

todo con los dedos, con la rodilla, con los labios ansiosos y atrevidos, hasta con la 

prominente nariz si hacía falta” (33-4). This humorously absurd glimpse into Blanca’s 

fantasy exposes the unnaturalness of seeking fulfillment in sex by zeroing in on body 

parts not typically used during the act. The narration prefigures her sexual openness – her 
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willingness to try unorthodox and even taboo practices – while simultaneously conveying 

that her search for sexual fulfillment will be fruitless. 

The reduction to mere body parts is found throughout the narration but most 

prominently during Blanca’s (private as well as public) encounters with the painter 

Archibaldo. When the two first meet, the spark of attraction is evident through a pointed 

narration that describes stolen glances and sexualized bodies in great detail. As Blanca 

notices his stereotypically manly traits (beard, body hair, strong arms), Archibaldo 

scrutinizes the Marquesita’s body, noting various body parts individually: “la examinaba 

desfachatadamente risueño, sin respeto ni por su rango ni por su luto, desde las 

pantorrillas hasta las caderas y la cintura y el pecho, como si ninguna discreción fuera 

necesaria porque entre ellos dos existía el acuerdo de la exuberancia sexual de la 

juventud” (58). In this scene, readers intuit an additional function of this hyper-focus on 

body parts: it serves as an equalizer. In many of the affluent characters, we note haughty 

attitudes that judge anyone outside their exclusive circle as inferior. The focus on body 

parts, however, communicates the opposite of their judgmental attitudes. Despite 

economic and cultural differences between aristocrats and those not of their social 

standing, aristocrats possess the same anatomical makeup and feel the same sexual desire 

as those they judge inferior. As Archibaldo flouts the social conventions surrounding 

mourning and the respectful treatment of those with official titles, Blanca also surrenders 

to her basest urges, thereby rejecting proper marchioness etiquette as conveyed by “la 

mancha de humedad [que] sin duda había aparecido en su falda que la brisa primaveral le 

pegaba al cuerpo” (57). As Blanca gets swept away by her attraction to the painter, 

readers witness her humorous attempts to keep her composure in her continued endeavor 
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to maintain the dignified appearance her class demands. Both she and Archibaldo, as 

victims of biological urges mirrored in the other, are rendered equal by the narration 

despite their disparate social status.  

Throughout the first half of the novel, the narration points to Archibaldo as the 

fulfillment of Blanca’s existential search. After meeting him, she conjures fantasies that 

fuse her previous three sexual experiences (Paquito, Don Mamerto, Almanza) and hopes 

that the traits she enjoyed in each (love, protection and adept sexual performance, 

respectively) might all be found in the painter (102). The second half of the novella takes 

an unexpected turn, however, as her fascination with Archibaldo swiftly shifts to 

disillusionment and her obsession with his dog Luna (or her own conjuring of the animal) 

grows. Blanca’s search for fulfillment through materialism and sexuality finds 

counterpoint in her relationship with the animal as we note that “en el centro mismo del 

relato, ingresa en la historia ‘lo animal’ que pronto se convierte en el eje de una cadena 

ligada a lo prohibido, la transgresión, la locura y finalmente la muerte” (Amar Sánchez 

32). Inherent in any entropic parody is the trajectory toward disorder, which is most 

certainly evident in Marquesita as we note the protagonist progressively go from high 

society to a mysterious disappearance (and possibly death). Blanca’s search, leading her 

to an enigmatic relationship with Luna, conveys her descent into chaos, as Swanson 

posits: “the two sides of the antithesis [materialism/sexuality vs. Luna] correspond 

respectively to order and chaos. The fact that the latter movement displaces the former 

indicates the predominance of chaos” (“Structure and Meaning” 249). Indeed, as Blanca 

begins to focus more attention on Luna and less on materialism or the satiation of desire, 

her life seems to become more chaotic: her room gets destroyed, she distances herself 
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from other characters and gradually rejects adherence to social convention. Her 

disappearance (as seen through the eyes of Mario) suggests a union with the animal, 

thereby completing the protagonist’s acceptance of chaos and rejection of the false sense 

of order represented by materialism and sex. From the onset, the narrator prefigures this 

move toward her animalistic, primal side by a systematic comparison of Blanca and her 

body parts to animals.  

The first instance of Blanca’s animalization presents itself through Casilda’s eyes, 

as the older woman describes Blanca as simultaneously primitive and beautiful: “con sus 

grandes ojos redondos como de monito vivaracho […] era un animalito fresco y fragante 

que le daría buen trabajo a su hijo […] tenía buen gusto el chiquillo [como] su madre” 

(20). This description can be linked to the next that arrives shortly thereafter, in which 

Blanca is no longer the small monkey; her vagina now assumes the animal role: “el tierno 

animalito agazapado entre ese muslo y el otro” (22). The narrative fusion of animal and 

lust reduces the sexual act to its basest, most instinctual urges. In this way, the 

animalization of Blanca’s sexual organ also acts as an equalizer, once again penetrating 

social differences in showing that these urges are an integral and ubiquitous part of the 

human condition, no matter one’s social rank. It exposes the absurdity of strict social 

convention whose end is to create the illusion that these aristocrats are superior. We note 

the instinctual urges of Blanca’s “animalito” and calf when they act as predators, trapping 

Paquito’s hand: “y más aún al hurgar en la corva caliente, que ella aprisionó flexionando 

su pierna a apretándosela con la pantorrilla” (23). Blanca as the predator feels in control 

of the situation, providing her with a sense of temporary order. The first time she meets 

Luna, however, the roles reverse and Blanca goes from predator to prey, prefiguring the 
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dog’s dominance in her life. As Luna jumps happily around the Marquesita, she gets 

ensnared by his leash twice: “como si estuviera entrenado para hacerlo” (79). The dog, of 

course, was not trained to trap her, but the narration surely suggests that Blanca will 

eventually be overtaken by Luna’s animalistic presence in her life. Interestingly, yet 

another hint to Blanca’s dark fate is contained within this scene. When she asks why 

Archibaldo refuses to unleash the dog, he responds, “es muy joven y tonto, podría 

perderse” (79). Just like Luna if he were left to run wild, Blanca is young, naïve and loses 

herself in the end.          

With these narrative clues in place, ceaselessly equating Blanca with the 

animalistic world she will enter with Luna, we note the foreshadowing of her apparent 

union with the dog in the lovemaking scene with Archibaldo. The narration shows that 

Blanca has not regained her role as predator since her breasts are like passive “animalitos 

dispuestos no a devorar sino a apacentar, o a beber las caricias que le procuraba su 

compañero” (127). The animalization and passivity of Blanca’s breasts prefigure the 

dominant role Luna will have in her life as well as her acceptance of his animalistic 

presence. Soon thereafter, as the foreplay ends and penetration begins, male and female 

combine to form one primal being: “al unirse a él, ambas bocas compartiendo el mismo 

aliento, ambos sudores el mismo sudor, las anatomías distintas transformadas por ese 

instante en un sólo animal que buscaba dos placeres distintos que fueran uno solo, una 

bestia cariñosa pero frenética” (128-9). The narrative repetition of two becoming one 

culminates in the emergence of "el maravilloso animal bicéfalo y bisexuado del placer 

compartido” (131). This animal, which falls outside the realm of natural creatures, can be 

linked to Blanca’s unnatural relationship and union with Luna at the conclusion of the 
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novella. Having both sexes at once, this “animal” also bears a striking resemblance to 

Luna, a male dog possessing a female name.  

Luna becomes a counterpart to Blanca, as he opposes civilized society and 

materialism. The dog’s personification, as counterpoint to Blanca’s animalization, 

underscores the importance of this animal character and his pivotal role in the story. 

From Luna’s introduction, his humanlike qualities are accentuated, as the dog remains 

“quieto a su lado como si comprendiera” (76). From this moment on, Blanca will feel an 

affinity with the dog. When he arrives at her house, he shows agency and motive in 

“ladrándole directamente a ella” (103). She talks to him, once again, as if he could 

understand her: “Tenemos que entrar muy calladitos…” (104). In other instances, the 

animal proves to be calculating and contemplative (142), even methodical (143), can 

open windows (149), and perceive Blanca’s beauty (150). The narration, focusing on 

Blanca’s point of view, begins to consider Luna’s humanlike qualities as natural when 

even the narrative voice cannot understand the animal’s inability to communicate overtly: 

“¿Por qué Luna era incapaz de explicarse, de descifrarse a sí mismo, para unirlos a los 

dos?” (163).   

This humorous personification also offers another clue to readers: that the Luna 

we see in Blanca’s bedroom and present during her disappearance in Retiro Park, as 

mentioned above, may merely be a figment of her own imagination. His humanlike 

qualities, then, would simply be echoes of Blanca’s humanity as she feels pulled away 

from social life toward the primal and animalistic. The doubt that Luna exists outside of 

his master Archibaldo’s house instills a humorous and parodic effect as this more 
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lighthearted side of the mystery – a fantastic element added to this detective novel parody 

– incongruously clashes with the seriousness surrounding Blanca’s disappearance.        

The personification of Luna is perhaps most salient when he attacks Blanca, with 

apparent motive, trying to communicate with her. After her tryst with Archibaldo, Blanca 

returns to her room and is immediately accosted by the dog, who strips her nude by 

ripping her clothes off with his fangs. In this scene, the objectifying narration unites with 

the animalistic as Luna’s body parts become the primary focus: “la mantenía clavada de 

espaldas sobre la cama con el peso de sus poderosas patas, en un vértigo de terror que le 

impedía recuperar el aliento para defenderse: solo dejarse desnudar por aquellos 

colmillos, sanguinarios, y quemar por ese belfo ardiente, y ahogar por ese hocico 

hediondo que resoplaba […] hasta dejarla desnuda y gimiendo” (142-3). Luna’s actions, 

charged with sexual overtones, are offered in contrast to her lovemaking with Archibaldo 

as both scenes involve unbridled, animalistic urges. Accordingly, both Archibaldo and 

Luna undress Blanca and produce her moaning, although the former creates pleasure 

while the latter, terror and pain. As the animal attack continues, the violence reaches a 

fevered pitch as Blanca feels unable to decipher Luna’s actions: 

creyó – no temió […] – que el perro iba a violarla: hubiera sido por lo 
menos una forma de tranquilidad, comprender un motivo, tener acceso a 
una explicación, compartir un instinto… pero no era eso. ¿Qué era…? Y al 
darse cuenta que jamás lo sabría […], sintió que le sacudía un feroz 
escalofrío que culminó en un orgasmo de pavor bajo ese cuerpo al que no 
podía satisfacer con su sexo capaz de saciar, hasta de matar, a cualquiera. 
(143) 

Blanca believes the dog may rape her, conveying a continued reliance on sex as 

fulfillment since the protagonist, at this point in the narration, seems incapable of a non-

sexual thought. Even though no sexual union between woman and animal takes place, the 
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marchioness still experiences an orgasm. Blanca experiences no pleasure from her 

encounter with Luna yet she paradoxically remains satisfied. Her orgasm of terror seems 

to combine insatiable carnal desire with the fear that existential angst generates. Depicted 

incessantly as a woman who can satisfy anyone sexually, this scene communicates that 

she can no longer rely on sex. The enigma that Blanca fails to solve is perhaps one that 

the reader can: the answer to her existential troubles does not lie in sexual desire, as her 

inability to satiate the dog suggests. The only option remaining is to embrace the chaos 

that Luna represents by rejecting her conventional life. These two pivotal scenes – the 

lovemaking and the animal attack – break with reader expectations to show Blanca’s 

trajectory into chaos. After her sexual encounter with Archibaldo, despite having 

immensely enjoyed the physical aspect of their union, she feels frustrated and unfulfilled. 

After her sexualized encounter with Luna, however, although wrought with violence and 

fear, Blanca falls asleep, seemingly tranquil and satiated, as the personified animal 

contemplates her.      

We have seen how objectification and animalization work separately and together 

in the narration. Perhaps the most overarching fusion of these two narrative methods, 

however, is the symbol of the moon, especially when equated with the dog’s eyes. Luna, 

meaning moon, possesses eyes that share characteristics with the celestial body: they float 

on the horizon (142) and are pale twin satellites (144). They are also described as “dos 

lunas que eran una sola” (106), which can describe Blanca being one with Luna – on a 

literal level, as Mario saw Blanca being devoured by the dog, and on a figurative level, 

that Luna is just a figment of Blanca’s animalistic urges that guides her to break free from 

strict social conventions. On a linguistic level, as entropic parody plays with language 
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and the manipulation of characters, the names of the two characters beg to be fused to 

describe the ubiquitous symbol of the moon: luna blanca.    

According to Amar Sánchez, the binary opposition of Latin America as barbaric 

(represented by Luna and Blanca) versus Europe as civilized presents itself in the novella 

(32). If we are to assume that the European aristocrats represent the civilized aspects of 

European society, then, the novella acquires yet another humorous aspect as readers may 

perceive this as an ironic clash. As we have seen, the narration consistently levels the 

playing field by externalizing the aristocrats as relying on their basest, animalistic sexual 

urges along with the protagonist. Erotic humor surrounding all these characters – not just 

Blanca – and their sex lives completely nullifies the binary opposition of civilization and 

barbary, showing humorously that all characters, whether from Spain or Latin America, 

are much more alike than different.    

In Marquesita, characters become objectified and animalized to humorously 

externalize the absurd and chaotic aspects of their lives. This objectification and 

animalization convey the vacuity of a society obsessed with material goods and earthly 

pleasures while reducing characters to their basest biological urges. The trajectory toward 

chaos, as depicted in Blanca’s obsession with the animalistic tendencies of the dog Luna, 

reaches fulfillment when Blanca disappears in Retiro Park, never to be heard from again. 

As noted in the previous Donoso works treated in this study, humor dissipates while the 

tragedy of the conclusion envelops readers, left perhaps with more questions than 

answers, as the enigma of the Marquesita’s voluntary disappearance takes root. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 DONDE VAN A MORIR LOS ELEFANTES: A SATIRICAL VIEW OF SOCIAL 
INTERACTIONS  

“Ya me parecía raro ver tulipanes en este tiempo.  
¡Hasta las flores son de plástico en este país!” 

 Elefantes (296) 

 Donde van a morir los elefantes (1995), the last novel published during José 

Donoso’s lifetime, satirically depicts North American culture as seen within the fictitious 

university and town of Saint Jo. Readers enter a world replete with fake smiles, colossal 

sizes of people and objects, and rampant xenophobia. Such stereotypical treatment of this 

culture allows humor to flourish in a playful yet scathing way. Though considered one of 

Donoso’s most humorous if not comical works (Carbajal 94), this novel does not surprise 

the careful reader who expects a serious tone lurking behind the laughter, since in the 

second paragraph violence is already present: “los cuatro disparos que Gustavo Zuleta no 

oyó” (15). Gustavo, a Chilean literature professor and critic, eager to experience a 

different culture, accepts a position at Saint Jo University in the Midwest United States. 

Seeing North American culture through Latin American eyes, readers follow Gustavo, 

who reveals himself as narrator in the epilogue, as he criticizes just about everyone he 

meets and everything he sees. The cast of characters that surrounds him reflects the 

artificial aspects he notes in North American society: Ruby, an obese young woman 

whose large proportions and fluorescent colored contacts are unlike anything Gustavo has 

ever seen; Rolando Viveros, the protagonist’s mentor, eventually revealed as duplicitous 

and threatened by Gustavo’s presence; and Josefina Viveros, the town gossip and 

manipulator. With these and other characters, Gustavo experiences strained interactions 

and continuous miscommunication, conditions seemingly inherent to this society. When 
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Gustavo mistakes plastic tulips for real ones, marveling that something as natural as 

flowers could have fake counterparts in the U.S., readers behold a miniscule reflection of 

the artificiality that abounds in the North American society and the interpersonal 

relationships depicted by Donoso. The characters, protagonist included, repeatedly lie, 

vacillate, manipulate, yell, argue, spy and insult. These actions are told with humor to 

expose the absurdity of this Donosian world as well as to accentuate its inherent 

trajectory toward chaos: the fatal shootings performed by Duo and Er, two Chinese 

exchange students, that occur at the end of the tale.  

 In the two decades since this novel’s publication, critics have investigated 

Donoso’s use of stereotypes that makes the U.S. the recipient of a critical eye, much in 

the same way that the country has done to Latin America for generations. This literary 

revenge, expressed by Gustavo-narrator in the epilogue (390), accounts for much of the 

stereotypes present in the novel. Brent J. Carbajal feels that “Zuleta’s story ends with the 

revenge of the outsider. The revenge exacted by ‘los chinos,’ seems to foreshadow the 

narrative revenge Zuleta seeks to gain by writing the novel” (85). Lucille Kerr concurs 

that Gustavo’s goal is to “do unto the (U.S.) Americans what they have done to Latin 

America” (40), and adds that the tragic shootings of the novel’s conclusion are the fear of 

“the other” materialized (41). Despite the principal theme of literary revenge on North 

America, various critics have suggested that, even though North America may be the 

main target of criticism, it is not the only one. Carbajal suggests that the protagonist, as a 

Latin American author and scholar, zeroes in on stereotypes and prejudices involving 

North Americans while also “identifying similar weaknesses in his own compatriots, 

[which] is indicative of Donoso’s desire to make a more general statement than one 
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having to do simply with addressing the issue of stereotypical portrayals of Latin 

Americans” (90). Philip Swanson similarly notes: “en muchos sentidos, América Latina 

está presentada aquí como aún más cerrada, formal, anal, pretenciosa y falsa que los 

Estados Unidos” (Swanson, “El número dos” 3), as noted in various Latin American 

characters who oftentimes behave in a duplicitous, manipulative and/or hypocritical 

manner. For this very reason, Donoso may be considered “an equal-opportunity critic” 

(Kerr 43). Within this paradigm that shields no character from critical fire, Mary Lusky 

Friedman aptly notes that the novel “repeatedly conveys that apparently incompatible 

‘twins’ – be they cultures in a single hemisphere, sexualities within a self, or registers 

within a novel – can coexist, although the coexistence is difficult” (138). A novel that 

explores coexistence on many levels can be considered having autobiographical 

significance when considering Donoso’s “experience in exile, his self-defined tenuous 

relationship with the literary world, and the familiarity he forged with cultures other than 

his own” (Carbajal 73).  

Even though the dysfunctional aspects of U.S. culture take center stage in 

Elefantes, Donoso as our equal-opportunity critic presents dysfunction in relationships as 

a general trait of all characters, no matter their society of origin. Such ubiquitous disorder 

is the primary focus of the third and final mode of the comedy of entropy: entropic satire. 

Unlike entropic irony that reels against chaos and entropic parody that celebrates it, 

entropic satire tacitly accepts disorder. This paradigm differs from normative satire which 

precludes an ameliorative intent and thus strives to expose “human vices and follies to 

ridicule or scorn with the avowed or implicit intention of correcting them” (O’Neill 142). 

While entropic satire also exposes human vices and follies, it does not, however, offer 
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any ways to cure society’s ills but rather “lacks any confidence or belief in the regulative 

power of moral or social norms […] and concentrates all its energies on the purely deictic 

gesture of identification and demonstration” (143). By offering no remedy, entropic satire 

can simply be considered a “comedy of observation, of seeing, [a] vision of disruption 

and breakdown of social and moral conventions” (133). As one would expect in a work 

that bases its humor on observation, entropic satires generally contain protagonists who 

double as narrator. Emphasis, therefore, hovers around this protagonist-narrator as the 

relationship between characters and their social world is investigated and exposed as a 

dysfunctional one. At the heart of entropic satire we find anomie, a sense of “social 

instability resulting from a breakdown of standards and values […] personal unrest, 

alienation and uncertainty resulting from lack of purpose or ideals” (261). Within the 

troubled relationships in Elefantes, anomie is omnipresent. As colleagues disrespect one 

another, couples feel profound dissatisfaction and family members become emotionally 

estranged, we see the breakdown of societal values all too well.  

Considering Elefantes under the umbrella of entropic satire, also known as the 

“comedy of human relationships” (O’Neill 137), we gain insight into the tumultuous 

character interactions noted throughout the novel. Even though Donoso announces the 

imminent violence of the shootings on the first page, the dysfunction of social 

relationships continuously points to this trajectory toward disorder. In this chapter, we 

will investigate some of these strained relationships – professional, romantic and, finally, 

familial – showing how they are articulated with humor that uses academia, foreigners, 

obesity, women and children as targets. We will begin our analysis with the 

(un)professional relationships in the Spanish Department of Saint Jo University. 
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 Readers get a glimpse of the artificiality of professional relationships early on, 

while Gustavo is corresponding with Rolando Viveros, his “maestro e inspirador (22), 

who has been living in the U.S. for years as a tenured professor at the university. Of 

Chilean origin as well, Rolando paints an idyllic picture of his life abroad, causing 

Gustavo to envy the pleasures and advantages that his mentor’s situation affords (26-7). 

Previously content with his life in Chile, Gustavo feels increasingly unsatisfied after 

hearing Rolando’s tales: “ya no hablaba de [su casita] como ‘mi bungalow’: la calificaba 

de ‘maldito cuchitril’” (28). Once Gustavo arrives in the U.S., readers perceive the joke: 

the young professor has been duped by someone he trusted since life in the U.S. proves 

not as satisfying as Rolando suggested. It creates a new set of challenges as Gustavo 

deals with an academy he judges artificial when Rolando grossly inflates his credentials 

making the newcomer feel “desvalorizado por esta necesidad de mentir sobre él” (47). As 

his professional life disappoints him, he finds that his social life follows suit, as most of 

his interactions with others involve disagreement and argument. Gustavo exhibits a sense 

of disquietude as he attempts unsuccessfully to establish himself in Saint Jo. The 

stereotypical humor advanced here, embodied in Rolando, is that of the swindler, whose 

tactics of bait and switch entice the naïve or melancholy. Gustavo’s naiveté, a condition 

of his inexperience abroad, and his sense of dissatisfaction with his life in Chile are 

preyed upon by Rolando, a character that, for the rest of the narration, is depicted as false 

and duplicitous: he engages in sexual acts with his students (60-1), smears Gustavo’s 

name to others (63-4) and steals professional topics in order to write and publish articles 

in secret (364-65). Rolando creates a fantasy to convince Gustavo to come to Saint Jo but 

exposes himself as false later in the narration: “¡[Gustavo] [s]e va a morir, igual de 
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muerto que yo, aquí en este hoyo! Tengo que convencerlo de que se vuelva. Puede llegar 

a podrirse aquí, si le dan tenure, como a mí, y se va a quedar amordazado, amarrando de 

pies y manos por el resto de su vida” (138-9). Rolando seems repentant until his wife, 

Josefina, exposes his false concern for Gustavo’s well-being: “tienes miedo de que te 

haga sombra, de que haga una carrera más brillante que tú” (139). Apparently dishonest 

in his letters to Gustavo detailing a fulfilling and content life in Saint Jo, we now see in 

Rolando’s discontentedness that this may never have been the case and, therefore, 

Gustavo’s presence in the U.S. is based on false assumptions. Readers are left to wonder 

why Rolando woos Gustavo only to reject him, a question left unanswered. Rolando’s 

changeability and duplicity humorously clash with his initial characterization in the eyes 

of Gustavo as a noteworthy and respectable professional.  

 Indeed most – if not all – professional interactions in Saint Jo contain some 

degree of dysfunction. Even the chair of the Spanish department, Julius Gorsk, a 

peninsularist, is exposed as unprofessional as he stereotypes all Latin Americans: 

“¡Latinoamericanos! ¡El compromiso! ¡La guerrilla! ¡Fidel! Estoy harto de compromisos. 

¿Cuándo van a ser personas y no sólo encarnaciones de ideas, los latinoamericanos? […] 

[M]e encantaría que de vez en cuando fueran capaces de hablar de otra cosa y no de su 

tragedia nacional” (109). These harsh words, directed scathingly toward an entire group 

of people, are assuredly not humorous themselves but rather, when focusing on the bigger 

picture, reveal the general racist condition of this society. The humor in this scene 

flourishes in a variety of ways. Firstly, readers note the irony of the unchecked cultural 

insensitivity that abounds within this university since, presumably, a foreign language 

department would be the most likely place to encounter unprejudiced viewpoints and 
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liberal thought. The incongruous clash is noted with humor as we see – throughout the 

novel, not just in this scene – most characters dispense with understanding in favor of 

judgment, prejudice, sweeping stereotypes and xenophobia. Secondly, no one seems 

immune to the prejudice rampant in Saint Jo, as Asians, Latin Americans and North 

Americans all come under stereotyping fire eventually, exposing humorously the 

absurdity of the seemingly never-ending propagation of racist thought in the town. 

Rolando and Josefina become “secos de rabia” (110) after being judged so harshly by 

someone outside their ethnic group. Readers may smile wryly as this anger creates a 

similar prejudice in them, expressed as antisemitism: “al fin y al cabo, qué se podía 

esperar de Gorsk, que se veía de lejos que era judío. No sólo por su giba, su pelo de 

bucles grasientos y su nariz de gancho, sino porque no disimulaba su desmedido odio 

racial, al desdeñar todo lo que fuera extraño a sus propias luchas” (110). Responding to 

racism with more racism, Josefina and Rolando’s behavior acquires a hypocritical air as 

they judge Gorsk based on his ethnic background just as he had done to them moments 

previous. This endless cycle shows but one aspect of the societal disorder expected in 

entropic satire as it exposes the breakdown of social norms governing mutual respect for 

one’s peers.  

 Judgment of the other, whether racially motivated or otherwise, is an ever-present 

theme in Elefantes. It is even seen as an inherent aspect of the strained romance between 

Gustavo and his obese cohort Ruby. Even before the protagonist meets Ruby, readers 

note Gustavo’s judgmental attitude while realizing the importance of the theme of 

obesity. During his first day on campus, Gustavo continuously notes the large women and 

food portions of the student body. One function of these humorous descriptions is 
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assuredly linked with the theme of literary revenge, as suggested by Swanson: “cuando 

Gustavo se maravilla ante la exótica fauna humana de San José, efectivamente devuelve 

la mirada colonizadora al llamado primer mundo” (“El número dos” 2). Another is to 

present, through Gustavo’s judgmental eye, a dominant vein of humor that will persist for 

the duration of the narration: the culture clash. The Chilean, marveling at the differences 

between his culture and that of the U.S., makes humorous connections between the heavy 

women he sees and his wife back home, who is described as skeletal and so diametrically 

unlike the beings he beholds that she almost belongs to another species (41). Indeed, the 

humorous aspects of the clash between cultures are produced by the “defamiliar” narrator 

Gustavo, when confronted with his first view of a culture foreign to his own. The literary 

technique of defamiliarization is intimately tied to the use of humor in the novel. 

Defamiliarization is “the process by which literary works unsettle readers’ habitual ways 

of seeing the world […] that tears away what Shelley called the ‘veil of familiarity’ from 

the world, making us look at it afresh” (Birch Oxford Companion). By filtering North 

American culture through the unfamiliar eyes of Gustavo, Donoso can give his readers a 

new perspective which, we may recall, is similar to the function of humor itself. Noël 

Carroll posits that upon using humor, “we have prevented ourselves from becoming 

slaves to the categories we live by. In this regard, humor is the rehearsal and re-

establishment of concepts” (68). Carroll further explains that humor and jokes take us off 

auto-pilot, affording the ability to stand back from society and, upon seeing it in a new 

light, inspect it more closely (69). Defamiliarization and humor work simultaneously to 

accentuate obesity as a North American stereotype as well as a way that Gustavo will 

eventually come to objectify Ruby. Through Gustavo’s unfamiliar eye that humorously 
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depicts the women he sees, we get a sense of his vacillating nature, as he expresses 

disapproval along with fascination. He describes a group of heavy girls as 

oxymoronically “groseras y delicadas a la vez” (40), then, shortly thereafter, “oteaba esa 

multitud destinada a celebrarlo en un futuro cercano” (41). In the very next breath, 

however, he slides back to the positive side of the scale, judging a largely-proportioned 

girl as “una majestuosa muchacha de melena rubia” (41). The reader may link Gustavo’s 

changeability to the sense of delirium that jetlag and culture shock can produce, since he 

makes these observations shortly after his long journey from Chile. However, as we shall 

see, rather than fleeting behavior, the inconsistent judgment we note in this scene forms 

an integral part of Gustavo’s personality and is, at least in part, responsible for his 

dysfunctional interactions with others.  

 We continue to track the humorously vacillating nature of Gustavo, in a subtler 

way, when he first meets Ruby: he praises her obesity with a fascinated fervor, seemingly 

celebrating the vitality and sexuality of her form, while simultaneously stripping her of 

all humanity by linking her with a series of objects. Through Gustavo’s eyes, Ruby is 

rendered lifeless as a pool float, then subsequently transformed into a sex doll and next a 

balloon (42-3); all inflatable objects to constantly accentuate her ample weight. If 

Gustavo were to touch her, he muses, “ella se remontaría como un globo e, ingrávida, 

lejos, se desinflaría con un ruido indecente al dar con el techo, y caería a sus pies 

reducida a un pellejo” (42). The objectification of this character, who loses her humanity 

gradually as she goes from a personified object (doll) to one bereft of all life 

(disembodied skin), reflects the artificial qualities of the society and the social 

interactions in Saint Jo while accentuating the trajectory toward disorder. In doing so, it 
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also creates the dynamic of how Gustavo will treat her throughout the novel: more as a 

commodity than a lover. In almost every description of Ruby, Gustavo mentions her 

weight in an endearing way as his infatuation with her grows. She becomes inextricably 

linked to excess, as exposed by Marcelo Chiriboga, a Latin American Boom writer 

visiting the town. He also transforms the woman into an object as she comes to represent 

a strained relationship on an international scale: “ella encarna el exceso, la avidez, el 

surplus yanqui del que nosotros, hambrientos, nos apoderamos mediante el robo, los 

negocios turbios, la venta de los bienes nacionales” (98). Ruby’s previous objectification 

gains a new perspective as she comes to represent the tumultuous relationship between 

the Americas. Being humorously reduced to an object makes Ruby the protagonist of 

Gustavo’s literary revenge on North America.    

 An additional articulation of objectification, metonymy, also plays a role in 

exposing the vacillating nature of Gustavo’s judgments. Metonymy is a figure of speech 

that uses one aspect or part to describe the whole. When Gustavo begins to objectify 

Ruby, not only does he equate her with objects but, at times, one aspect of her obesity 

becomes salient as it figuratively performs an action. Upon first encounter with a 

distracted Ruby, Gustavo describes her disinterested response to his questions: “repuso 

vagamente la gran cabeza, sin apartar la vista de la pantalla” (35). The head that replaces 

the whole Ruby eventually gives way to another stand-in, as Gustavo fills out the forms 

that “la muñeca le tendía” (42). Subsequently, head and doll become implicitly linked 

with university titles when Gustavo encounters a similar practice in the academic world 

that, despite his own metonymic rendering of Ruby, seems to annoy him. As he meets his 

new colleagues, Gustavo considers them “pomposos al saludarse […] con sus títulos de 
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doctor o professor en lugar del Tom, Dick o Harry habituales” (45-6). As Gustavo 

criticizes North American universities for such formulaic depiction of others, readers 

recognize that his burgeoning relationship with Ruby, through his metonymic treatment 

of her, conveys the same artificiality he disdains in others. The formulaic aspects of 

Gustavo’s romantic relationships – with Ruby and also with his wife Nina – are heralded 

by the unnatural images he beholds in funhouse mirrors; distorted and twisted reflections 

of his reality. He takes note of a chubby Gustavo, a skinny and tall Gustavo and one with 

short, stumpy legs. These distorted images affect his thoughts of Ruby and Nina, as he 

sees two possibilities at once: “Gustavo tentativamente enamorándose de la Ruby; o 

amando a Nina, que esperaba el nacimiento de Nathanael” (77). As we see after this 

encounter with his reflections, his falling in love with Ruby and his love for his wife will 

be tinged with dysfunction and artificiality.  

Ruby becomes the literalized object of Gustavo’s desire as their ever-

unconsummated romance begins. To delve further into the stilted qualities surrounding 

their relationship, Donoso creates a scene that presents disorder framed in comedy. 

Nothing seems as it should be when Gustavo, hungover after a night of heavy drinking, 

wakes up confused under Ruby’s bed. Instead of making his presence known, Gustavo 

spies on his naked love interest. The most humorous aspect of this scene, however, 

presents itself when Gustavo, who had previously objectified Ruby, now inverts that 

behavior as he personifies her teapot. He caresses it, using it as an inanimate surrogate for 

the woman herself. Seeing Ruby’s reflection in the teapot reminds him of a pre-existing 

romance, his marriage, which he seems to reject: “había olvidado a Nina: le parecía ahora 

tan remota […] No pudo dejar de regocijarse con el reflejo de los brazos desnudos de la 
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Ruby en la tetera” (167). Ruby’s image overtakes him and through beholding her 

reflection, excited at the prospect of another possible direction his love life could take, his 

marriage seems more unsatisfying. Still, ambiguity prevails, as the night before he had 

professed passionate love for his wife: “Mi amor […] te echo tanto de mentos […] vente, 

por favor. Me estoy muriendo por ti…” (127). This seesawing envelops the protagonist in 

ambiguity, reflecting his internal conflict. Once Nina arrives, the chaos of Gustavo’s love 

triangle reaches a fevered pitch as he is forced to juggle unsuccessfully a wife, a new son 

and a mistress. With Nina and Nat in Saint Jo, Gustavo’s life becomes exponentially 

more chaotic, as his interactions with his wife turn combative and passive aggressive.  

Throughout the narration, Gustavo fetishizes Ruby’s weight, comparing her to 

works of art, ever-more astounded by her beauty. However, when prodded by his jealous 

wife, we note his wavering once again: “‘conócela primero, y después me das noticias. A 

ver si crees que es posible enamorarse de una mujer como ella… o tenerle celos’ – mintió 

traicioneramente Gustavo, ruborizado por su propia falta de nobleza. Algo en él se 

conmovió, y quedó arrepentido, rogándole mentalmente a la Ruby que lo perdonara” 

(310). Just as in funhouse mirrors, readers see alternate versions of Gustavo: one who 

wants to be with Ruby and the other trying to please Nina. When juxtaposing his 

repentant words with the way in which he leaves Ruby, Gustavo exposes himself as 

duplicitous, punctuating their relationship with the artificiality we saw prefigured in 

Ruby’s objectification. After the chaos of the shootings, Gustavo leaves Saint Jo abruptly 

to return to Chile: “iba volando sobre Tennessee cuando recordó que no se había 

despedido de la Ruby” (381). Ruby remains an object that has been used, then discarded 

and forgotten unceremoniously. Did she really mean that much to him or was she simply 
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a fascinating distraction? Is Gustavo a false person or simply conflicted? We are left to 

wonder while contemplating his empty words to Ruby: “Jamás podré dejarte, Ruby,” to 

which she prophetically counters, “Never say never” (345).  

Just as professional and romantic interactions in Saint Jo are strained, so too are 

family relationships. Indeed, spouses exhibit constant dissatisfaction and siblings become 

either estranged (Ruby and Louise) or codependent (Jeremy and Maud). The parent-child 

relationship is also depicted as wrought with difficulty as Ruby recalls her mentally and 

physically abusive parents and Josefina’s son Max wants nothing to do with her. We see 

particular family conflict, however, in the dysfunctional father figure embodied in 

Gustavo. The name of the town and university – Saint Jo, short for Saint Joseph – 

provides the humor that ironically points to Gustavo and his difficult confrontation with 

fatherhood. In Catholic ritual, Joseph, the husband of Mary and the foster father of Jesus, 

is described as “a just man” (New Jerusalem Bible, Matt. 1.19). He first discovered Mary 

was pregnant soon after they had been betrothed. He knew the child was not his but loved 

him and protected him all the same (New Jerusalem Bible, Matt. 1-2). The image of 

Joseph as the ideal father figure is perhaps the most salient trait of the saint. When 

presented with a difficult situation, Joseph rises to the occasion, accepting as his own a 

son he did not sire. Gustavo presents an inverse Saint Joseph who continuously rejects a 

child that he did father: his newborn son Nathanael. Gustavo “[odia] a ese chiquillo feo y 

desconocido que invadía su intimidad” (315) and exclaims to Nina, “Nat es una mierda. 

Y tú también, por haber aguantado que en la clínica te cambiaran tu guagua preciosa por 

este guarisapo negro” (347). To complete this inverted image of the father figure, Donoso 

creates a grotesque version of the Holy Family as Nina “tomó a Nat en brazos. Gustavo 
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pensó que lo hacía con cierta malicia, como una Madona con el niño […] A Gustavo le 

dio rabia” (315). The Holy Family, traditionally depicted as a model for serenity, stands 

opposite to Gustavo and his discontented family as he violently snatches Nat from Nina’s 

arms and the couple have sex next to a hysterically crying baby, the smell of his dirty 

diaper heavy in the air (316). As this scene reaches its crescendo of disorder, the inverted 

images of Saint Joseph and the Madonna become quite evident as family disunity and 

dysfunction are accentuated.  

Saint Joseph is also the patron saint of the Universal Church (Eldridge 

Encyclopedia Britannica) which adds another humorous aspect of family disunity to the 

novel, this time focusing on Gustavo’s wife. Since her arrival in the U.S., Nina expresses 

agitation upon viewing so much excess and waste of food. Large proportions perturb her 

to such a degree that she seeks refuge in the local Catholic church to relax in the comfort 

of her religion. Instead of finding solace, Nina experiences the excess in the Eucharist 

itself: “la hostia que el cura depositó en su lengua era tan enorme y carnosa [y luego, ella] 

se ocultó en un matorral del prado y vomitó el Cuerpo del Señor” (348-49). Nina herself 

jokes about the occurrence later in the narration but the humor in this scene runs deeper 

than its overtly comical aspects as the universality of the Catholic Church itself is called 

into question. Universality is of utmost importance as catholic means universal (Catholic 

Church 830) and so the Church is said to unify Catholics hailing from all parts of the 

world. The Church considers its members as one unified family under God the Father: 

“All who have been justified by faith in Baptism are incorporated into Christ; they 

therefore have a right to be called Christians, and with good reason are accepted as 

brothers in the Lord by the children of the Catholic Church” (Catholic Church 818). 
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Nina’s humorous experience during mass makes the Church in the United States a 

localized phenomenon and a humorous breach of universality.  

The strained professional, romantic and family relationships involving Gustavo, 

Rolando, Ruby, Nina and Nat serve to prefigure the scene leading up to the violent 

shootings. In this scene, we note the same paradigm of strained relationships as 

unprofessional behavior, a failed seduction and dysfunctional siblings will each 

contribute to cause the tragic event. It all begins when Josefina, Rolando’s wife, attempts 

to seduce the elderly Jeremy Butler, Saint Jo’s prominent mathematician and mentor to 

Duo and Er, the Chinese students who commit the fatal crimes. Josefina’s seduction 

attempt ends just as it begins: “metió la mano en el pantalón. Tomó el sexo casi inerte del 

sabio, que fue extinguiéndose allí mismo” (355). Her motive is to convince the 

mathematician to let Er triumph in the imminent comprehensive exams, since she has 

designs to marry him. We contemplate the absurdity of romantic relationships in Saint Jo 

when Josefina, an older, married and self-proclaimed unattractive woman, unsuccessfully 

attempts to seduce an elderly man in order to marry a foreign student many years her 

junior who only speaks Chinese. Dr. Butler acquiesces to Josefina’s request and switches 

the exams to stack the odds in Er’s favor. Butler’s sister Maud exposes the professor’s 

unprofessional behavior as she seethes about what she thinks happened between Josefina 

and her brother: “¡Aquí se quedaron haciendo porquerías los sinvergüenzas! […] ¡Creen 

que soy una tonta porque me quedé dormida! ¡Me las van a pagar muy caro!” (360). 

Maud denounces her brother publicly and the authorities nullify the results of the exam 

while discrediting Butler’s reputation. After three years of hard work studying prime 

numbers, Duo and Er miss their chance to get a prestigious job at the Pentagon. This 
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precipitates the violent events that culminate in the deaths of Maud, Jeremy as well as 

Duo and Er themselves.  

The students’ function in Elefantes is multifaceted yet Duo and Er consistently 

evoke chaos, either in the thoughts of other characters or through their own actions. Kerr 

suggests that the two Chinese students “function as screens onto which the views of both 

North Americans and Latin Americans are projected. Indeed, ‘los chinos’ textualize the 

fears and fantasies inherent in the stereotypes and clichés produced by Saint Jo’s other 

‘foreign’ and ‘native’ characters and their cultures” (35). The two students, therefore, 

serve as scapegoats, as the objects of North American and Latin American fear of the 

other. Duo and Er are consistently characterized by xenophobic stereotypes (all Chinese 

people look alike, they are sinister) that surround their identities with an air of confusion 

and fear. They are seldom individualized characters but rather consistently depicted as 

identical, easily confused and stripped of identity as the narration slowly but surely fuses 

them with their academic discipline of mathematics. Readers note this fusion early on, as 

the only way the two can communicate is with numbers and equations, as their professor 

speaks no Chinese yet succeeds in teaching them. The students’ principal field of study is 

that of prime numbers, which are described as “grandes fallas en la urdiembre racional de 

las matemáticas, una extraña rebeldía de la lógica [y no obedecen] ninguna ley conocida” 

(168-9). As prime numbers can be considered instances of chaos within the order of 

mathematics, Duo and Er will cause chaos in Saint Jo. The students seem to personify 

prime number pairs as these numbers are described as “números gemelos” (333). The 

U.S. government delves into the study of prime number twins because learning more 

about these numbers, presumably, would permit the elaboration of instruments that could 
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help harness, store and distribute the energy released during nuclear reactions, 

constituting the salvation of mankind (327). The absurdity of this search is externalized 

by the actions of the twin primes Duo and Er: the government searches for salvation by 

delving into chaos, but chaos only begets chaos. 

Duo and Er as mathematical principals personified begs the question of the 

importance of that academic subject as a major theme in Elefantes. Indeed, this theme can 

be linked to entropic satire as articulated by Courant and Robbins in What is 

Mathematics?. This work, suggested by Jeremy Butler to Gustavo when he inquires about 

the subject (334), provides a short history of the fruitless search of mathematicians to 

explicitly define their objects of study (numbers, points, lines, etc.). Once this focus had 

been abandoned, mathematical knowledge and advances began to flourish:     

What points, lines, numbers ‘actually’ are cannot and need not be 
discussed in mathematical science. What matters and what corresponds to 
‘verifiable’ fact is structure and relationship, that two points determine a 
line, that numbers combine according to certain rules to form other 
numbers, etc. A clear insight into the necessity of a dissubstantiation of 
elementary mathematical concepts has been one of the most important and 
fruitful results of the modern postulational development (xviii-xix).  

This short foray into the history of mathematical science provides interesting insight into 

the dynamic of absurdity and fulfillment found in the novel. Mathematicians needed to 

stop questioning and investigating the existence of numbers – having to simply accept 

them as givens – before they were able to find progression in their field. This same 

paradigm is posited in Elefantes, as seen through the lens of entropic satire: the absurdity 

of life needs to be accepted before any fulfillment can be achieved. The conclusion of 

Gustavo’s time in Saint Jo and the subsequent epilogue both express this idea of 
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resignation and acceptance that give way to Gustavo and Ruby separately achieving some 

level of fulfillment.  

 Lucille Kerr considers the fatal shootings as a literalized version of the literary 

revenge proposed by Gustavo and, in this way, the violence achieves “farcical rather than 

tragic dimensions” (40). Unlike previous Donoso works in which the conclusion’s 

tragedy inhibits the flourishing of humor, we note that the humor of North American 

stereotypes continues. The farcical aspects of the conclusion come into focus when Larry 

King Live broadcasts the tragedy, making the cameraman who filmed the shootings rich 

and famous, and the public forgets about the entire tragedy just a week later (375). This 

divergence from the typical paradigm is related to the epilogue that humorously shows 

Gustavo, years later while on a trip to Washington D.C., unfazed by the tragedy. He 

searches for Jeremy Butler’s name in the phone book and then exclaims, rather matter-of-

factly, “‘bah, si está muerto… yo mismo vi el cadaver baleado,’ y me reí un poco de mi 

mala memoria” (390), in an apparent act of forgetfulness not unlike the American people 

forgetting the shootings shortly after their occurrence. Another character not traumatized 

by the deaths is Josefina, now living in Washington as the sole heiress of the Butler 

fortune. The two reminisce and talk about Ruby who, despite some difficult moments 

after Gustavo left her so abruptly, is now married with children and, according to 

Josefina, content.  

 The apparent lack of extreme existential angst points to a paradigm that Swanson 

has noted: “va disminuyendo el pesimismo existencial y se nota más una actitud de 

aceptación de la realidad en toda su complejidad y con todos sus cabos sueltos” (“El 

número primo dos” 4). Both Gustavo and Ruby, instead of being defeated by their quests 
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for fulfillment and meeting a tragic end, opt for resignation which, oddly enough, attains 

fulfillment in its own way. Gustavo still hesitates between the two women, telling Nina 

he loves her and is anxious to return to Chile (406) and subsequently fearing that, if he 

sees Ruby, he will stay with her forever (407). Gustavo finds solace, however, in the 

belief that complete fulfillment is unattainable: “ninguna relación es completa. Nadie lo 

es todo para nadie. El amor completo es una invención retórica, una forma de expresar 

algo mucho más confuso y elemental” (408).   

 Gustavo as the narrator of the tale embodies anomie as he humorously tracks and 

becomes part of the breakdown of social norms through the dysfunctional relationships 

he and others experience. Entropic satire, taking the individual out of the equation, 

focuses on the “incorrigible whole of society” (O’Neill, 143). Gustavo may offer a way 

of dealing with society’s absurdities through resignation and acceptance but he leaves 

reforming society out of the mix when he exposes the chaos of social interactions.     
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CONCLUSION 

 An essential and ubiquitous aspect of life, humor renders literature a more 

comprehensive expression of the human experience. Donoso himself contemplated the 

role humor plays in his own literary creations: “I would like the humor in my novel to be 

analyzed a little because I can’t analyze it myself but I would like to feel that it is an 

ingredient in my work; that it is perceived as an ingredient” (Castillo-Feliú 25). In 

response to the author’s wish, this study contends that humor is not only an ingredient but 

rather an integral aspect of his oeuvre, always offering a fresh perspective when 

regarding the difficulties of life, society’s institutions and even the writing process itself. 

Donoso has shown us, as we peer through his humoristic lens, the absurdity behind any 

human endeavor to create, understand and maintain order.    

 The comedy of entropy as a focus on Donoso’s works envisions a more detailed 

view of the trajectory from existential angst to a comparatively more relaxed outlook. It 

has not been the intention of this study to brand each work as fitting completely into one 

or the other mode of entropic humor, as some overlap may be observed. Within the texts, 

we explore the different manifestations of entropy – the entropic modes of irony, parody 

and satire. We noted that Donoso’s early novels, Coronación and Lugar, contain 

anguished characters that consistently reject the increasing presence of chaos in their 

respective worlds with disastrous results. A principal feature of entropic irony, this 

categorical rejection is articulated in both novels as failed attempts of escapism. In 

Coronación, Andrés fumbles through middle-age, trying to fend off entropy with various 

humorous escape tactics, the final one of which – self-imposed insanity – points to this 

character as the embodiment of entropic irony itself: Andrés descends into internal chaos 
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when his only attempt to experience passion fruitlessly ends with a complete withdrawal 

from life, exposing him as absurd. An inversion of the high-born status of Andrés is the 

protagonist of Lugar, Manuela. Although these characters initially seem quite different, 

they prove similar in their unsuccessful search for meaning and attempts at self-delusion. 

Manuela identifies as a glamorous and talented starlet, but also discovers that her escape 

tactics inevitably fail. There are constant and consistent clashes between her self-image 

and the narrator’s descriptions of her as an old and rather pathetic transvestite, and this 

results in entropic irony. Manuela finds herself in the same position as Andrés when the 

violence of her tragic end consumes any hope she may have initially felt. Both characters 

face uncertainty as they suffer the negative consequences of searching for meaning in 

their lives.  

 As we moved out of entropic irony to focus on the narrative process itself, 

entropic parody was used to approach Casa and Marquesita. In both works, we 

considered “the parodic celebration of disorder – or rather the active replacement of a 

vanished order with a new and overtly humorous fictional order” (O’Neill 50). This 

mode, as it overtly recognizes the artificial qualities of any narration, uses as its target the 

endeavor of narrative itself. In Casa, the active narrator becomes the protagonist as he 

exposes the machinery of his narrative process in order to show its fictive qualities. The 

narrator humorously – and rather explicitly – manipulates language, characters and 

readers while imparting a sense of ambiguity into his tale. His main character, 

Wenceslao, counters the categorically hopeless situations of both Andrés and Manuela as 

he may offer a possible hope to establish order in the country house. However, as 

celebration of disorder and uncertainty are the main tenets of entropic parody, 
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Wenceslao’s tale ends in the midst of complete chaos, much like his protagonist 

predecessors, with many more questions than answers. Wenceslao’s ambiguous fate 

seems to flow seamlessly into Blanca’s in Marquesita, as the very title of the novella 

points to uncertainty. In this work, we tracked the entropically parodic qualities of a 

narration that consistently equates the main character with objects and animals. As in 

Casa, the process also brings awareness to the novel as narrative, as the narrator makes 

the protagonist reject culture and embrace the savage aspects of life by fusing with the 

dog Luna. Even though the Marquesita seems to have a violent relationship with chaos as 

represented by Luna, she celebrates the chaos around her, choosing to disappear rather 

than endure any more time in the false order represented by aristocratic society. 

 In Elefantes, a more overt acceptance of disorder and a less violent outcome are 

noted. In entropic satire, chaos is no longer just celebrated but rather accepted. In the first 

four novels of this study, we noted characters’ concerted efforts to stave off chaos, to find 

meaning, to question, to reject rules. Chaos was always the antagonist to be confronted 

and the protagonist always suffered the consequences of that confrontation. Elefantes, 

through entropic satire, however, embraces the difference between what is and what 

should be (O’Neill 133). This acceptance of the disorder in society proves to be the 

answer to finding happiness, or at least Donoso’s version of it: resigned acceptance of 

defeat. Although Gustavo and Ruby may not be living the lives they dreamed of, they do 

achieve some semblance of happiness which breaks with the paradigm we have witnessed 

before.   

 Humor in Donoso functions as a great equalizer, omnipresent, assuring that all 

characters receive the same treatment: rich and poor, young and old, ignorant or learned; 
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everyone must face mortality, hardship and dysfunction. These aspects of life are indeed 

part of the human experience and, as such, unavoidable. It was Donoso’s contention to 

represent these forces and their effect on humanity. A humoristic outlook on life’s 

absurdities, since humor is an essential feature of being human, can facilitate the 

investigation of the psyche of man.  

According to Pirandello, humor goes hand in hand with a rejection of mimesis 

because “the inner and peculiarly essential process of humor is one that inevitably 

dismantles, splits and disrupts” (31). We have seen how Donoso dismantles reality 

narratively and thematically in his novels and now we can fit Donoso’s use of humor into 

the mix. This is just one of the reasons that Donoso may be considered a humorist since 

“the humorist readily perceives the various simulations used in the struggle for life; he 

amuses himself by unmasking them […] the humorist, armed with his keen intuition, 

reveals how profoundly different the outer appearances are from what takes place in the 

inner consciousness” (Pirandello 134). The function of a humorist is to help others 

recognize the various masks used in life and to help humanity perceive the humor within 

itself. José Donoso, perhaps even unwittingly, embodies that role as he unmasks 

humanity to show the humorous side.  
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